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The 2-dimensional massless Gaussian free field (GFF) is a 2-dimensional-time analog of 

Brownian motion. Just as Brownian motion is a scaling limit of simple random walks 

and various other 1-dimensional systems, the GFF is a scaling limit of several discrete 

models for random surfaces. Among these is the discrete Gaussian free field (DGFF), 

also called the harmonic crystal. We presently discuss the basic definitions and describe 

the main results of the current work, postponing an overview of the history and general 

context to §1.3. 

Let G = (V, E) be a finite graph and let Va C V be some non-empty set of vertices. Let 

n be the set of functions h: V --+ m. that are zero on Va. Clearly, n may be identified with 

m. V\ Va. The DGFF on G with zero boundary values on Va is the probability measure 

on n whose density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on m. V\ Va is proportional to 

exp ( L -~(h(V)-h(U))2). 
{u,v}EE 

(1.1) 

Note that under the DGFF measure, h is a multi-dimensional Gaussian random variable. 

Moreover, the DGFF is a rather natural discrete model for a random field: the term 

-~(h(v)-h(u))2 corresponding to each edge {u,v} penalizes functions h which have a 

large gradient along the edge. 

Now fix some function ha: Va--+m., and let nha denote the set of functions h: v--+m. 

that agree with ha on Va. The probability measure on nha whose density with respect 

to the Lebesgue measure on m.v\Va is proportional to (1.1) is the DGFF with boundary 

values given by ha. 

Let TG be the usual triangular grid in the complex plane, i.e., the graph whose 

vertex set is the integer span of 1 and ei7r/3=~(1+iV3), with straight edges joining v 

and w whenever Iv-wl=1. A TG-domain Dcm.2~C is a domain whose boundary is a 

simple closed curve comprised of edges and vertices in TG. Let V = VD be the set of TG

vertices in the closure of D, let G=GD be the induced subgraph of TG with vertex set 

VD , and write Va=8DnVD . While introducing our main results, we will focus on graphs 

GD and boundary sets Va of this form (though analogous results hold if we replace TG 

with another doubly periodic planar graph; see §1.5). 
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We may assume that any function f: V ---+lR is interpolated to a continuous function 

on the closure of D which is affine on each triangle of TG. We often interpret f as a 

surface embedded in 3 dimensions and refer to f ( v) as the height of the surface at v. 

Let oD=o+Uo_ be a partition of the boundary of a TG-domain D into two disjoint 

arcs whose endpoints are midpoints of two distinct TG-edges in oD. Fix two constants 

a, b>O. Let h be an instance of the DGFF on (CD, Va), with boundary function ha 

equal to -a on the vertices in 0_ and equal to b on the vertices in 0+. Then h (linearly 

interpolated on triangles) almost surely assumes the value zero on a unique piecewise 

linear path Ih connecting the two boundary edges containing endpoints of 0+. 

In §1.4, we will briefly review the definition of SLE(4) (a particular type of ran

dom chordal path connecting a pair of boundary points of D whose randomness comes 

from a I-dimensional Brownian motion), along with the variants of SLE(4) denoted 

SLE(4; (]l, (]2). Our main result, roughly stated, is the following. 

THEOREM 1.1. Let D be a TG-domain, oD=o+Uo_ and let hand Ih be as above. 

There is a constant A>O such that if a=b=A, then as the triangular mesh gets finer, 

the random path Ih converges in distribution to SLE(4). If a, b:;?::A are not assumed to 

equal A, then the convergence is to SLE(4;ajA-l,bjA-l). 

See §1.5 for a more precise version, which describes the topology under which the 

convergence is attained. As explained there, we can also prove convergence in a weaker 

form when the conditions a, b:;?::A are relaxed. 

We will elaborate on the role of the constant A in §1.2. This constant depends only 

on the lattice used. Although we do not prove it in this paper, for the triangular grid 

the value of A is ATG:=3- l / 4vr; (see §1.7). 

Figure 1.1 illustrates a dual perspective on an instance of Ih. Here, each vertex 

in the closure of a rhombus-shaped TG-domain D is replaced with a hexagon in the 

honeycomb lattice. Call hexagons positive or negative according to the sign of h. Then 

there is a cluster of positive hexagons that includes the positive boundary hexagons, 

a similar cluster of negative hexagons, and a path 1 forming the boundary between 

these two clusters. Figure 1.1 depicts a computer generated instance of the DGFF

with ±A boundary conditions-and the corresponding I. Followed from bottom to top, 

the interface 1 turns right when it hits a negative hexagon, left when it hits a positive 

hexagon. It closely tracks the boundary-hitting zero contour line Ih in the following 

sense: the edges in 1 are the duals of the edges of TG that are crossed by Ih. This is 

because h is almost surely non-zero at each vertex in V, so whenever a zero contour line 

contains a point on an edge of TG, h must be positive on one endpoint of that edge and 

negative on the other; hence the dual of that edge separates a positive hexagon from a 
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Figure 1.1. (a) OG FF 011 a 9Ox90 hexagon array with boundary values >. on the right and 
- >. on the left; faces shaded by height. (b) Surface plot of DGFF . 
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negative hexagon. 

In the fine mesh limit, there will be no difference between 1 and 1h. Thus (by 

Theorem 1.1) the path in Figures 1.1 (a) and 1.2 (a) approximates SLE(4), while the 

path of Figure 1.3 (a) approximates SLE(4; 2, 2). We will state and prove most of our 

results in terms of the dual perspective displayed in the figures. 

1.2. Conditional expectation and the height gap 

We derive the following well-known facts as a warm-up in §2.1 (see also, e.g., [Gil). 

Boundary influence: The law of the DGFF with boundary conditions ha: Va--+R is 

the same as that of the DGFF with boundary conditions 0 plus a deterministic function 

ha: V --+R which is the unique discrete-harmonic interpolation of ha to V. (By discrete

harmonic we mean that for each VEV\ Va, the value h(v) is equal to the average value of 

h(w) over w adjacent to v.) In particular, the expected value of h(v) is discrete-harmonic 

in V\ Va. 

Markov property: Let h: V --+R be a random function whose law is the DGFF on C 

with some boundary values ha on Va. Then, given the values of h on a superset Vo~Va, 

the conditional law of h is that of a DGFF on C with boundary set Vo and with boundary 

values equal to the given values. 

From these facts it follows that conditioned on the path 1 described in the previous 

section and on the values of h on the hexagons adjacent to 1, the expected value of h 

is discrete-harmonic in the remainder of CD. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 illustrate the expected 

value of h conditioned on the values of h on the hexagons adjacent to 1. 

The reader may observe in Figure 1.2 that although the expected value of h given 

the values along 1 varies a great deal among hexagons close to 1, the expected value at 

five or ten lattice spacings away from 1 appears to be roughly constant along either side 

of 1. On the other hand, in Figure 1.3, away from 1, the expected height appears to be a 

smooth but non-constant function. In a sense we make precise in §3 (see Theorem 3.28), 

the values -..\. and..\. describe the expected value of h, conditioned on 1, at the vertices 

near (but not microscopically near) the left and right sides of 1; in the fine mesh limit 

there is thus an "expected height gap" of 2"\' between the two sides of 1. In Figure 1.2 

the height expectation appears constant away from 1, because the boundary values of 

±..\. are the same as the expected values near (but not microscopically near) 1. 

Once we have established the height gap result, the proof of Theorem 1.1 (at least 

for the simplest case that the boundary conditions are -..\. and ..\.) is similar to the proof 

that the harmonic explorer converges to SLE(4), as given by the present authors in [SS], 
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Figure 1.2. (a ) EXI>e<::tat ion of OCFF with boundary values ±..\ given its \'8lucs at hexagons 
bordering the interface. (b) Surface plo t of the above. 
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F'igure 1.3. (a) Expectation of DOFF' given its values a t hexagons bordering the interface; 
exterior boundary values are - 3A on left, and 3A on right. (b) Surface plot of the above. 
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which, in turn, follows the same strategy as the proof of convergence of the loop-erased 

random walk to SLE(2) and the uniform spanning tree Peano curve to SLE(8) in [LSW4]. 

We will now briefly describe some of the key ideas in the proof of the height gap 

result. The main step is to show that if one samples a vertex z on "( according to discrete

harmonic measure viewed from a typical point far away from ,,(, then the absolute value of 

h(z) is close to independent of the values of h (and the geometry of "() at points that are 

not microscopically close to z. In other words, if we start a random walk S at a typical 

point in the interior of D and stop the first time it hits a vertex z which either belongs to 

Va or corresponds to a hexagon incident to ,,(, then (conditioned on z tf:. Va) the random 

variable Ih(z)1 (and in particular its conditional expectation) is close to independent of 

the behavior of"( and h at vertices far away from z. 

To prove this, we will actually prove something stronger, namely that (up to mul

tiplication by -1) the collection of all of the values of h (and the geometry of "() in 

a microscopic neighborhood of z is essentially independent of the values of h (and the 

geometry of "() at points that are not microscopically close to z. One consequence of 

our analysis is Theorem 3.21, which states that if one takes z to be the origin of a new 

coordinate system and conditions on the behavior of "( and S outside of a ball of radius 

R centered at z and S starts outside that ball, then as R tends to infinity the conditional 

law of the interface "( has a weak limit (which is independent of the sequence of boundary 

conditions chosen), which is the law of a random infinite path "( on the honeycomb grid 

TG* (almost surely containing an edge adjacent to the hexagon centered at the origin 

z=O). We will define a function of such infinite paths "( which (in a certain precise sense) 

describes the expected value of I h( z) I conditioned on "(; the value A is the expectation of 

this function when "( is chosen according to the limiting measure described above. 

We remark that many important problems in statistical physics involve classifying 

the measures that can arise as weak limits of Gibbs measures on finite systems. In such 

problems, showing the uniqueness of the limiting measure often involves proving that 

properties of a random system near the origin are approximately independent of the 

properties of the system far away from the origin. In our case, we need to prove that in 

some sense the behavior of the triple (h, ,,(, S) near the the origin (i.e., the first point S 

hits "() is close to independent of the behavior of (h, ,,(, S) far from the origin. 

Very roughly speaking, our strategy will be to describe the joint law of (h, ,,(, S) near 

the origin and (h, ,,(, S) far from the origin by considering a different measure in which 

the two are independent and weighting it by the probability that the inside and outside 

configurations properly "hook up" with one another. To get a handle on these "hook 

up" probabilities, we will need to develop various techniques to control the probabilities 

(conditioned on the values of h on certain sets) that certain zero-height level lines hook 
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up with one another, as well as the probabilities that these level lines avoid certain 

regions. We will also need bounds on the probability that there exist clusters of positive 

or negative hexagons crossing certain regions; these are roughly in the spirit of the Russo

Seymour-Welsh theorems for percolation, but the proofs are entirely different. All of the 

height gap related results are proved in §3. 

1.3. GFF definition and background 

To help put our DGFF theorems in context and provide further intuition, we now briefly 

recall the definition of the (continuum) GFF and mention some basic facts described, 

e.g., in [Sh]. Let Hs(D) be the set of smooth functions supported on compact subsets 

of a planar domain D, and let H(D) be its Hilbert space completion under the Dirichlet 

inner product (f,g)\1= JD \If·\lgdx, where dx refers to area measure. We define an 

instance of the Gaussian free field to be the formal sum 
00 

h= LOOjfj, 
j=1 

where the ooj's are independent identically distributed I-dimensional standard (unit vari

ance, zero mean) Gaussians and the fj's are an orthonormal basis for H(D). Although 

the sum does not converge pointwise or in H(D), it does converge in the space of distri

butions [Sh]. In particular, the sum 

00 

(h,gh:= LOOj(fj,g)\1 
j=1 

is almost surely convergent for every gEHs(D). 

It is worthwhile to take a moment to compare with the situation where D is 1-

dimensional. If D were a bounded open interval in JR, then the partial sums of 

00 

h= LOOjiJ 
j=1 

would almost surely converge uniformly to a limit, whose law is that of the Brownian 

bridge, having the value zero at the interval's endpoints. If D were the interval (0,00), 

then the partial sums would converge (uniformly on compact sets) to a function whose 

law is that of ordinary Brownian motion B t , indexed by tE[O, 00), with Bo=O [Sh]. 

Let g be a conformal (i.e., bijective analytic) map from D to another planar domain 

D'. When g is a rotation, dilation, or translation, it is obvious that 
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for any iI, hEHs(D), and an elementary change of variables calculation gives this equal

ity for any conformal g. Taking the completion to H(D), we see that the Dirichlet inner 

product-and hence the 2-dimensional GFF-is invariant under conformal transforma

tions of D. 

Up to a constant, the DGFF on a TG-domain D can be realized as a projection of 

the GFF on D onto the subspace of H(D) consisting of functions which are continuous 

and are affine on each triangle of D [Sh]. Note that if f is such a function, then 

(j, f)\1 = ~ 2)lf(k)- f(jW+lf(l)- f(jW+lf(l)- f(kW), 

where the sum is over all triangles (j, k, l) in VD . This is because the area of each triangle 

is ~ v'3 and the norm of the gradient squared in the triangle is 

Since each interior edge of D is contained in two triangles, for such f, 

Ilfll~ = ~ L If(k)- f(j)12+ 2~ L If(k)- f(j)12, (1.2) 
{j,k}EEr {j,k}EEa 

where E J and Ea are the interior and boundary (undirected) edges of TG in 15. We will 

refer to the sum 2:Er If(k) - f(jW as the discrete Dirichlet energy of f. It is equivalent

up to the constant factor 3-1 / 2 and an additive term depending only on the boundary 

values of f-to the Dirichlet energy (j, fh of the piecewise affine interpolation of f 

to D. 

The above analysis suggests a natural coupling between the GFF and a sequence of 

DGFF approximations to the GFF (obtained by taking finer mesh approximations of the 

same domain). The GFF can also be obtained as a scaling limit of other discrete random 

surface models (e.g., solid-on-solid, dimer-height-function, and 'Vcp-interface models) [Ke] 

[NS], [Sp]. Its Laplacian is a scaling limit of some Coulomb gas models, which describe 

random electrostatic charge densities in 2-dimensional domains [F], [FS], [Ko], [KT], 

[Sp]. Physicists often use heuristic connections to the GFF to predict properties of 2-

dimensional statistical physics models that are not obviously random surfaces or Coulomb 

gases (e.g., Ising and Potts models, O(n) loop models) [dN]' [DMS], [D], [Ka], [KN], [NI], 

[N2]. As a model for the field theory of non-interacting massless bosons, the GFF is a 

starting point for many constructions in quantum field theory, conformal field theory, 

and string theory [BPZ], [DMS], [Ga], [GJ]. 

Because ofthe conformal invariance ofthe GFF, physicists and mathematicians have 

hypothesized that discrete random surface models that are believed or known to converge 
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to the Gaussian free field (e.g., the discrete Gaussian free field, the height function of the 

oriented O(n) loop model with n=2, height functions for domino and lozenge tilings) have 

level sets with conformally invariant scaling limits [Co], [DSl], [DS2], [SD], [KDH], [HK], 

[Ke], [KH], [KHS], [Nl]. Our results confirm this hypothesis for the discrete Gaussian 

free field. 

Various properties of the DGFF contour lines (such as winding exponents and the 

fact that the fractal dimension is ~) have been predicted correctly in the physics litera

ture [Co], [DS2], [DSl], [SD], [HK], [KDH], [KH], [KHS], [Nl]. The techniques used to 

make these predictions are also described in detail in the survey papers [D], [KN], [N2]. 

Analogous results about winding exponents and fractal dimension have now been proved 

rigorously for SLE [Sch], [RS], [B]. 

The study of level lines of the DGFF and related random surfaces is also related 

to the study of equipotential lines of random charge distributions in statistical physics. 

The so-called 2-dimensional Coulomb gas is a model for electrostatics in which the force 

between charged particles is inversely proportional to the distance between them. In this 

model, a continuous function f E Hs (D) is the Coulomb gas electrostatic potential function 

("grounded" at the boundary of D) of -fj.f, when fj.f is interpreted as a charge density 

function. The value (j, f)v is then the total potential energy-also called the energy 

of assembly of the charge distribution -fj.f. In the Coulomb gas model, this is the 

amount of energy required to move from a configuration in which the charge density is 

zero throughout D to a configuration in which the charge density is given by -fj.f. 

In statistical physics, it is often natural to consider a probability distribution on 

configurations in which the probability of a configuration with potential energy H is 

proportional to e-H . If (} is a smooth charge distribution, then its energy of assembly is 

given by (-fj. -1 (}, -fj. -1 (})v = ((}, -fj. -1 (}); if we define (} to be the standard Gaussian in 

fj.H(D) determined by this quadratic form, then (} is the Laplacian of the Gaussian free 

field (which, like the GFF itself, is well defined as a random distribution but not as a 

function). In other words, the Laplacian of a Gaussian free field is a random distribution 

that we may interpret as a model for random charge density in a statistical physical 

Coulomb gas. 

However, we stress that when physicists refer to the Coulomb gas method for O(n) 

model computations, they typically have in mind a more complicated Coulomb gas model 

in which the charges are required to be discrete (i.e., (} is required to be a sum of unit 

positive and negative point masses) and hard core constraints may be enforced. 

The surveys [BEF], [Gi], [Sp] contain additional references on lattice spin models 

that have the GFF as a scaling limit and Coulomb gas models that have its Laplacian as a 

scaling limit-for example, the harmonic crystal (also known as the discrete Gaussian free 
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field) with quadratic nearest-neighbor potential, the more general anharmonic crystal, 

the discrete-height Gaussian (where h is a function on a lattice, with values restricted to 

integers), the Villain gas (where h is a function on a lattice and the values ofits discrete 

Laplacian p=-~h are restricted to integers), and the hard core Coulomb gas (where h 

is a function on a lattice and its discrete Laplacian p=-~h is ±1 valued). 

The physics literature on applications of the GFF to field theory and statistical 

physics is large, and the authors themselves are only familiar with parts of it. Outside 

of these areas, there is a body of experimental and computational research on contour 

lines of random topographical surfaces, such as the surface of the earth. Mandelbrot's 

famous How Long Is the Coast of Britain? [M], which prefigured the notion of "fractal" 

introduced by Mandelbrot years later, is an early example. The results about contour 

lines in these studies (including fractal dimension computations) are less detailed than 

the ones provided here and are not all mathematically rigorous. However, some of the 

models are similar in spirit to the GFF, involving functions whose Fourier coefficients 

are independent Gaussians. An eclectic overview of this literature appears in [I]. 

1.4. SLE background and prior convergence results 

We now give a brief definition of (chordal) SLE(x) for x>o. See also the surveys [W], 

[KN], [L4], [Cal or [L3]. The discussion below along with further discussion of the special 

properties of SLE(4) appears in another paper by the current authors [SS]. That paper 

shows that SLE( 4) is the scaling limit of a random interface called the harmonic explorer 

(designed in part to be a toy model for the DGFF contour line addressed here). 

Let T>O. Suppose that "(: [0, T]--+iHi is a continuous simple path in the closed up

per half-plane iHi which satisfies "([O,T]nlR=b(O)}={O}. For every tE[O,T], there is a 

unique conformal homeomorphism gt: 1HI\ "([0, t] which satisfies the so-called hydrodynamic 

normalization at infinity 

lim (gt ( Z ) - z) = 0. 
z-+oo 

The limit 
. z(gt(z)-z) 

capoo ("([0, t]) := hm 
z-+oo 2 

is real and monotone increasing in t. It is called the (half-plane) capacity of "([0, t] from 

00, or just capacity, for short. Since capoo("([O, t]) is also continuous in t, it is natural to 

reparameterize,,( so that capoo("([O, t])=t. Loewner's theorem states that in this case the 

maps gt satisfy his differential equation 

(1.3) 
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where Wt=gt(-r(t)). (Since "((t) is not in the domain of definition of gt, the expression 

gt(-r(t)) should be interpreted as a limit of gt(z) as z-+"((t) inside lHI\,,([O, t]. This limit 

does exist.) The function tr--+ Wt is continuous in t, and is called the driving parameter 

for "(. 

One may also try to reverse the above procedure. Consider the Loewner evolution 

defined by the ordinary differential equation (ODE) (1.3), where Wt is a continuous, 

real-valued function. For a fixed z, the evolution defines gt(z) as long as Igt(z) - Wtl is 

bounded away from zero. For zEH let Tz be the first time t;?O in which gt(z) and Wt 
collide, or set Tz=OO if they never collide. Then gt(z) is well defined on {zEH:Tz;?t}. 

The set Kt:={ZEH:Tz~t} is sometimes called the evolving hull of the evolution. In the 

case discussed above where the evolution is generated by a simple path "( parameterized 

by capacity and satisfying "((t)ElHI for t>O, we have Kt="([O,t]. 

The path of the evolution is defined as "((t)=limz-twt g;l(Z), where z tends to Wt 
from within the upper half-plane 1HI, provided that the limit exists and is continuous. 

However, this is not always the case. The process (chordal) SLE(x) in the upper half

plane, beginning at 0 and ending at 00, is the path "((t) when Wt is BtJX, where 

Bt=B(t) is a standard I-dimensional Brownian motion. (Standard means B(O)=O and 

E[B(t?]=t, t;?O. Since (Btv'k:t;?O) has the same distribution as (Bxt:t;?O), taking 

Wt=Bxt is equivalent.) In this case, almost surely "((t) does exist and is a continuous 

path. See [RS] (x#8) and [LSW4] (x=8). 
We now define the processes SLE(x; el, e2). Given a Loewner evolution defined by 

a continuous Wt, we let Xt and Yt be defined by Xt:=sup{gt(x):x<O and x~Kt} and 

Yt:=inf{gt(x):x>O and x~Kt}. When the Loewner evolution is generated by a simple 

path "((t) satisfying "((t)ElHI for t>O, these points Xt and Yt can be thought of as the two 

images of 0 under gt. Note that, by (1.3), 

2 
and 8tYt = W 

Yt- t 
(1.4) 

for all t such that Xt<Wt<Yt. Beginning from an initial time r for which xr<Wr<Yr, 

we define SLE(x; el, e2) to be the evolution that makes (Xt, Wt, Yt) a solution to the 

stochastic differential equation (SDE) system 

2dt 
dYt= W' Yt- t 

(1.5) 

noting that existence and uniqueness of solutions to this SDE (at least from the initial 

time r until the first s>r for which either xs=Ws or Ws=Ys) follow easily from standard 

results in [RY]. (The Xt and Yt are called force points because they apply a "force" 

affecting the drift of the process Wt by an amount inversely proportional to their distance 

from Wd 
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Some subtlety is involved in extending the definition of SLE(x; /?1, /?2) beyond times 

when Wt hits the force points, and in starting the process from the natural initial values 

xo=Wo=Yo=O. This is closely related to the issues which come up when defining the 

Bessel processes of dimension less than 2 and will be discussed in more detail in §4. 

Although many random self-avoiding lattice paths from the statistical physics litera

ture are conjectured to have forms of SLE as scaling limits, rigorous proofs have thus far 

appeared only for a few cases: site percolation cluster boundaries on the hexagonal lattice 

(SLE(6), [Sm]; see also [eN]), branches (loop-erased random walk) and outer boundaries 

(random Peano curves) of uniform spanning trees (forms of SLE(2) and SLE(8), respec

tively, [LSW4]), the harmonic explorer (SLE(4), [SS]), and boundaries of simple random 

walks (forms of SLE(~), [LSW3]). 

In the latter case, conformal invariance properties follow almost immediately from 

the conformal invariance of 2-dimensional Brownian motion. In each of the other cases 

listed above, the initial step of the proof is to show that a certain function of the partially 

generated paths ,([0, t]), which is a martingale in t when, is SLE(x) for the appropriate 

x, has a discrete analog which is (approximately or exactly) a martingale for the dis

crete paths and is approximately equivalent to the continuous version in the fine mesh 

limit. For loop-erased random walk, harmonic explorer, and uniform spanning tree Peano 

curves, this initial step is the easy part of the argument; it follows almost immediately 

from the fact that simple random walk converges to Brownian motion. The analogous 

step for site percolation on the hexagonal lattice, as given by [Sm] , is an ingenious but 

nonetheless short and simple argument. 

By contrast, the analogous step in this paper (which requires the proof of the height 

gap lemma, as given in §3) is quite involved; it is the most technically challenging part 

of the current work and includes many new techniques and lemmas about the geometry 

of DGFF contours that we hope are interesting for their own sake. 

Another way in which the DGFF differs from percolation, the harmonic explorer, 

and the uniform spanning tree is that it has a natural continuum analog (the GFF) 

which can be easily rigorously constructed without any reference to SLE, and which is 

itself (like Brownian motion) an object of great significance. It becomes natural to ask 

whether the DGFF results enable us to define the "contour lines" of the continuum GFF 

in a canonical way; we plan to answer this question (affirmatively) in a subsequent work 

(see §1.7). 

A final difference is that, for the DGFF, there is a continuum of choices for left 

and right boundary conditions (a and b) which are equally natural a priori, so we are 

led to consider a family of paths SLE(4; a/>.-l, b/>.-l) instead of simply SLE(4). (The 

case a=b=O is particularly natural; see Figure 1.4.) In these processes, the driving 
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parameters Wt are generally no longer Brownian motions (rather, they are continuous 

semimartingales with constant quadratic variation and a drift term that can become 

singular on a fractal set). Proving driving parameter convergence to these processes 

requires some rather general convergence infrastructure (§4.4), which we hope will be 

useful in other settings as well. 

1.5. Precise statement of main result 

Let 1HI be the upper half-plane. Let D be any TG-domain and let aD=a+U/Y- be a 

partition of the boundary of D into two disjoint arcs whose endpoints are midpoints of 

two TG-edges contained in aD. As before, let V denote the vertices of TG in 15. Let 

ha=-a on a_nV and ha=b on a+nv, where a and b are positive constants. 

Let h: V ---+lR be an instance of the DGFF with boundary conditions ha. Let rPD 
be any conformal map from D to 1HI that maps a+ bijectively onto the positive real ray 

(0, (0). (Note that rPD is unique up to positive scaling.) 

There is almost surely a unique interface 'YcD between hexagons in the dual grid 

TG* containing TG-vertices where h is positive and such hexagons where h is negative, 

such that the endpoints of "I are on aD. In fact, the endpoints of "I are the same as the 

endpoints of a+. (As mentioned above, this interface "I stays within a bounded distance 

from the zero-height contour line 'YD of the affine interpolation of h.) Now, rPD0'Y is a 

random path on 1HI connecting 0 to 00. We will show that this path converges to a form 

of SLE( 4). Rather than considering a fixed domain jj and a sequence of discrete domains 

Dn approximating D, with the mesh tending to 0, we will employ a setup that is more 

general in which the mesh is fixed (the triangular lattice will not be rescaled), and we 

consider domains D that become "larger". The correct sense of "large" is measured by 

rD = rD,</>:= rad (D), 
</>r/(i) 

where radx(D) denotes the radius of D viewed from x, i.e., infy9!D Ix-YI. Of course, if 

rP"i}(i) is at a bounded distance from aD, then the image of the triangular grid under 

rPD is not fine near i, and there is no hope for approximating SLE by rPD0'Y. 
We have chosen to use 1HI as our canonical domain (mapping all other paths into 1HI), 

because it is the most convenient domain in which to define chordal SLE. However, to 

make the completion of 1HI a compact metric space, we will endow 1HI with the metric it 

inherits from its conformal map onto the unit disk 1U. Namely, we let d* ( . , . ) be the metric 

on iHiu{ oo} given by d*(z, w) = 1\Ii(z) - \Ii ( w) I, where \Ii(z) :=(z-i)/(z+i) maps iHiu{ oo} 
onto D. If zEiHi, then d*(zn,z)---+O is equivalent to IZn-zl---+O, and d*(zn,oo)---+O is 

equivalent to IZnl---+oo. 
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If '/'1 and 12 are distinct unparameterized simple paths in H, then we define dubl' 12) 

to be the infimum over all pairs (T/l, T/2) of parameterizations of 11 and 12 in [0,1] (i.e., 

T/j: [0, 1]-tH is a simple path satisfying T/j([O, 1])=Ij for j=l, 2) of the uniform distance 

suP{d*(T/l(t),T/2(t)):tE[0, I]} with respect to the metric d*. 

Our strongest result is in the case where a, b?;)". We prove the following result. 

THEOREM 1.2. There is a constant )..>0 such that if a, b?;).., then, as rD-too, the 

random paths ¢Dol described above converge in distribution to SLE(4;a/)..-I,b/)..-I) 

with respect to the metric du . 

In other words, for every E>O there is some R=R(E) such that if rD>R, then there 

is a coupling of ¢Dol and a path ISLE whose law is that of SLE( 4; a/ ),,-1, b/ ),,-1) such 

that 

P[dU(¢DoI,ISLE) >E] <E. 

We first comment that it follows that when rD is large, I is "close" to ¢r}olsLE. For 

example, if rD-too and rr} D tends to a bounded domain jj whose boundary is a simple 

closed path in such a way that the boundaries of the domains may be parameterized 

to give uniform convergence of parameterized paths and if rr/o+ converges, then rr}I 

converges in law to the corresponding SLE in D. To prove this from Theorem 1.2, we 

only need to note that in this case the maps rr}¢r} converge uniformly in HU{oo} (see, 

e.g., [P, Proposition 2.3]). 

When we relax the assumption a, b?;)" to a, b>O, we still prove some sort of con

vergence to SLE(4;a/)..-I,b/)..-I), but with respect to a weaker topology. In fact, we 

can allow a and b to be zero or even slightly negative, but in this case we need to ap

propriately adjust the above definition of the interface I' Say that a hexagon in the 

hexagonal grid TG* dual to TG is positive if either the center v of the hexagon is in D 

and h(v»O, or VEo+. Likewise, say that the hexagon is negative if vED and h(v)<O, 

or vEo_. Let I be the unique oriented path in TG* that joins the two endpoints of 0+, 

has only positive hexagons adjacent to its right-hand side and only negative hexagons 

adjacent to its left-hand side. (If a, b>O, this definition clearly agrees with the previous 

definition of I') We prove the following. 

THEOREM 1.3. For every constant A>O there is a constant Ao=Ao(A»O such that 

if a, bE [-Ao, A] and I is the DGFF interface defined above, then as rD-too the Loewner 
~ 

driving term W t of ¢DoI, parameterized by capacity from 00, converges in law to the 

driving term W t of SLE(4; a/)..-I, b/)..-I) with respect to the topology of locally uniform 

convergence. That is, for every T,E>O there is some R>O such that if rD>R, then I 

and SLE(4;a/)..-I,b/)..-I) may be coupled so that with probability at least l-E, 

sup{IWt - Wtl: t E [0, T]} < E. 
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Figure lA. Zero-height interfaces starting and ending on the boundary, shown for the discrete 
GFF on a 150x 150 hexagonal array with zero boundary. Interior white hexagons have height 
greater than zero; interior black hexagons have height less than zero; boundary hexagons (of 
height zero) a re black. Hexagons that are not incident to a zero-height interface that reaches 
t he boundary are grey. 

Some (essentially well-known) geometric consequences of this kind of convergence 

are proved in §4.7. 

A particularly interesting case of T heorem 1.3 is t he case a=b=O, corresponding to 

the DCFF with zero boundary values. In this case, when h is interpolated linearly to 

triangles, its zero level set will almost surely include a finite number of piecewise linear 

arcs in D whose endpoints on aD are vertices of TG. A dual representation of this set 

of arcs is shown in Figure 1.4 . For any fixed choice of endpoints on t he boundary, the 

interface connecting those endpoints will converge to SLE(4; - 1, - 1). The limit of the 

complete set of arcs in Figure 1.4 is in some sense a coupl ing ofSLE(4; -1, - 1) processes, 

one for each pair of boundary points. 

Finally, we d iscuss the generalizaLions: replace T G wi th an arbi trary weighted dou

bly periodic planar lattice-i.e. , a connected planar graph iB CIR2 invariant under two 

linearly independent translations, T, and T2 , such that every compact subset of IR2 meets 

only finitely many venices and edges, together with a map w from the edges of i.5 to the 

posi t ive reals, which is invariant under T, and T2 . 

A iB -domain D CIR2 is a domain whose boundary is a simple closed curve comprised 

of edges and vertices in i.5. Let V = Vli be the set of i.5-vertices in the closure of D, let 

G= Go=(V, E) be the induced subgraph of i.5 with vertex set Vo, and write VD=aDn Vo . 

Given a boundary value function h{J: V{J;IR., the edge weighted DGFF on G has a density 
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with respect to the Lebesgue measure on IRV\Va which is proportional to 

exp ( L -~w( {u, v} )(h(V)-h(u))2). 
{u,v}EE 

If every face of ® has three edges, then every vertex in the dual graph is an endpoint of 

exactly three edges, and the boundary between positive and negative faces can be defined 

as a simple path in this dual lattice, similar to the one shown in Figure 1.1 (a). If not 

every face of ® has three edges, then we may "triangulate" ® by adding additional edges 

to ®, while maintaining the invariance under Tl and T2 , to make this the case (and set 

w to zero on these edges so that their presence does not affect the law of the DGFF). 

We define the weighted random walk on ® to be the Markov chain with transition 

probability w({u,v})/L:vIW({u,v'}) from u to v, where we take w({u,v})=O unless 

u and v are neighbors in ®. It is well known and easy to prove that such a walk on 

the rescaled lattice c® converges to a linear transformation of time-scaled 2-dimensional 

Brownian motion when c tends to zero (but since we could not find a reference, we 

very briefly explain this in §5). It is convenient to replace the embedding of ® into IR2 

described above with a linear transformation of that embedding that causes this limit to 

be standard Brownian motion. 

THEOREM 1.4. Both Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 continue to hold if TG is replaced by 

a general weighted doubly periodic planar lattice ®, as described above, provided that ® 

is embedded in IR2 in such a way that the weighted random walk converges to Brownian 

motion. 

If ® is the grid 71}, then one natural way to triangulate ® is to add all the edges of 

the form {(x, y), (x+1, y+1)}. Another would be to add the edges {(x, y), (x+1, y-1)}. 

The above theorem implies, perhaps surprisingly, that the limiting law of the zero-height 

interface is the same in either case, with no need for a linear change of coordinates. 

1.6. Outline 

In §2 we introduce the basic notation and assumptions that are necessary for the height 

gap results proved in §3. In §§3.1-3.4 we develop bounds and estimates related to the 

geometry of zero-height interfaces. The random walk S comes into the picture in §3.5, 

where we develop results about the near-independence of the triple (h, 'Y, S) on micro

scopic and macroscopic scales. In §3.6 we apply these results to prove uniqueness of the 

limiting measure, namely Theorem 3.21, and in §3.7 we apply this to prove our main 

height gap result, Theorem 3.28. 
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Based on Theorem 3.28, the convergence in the case where the boundary values are 

±>. is not too hard, using the method from [LSW4]. However, to prove the convergence 

to SLE(4;a/>.-1,b/>.-1) in §4, we need to contend with a few other issues which stem 

from the fact that the driving parameter of SLE(4; a/>.-l, b/>.-l) is the solution to 

an SDE with a drift term that blows up to infinity on a fractal set of times. To over

come these difficulties, we change coordinates to a coordinate system in which the drift 

terms stay bounded. In §4.4 we define and study approximate diffusions. These are 

random processes that are not necessarily Markov, but satisfy an approximate discrete 

version of an SDE. The Loewner driving term of the DGFF interface (before going to 

the scaling limit) is the approximate diffusion we are interested in. The main point is 

that an approximate diffusion of an SDE is shown to be close to the corresponding true 

diffusion satisfying the same SDE, under appropriate regularity conditions. This is how 

the convergence of the driving term of the DGFF interface to the driving term of the 

corresponding SLE(x; f21, Q2) is established. In §4.7 and §4.8 more geometric convergence 

results are deduced from the convergence of the Loewner driving term of the interface. 

Finally, the rather brief §5 then describes the (very minor) modifications required 

for the generalization to other lattices, Theorem 1.4. 

1.7. Sequel 

This paper is actually the first of two papers the current authors are writing about this 

subject. In the second paper we will make sense of the "contour lines" of the continuum 

GFF. An instance h of the continuum GFF is a random distribution, not a random 

function; however, given an instance of the GFF on a domain D, we can project h onto the 

space of functions which are piecewise linear on a triangulation of D to yield an instance 

of the DGFF which is, in some sense, a piecewise linear approximation to h. We can then 

define the level lines of the GFF to be the limits of the level lines of its piecewise linear 

approximations (after proving that these limits exist). We will also characterize these 

random paths directly-without reference to discrete approximations-by showing that 

they are the unique path-valued functions of h which satisfy a simple Markov property. 

Similar techniques allow us to describe the contour lines of h that form loops (instead of 

starting and ending at points on the boundary of D). 

The determination of the value of >. for a given lattice is not too hard, but fits 

better with the general spirit of our next paper on the subject, in which we will prove, 

in particular, that >'TG=3- 1/ 4 jf;. If the DGFF is scaled so that its fine mesh limit is 

the ordinary GFF, we have >.=jf;. 
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2. Preliminaries 

2.1. A few general properties of the DGFF 

In this subsection, we recall a few well-known properties of the DGFF that are valid 

on any finite graph. Let (V, E) be a finite graph, and let VaCV be a non-empty set of 

vertices. Let h denote a sample from the DGFF with boundary values given by some 

function ha: Va ---+ R. 

When J is a function on V, the discrete gradient V' J is the function on the set 

of ordered pairs (v,u) such that {V,U}EE defined by V'J((u,v))=J(v)-J(u). When 

defining the norm of the gradient we sum over undirected edges, i.e., we write 

IIV' J(v)112 = L (j(v)- J(U))2. (2.1) 
{u,v}EE 

Thus, the probability density of h is proportional to e- ll \7h(v)11 2 /2. Therefore, when ha=O 

on Va, h is a standard Gaussian with respect to the norm IIV'hll on n. The (discrete) 

Dirichlet inner product that defines this norm can be written 

(j,g)\7 = L (j(v)- J(u))(g(v)-g(u)). (2.2) 
{u,v}EE 

Now write b..J(V)=Lu~v(j(U)- J(v)), where the sum is over all neighbors u of v. 
By expanding and rearranging the summands in (2.2), we find 

(j, g)\7 = -(b..J, g). (2.3) 

Let VOCVD. We claim that the vector space of functions J: V ---+R that are zero on 

V\ Vo, and the vector space of functions J: V ---+R that are discrete-harmonic on Vo (i.e., 

b..J =0 on Vo) are orthogonal to each other with respect to the inner product (." )\7, and 

together they span RV. This basic observation will be used frequently below. Indeed, 

that they are orthogonal follows immediately from (2.3), and a dimension count now 

shows that the two spaces together span R v . 
The following consequence of this orthogonality property will be used below. Let 

VocV satisfy Vo:lVa and let ho denote the function that is discrete-harmonic in V\ Vo 
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and equal to h in Vo. Then h-ho and ho are independent random variables, because 

h=ho+(h-ho) is the corresponding orthogonal decomposition of h. It also follows that 

h-ho is the DGFF in V\ Vo with zero boundary values on Vo. (2.4) 

Observe that the Markov property and the effect of boundary conditions that were men

tioned in §1.2 are immediate consequences of (2.4). An additional useful consequence is 

that the law of ho is proportional to e-(ho,ho)~/2 times the Lebesgue measure on ]R.vo. 

We now derive a useful well-known expression for the expectation of h(v)h(u): 

E[h(v)h(u)]-E[h(v)]E[h(u)] = ~~;(:}, (2.5) 

where G(u, v) is the expected number of visits to v by a simple random walk started at 

u before it hits Va and deg( v) is the degree of v; that is, the number of edges incident 

with it. (The function G is known as the Green function.) As we have noted in the 

introduction, h is the sum of the discrete-harmonic extension of ha and a DGFF with 

zero boundary values. It therefore suffices to prove (2.5) in the case where ha=O on Va. 

In this case, E[h(v)]=O=E[h(u)]. Setting Gv(u)=G(u,v), we observe (or recall) that 

!:lGv(u)=- deg(v)lv(u). Thus, 

h(v) = (h, Iv) = _ (h, !:lGv) (:;;) (h, Gv)v. 
deg(v) deg(v) 

If X is a standard Gaussian in ]R.n, and x,yE]R.n, then E[(X·x)(X·y)]=x·y. Conse

quently, when ha=O, we have 

E[h(v)h(u)] = E[(h, Gvhl(h, Gu)-g] = (Gv, Guhl 
deg(v) deg(u) deg(v) deg(u) 

-(Gv, !:lGu) (Gv,lu) G(u, v) 
deg(v) deg(u) deg(v) deg(v) . 

This proves (2.5). 

2.2. Some assumptions and notation 

We will make frequent use of the following notation and assumptions: 

(h) A bounded domain (non-empty, open, connected set) Dcll~? whose boundary 

aD is a subgraph of TG is fixed. The set of vertices of TG in D is denoted by VD and 

Va denotes the set of vertices in aD. A constant A>O is fixed, as well as a function 

ha: Va-+lR satisfying Ilhalloo~A. The DGFF on D with boundary values given by ha is 

denoted by h. Also set V=Vn=VDUVa. 
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We denote by TG * the hexagonal grid which is dual to the triangular lattice TG-so 

that each hexagonal face of TG * is centered at a vertex of TG. Generally, a TG * -hexagon 

will mean a closed hexagonal face of TG *. Denote by IE R the union of all TG * -hexagons 

that intersect the ball B(O, R). 

Sometimes, in addition to (h) we will need to assume: 

(D) The domain D is simply connected, and (to avoid minor but annoying triviali

ties) oD is a simple closed curve. We fix two distinct midpoints of TG-edges Xa and Ya 

on oD. Let the counterclockwise (respectively, clockwise) arc of oD from Xa to Ya be 

denoted by 0+ (respectively, 0_). 

If H cD is a TG* -hexagon, we write h(H) as a shorthand for the value of h on the 

center of H (which is a vertex of TG). Assuming (h) and (D), let f)+ denote the union 

of all TG * -hexagons contained in D where h is positive together with the intersection 

of 15 with TG* -hexagons centered at vertices in 0+. Let f)- be the closure of 15\f)+ 

(which almost surely consists of TG* -hexagons in D where h<O and the intersection of 15 

with TG*-hexagons whose center is in 0_). Then of)-nof)+ necessarily consists of the 

interface we previously called " and a collection of disjoint simple closed paths. We use 

the term interface (or zero-height interface) to describe a simple (or simple closed) path 

in of)-nof)+ oriented so that f)+ is on its right (that is, oriented clockwise around f)+). 

Throughout, the notation O(s) represents any quantity f such that If I ~Cs for some 

absolute constant C. We use the notation OX(s) if the constant also depends on A. When 

introducing a constant c, we often write c=c(a, b) as shorthand to indicate that c may 

depend on a and b. 

2.3. Simple random walk background 

We need to recall a very useful property of the discrete-harmonic measure of simple 

random walk. 

LEMMA 2.1. (Hit near) Let v be a vertex of the grid TG, and let H be a connected 

subgraph of TG. Set d=diamH. The probability that a simple random walk on TG 

started from v exits the ball B(v, d) before hitting H is at most c(dist(v, H)/d)'\ where 

c and (1 E (0,1) are absolute constants. 

Likewise, the same bound applies to the probability that a simple random walk started 

at some vertex outside B(v,d) will hit B(v,dist(v,H)) before H. 

In fact, we may take (1 =!. The continuous version of this statement is known as 

the Beurling projection theorem (the extremal case is when H is a line segment). The 

above statement can probably be deduced from the discrete Beurling theorem as given 
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in [L1, Theorem 2.5.2], though the setting there is slightly different. In any case, since 

we do not require any particular value for (1, the lemma is rather easily proved directly 

(see [Sch, Lemma 2.1]). 

We will also use the (well-known) discrete Harnack principle, in the following form. 

LEMMA 2.2. (Harnack principle) Let D, V, Va and VD be as in (h), let v, UEVD, 

and let f: V ---+ffi. be discrete-harmonic in VD. 

(1) If v and u are neighbors, then 

Ilflloo 
If( v) - f( u) 1:( 0(1) dist( v, aD) . 

(2) If we assume that f~O and that there is a path of length C from v to u whose 

minimal distance to aD is e, then 

The proof of statement (1) can be obtained by noting that f( v) is the expected value 

of f evaluated at the first hitting point on Va of a random walk started at v, and observing 

that a random walk started at v and a random walk started at u may be coupled so that 

they meet before reaching a distance of r:=dist(v,aD) with probability 1-0(ljr) and 

walk together after they meet. (See also the more general [LSW4, Lemma 6.2], for 

example.) 

To prove statement (2), let W:={ wEV:f(w) ~f(v)}, and observe that the maximum 

principle implies that W contains a path from v to aD. If we assume that C:( !e, then a 

random walk started at u has probability bounded away from zero to hit W before aD, 
which by the optional sampling theorem implies (2) in this case. The case C>!e now 

follows by induction on f2Cj e l· 
We also need the following well-known estimate on the Green function G(u,v). 

LEMMA 2.3. Let D, VD and V be as in (h), let u, VEVD, and let c>O. Set r:= 

dist( u, aD), and suppose that within distance r j c from u there is a connected component 

of aD of diameter at least cr. If lu-vl:(~r, say, then GD(v,u) (the expected number 

of visits to u by a simple random walk starting at v before hitting aD) satisfies 

r+1 
GD(v,u) =exp(Oc(l)) log 1 1 1 

u-v + 
The probability HD(v,u) that a random walk started from v hits u before aD can 

be expressed as Gdv, u)jGD(u, u) and hence by the lemma 

( 10g(lu-vl + 1)) 
HD(v,u) =exp(Oc(1)) 1- log(r+1) . (2.6) 
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Let PR denote the probability that a simple random walk started at 0 does not 

return to 0 before exiting the ball B(O, R). We now show that the lemma follows from 

the well-known estimate 
exp( 0(1)) 

PR = log(R+2) . (2.7) 

In the setting of the lemma, consider some vertex wE V D such that I w - u I > r. It is easy to 

see that with probability bounded away from zero (by a function of E), a simple random 

walk started from w will hit aD before u. Hence, q:=min{l-HD(w,U):WEVD\B(u,r)} 

is bounded away from 0 by a positive function of E. Clearly, 

This proves the case u=v of the lemma from (2.7). Now start a simple random walk at 

a vertex vi=u satisfying Iv-ul:::::;~r, and let the walk stop when it hits aD. It is easy to 

see that the probability that the walk visits v after exiting the ball B(v, ~Iv-ul), say, is 

within a bounded factor from H D (v, u). Therefore, the expected number of visits to v 

after exiting B(v, ~Iv-ul) is within a bounded factor of Gn(v,u). But the former is the 

same as GD (V,v)-GB (v,lv-ul/4)(V,V). The lemma follows. 

We have not found a reference proving (2.7) in a way that generalizes to the setting 

of Theorem 1.4, though the result is well known. In fact, it easily follows from Rayleigh's 

method, as explained in [DoSn, §2.2]. In that book, the goal is to show that PR-+O, as 

R-+oo, for lattices in the plane but not in JR3. However, the method easily yields the 

quantitative bounds (2.7). 

3. The height gap in the discrete setting 

3.1. A priori estimates 

This subsection contains some technical (and uninspiring) estimates that are necessary 

to carry out the technical (but hopefully interesting) coupling argument of the later parts 

of the section. 

Suppose that f3 is some path in the hexagonal grid TG*, which has a positive proba

bility to be a subset of a zero-height interface h. We will need to understand rather well 

the behavior of h conditioned on f3 being a subset of a contour line. This conditioning 

amounts to conditioning h to be positive on vertices adjacent to f3 on one side and neg

ative on vertices adjacent to f3 on the other side. (Here and in the following, a vertex v 

of TG is adjacent to f3 if f3 intersects the interior of one of the six boundary edges of the 

TG * -hexagon centered at v.) Thus, the following lemma will be rather useful. 
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LEMMA 3.1. (Expectation bounds) There is a finite c=c(A»O such that the fol

lowing holds. Assume (h). Let V+ and V_ be non-empty disjoint subsets of VD, and set 

U:=VaUV+UV_. Suppose that every vertex in V+ has a neighbor in V_UVa and every 

vertex in V_ has a neighbor in V+ U Va. Let lC be the event that h > 0 on V+ and h < 0 

on V_. Then for every v E V+ U V_ , 

E[e1h(v)1 I lC] < c, (3.1) 

and 
1 
- < E[lh(v)11 lC] < c. 
c 

(3.2) 

Moreover, 

E[lh(v)I-1/21 lC] < c. (3.3) 

Let BcD be a disk whose radius r is smaller than its distance to U and assume that 

BnVD#0. Then 

E[max{lli(v)I : v E VDnB} I lC] < c, (3.4) 

where Ii denotes the discrete-harmonic extension of the restriction of h to U (which is 

also the conditional expectation of h given its restriction to U). Moreover, if s>O and 

U has a connected component whose distance from B is R and whose diameter is at least 

sR, then 

(3.5) 

where c'=c'(s). 

Proof. The proof of (3.1) is a maximum principle type argument. Suppose that VI 

maximizes E[e1h(v)lllC] among VEU, and let M:=E[e1h(Vl)lllC]. Clearly, M <00. Assume 

first that VI EV+. Set V:=U\ {VI}, and for VEV let Pv be the probability that the simple 

random walk starting at VI first hits V in v. We may write 

h(vd=X+Y, 

where 

Y:= LPvh(v) (3.6) 
vEV 

and X is a centered Gaussian independent of (h(v):VEV). Moreover, by (2.5), E[X2] is 

i times the expected number of visits to VI by a simple random walk starting from VI 

until it first hits V. Set a:=E[X2]. Since VI has a neighbor in V, it follows that a=O(1). 
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Also, clearly, a is bounded away from zero, since this random walk has at least one visit 

to Vl. 

For every yEffi., we have that 

JCXl exp(x-x2 /2a) dx 
E[eh(vd [y = y, lC] = E[ex +y [Y = y, lC] = eYE [ex [X +y > 0] = eY -:to . L y exp( -x2 /2a) dx 

If y>O, the right-hand side is bounded by O( eY). If y~O, then both integrals on the right 

are comparable to their value when the upper integration limit is reduced to -y+ 1. But 

then the ratio between the corresponding integrands is bounded by el - y , which implies 

the same for the ratio of the integrals. Consequently, the right-hand side is 0(1) when 

y~O. We take expectations conditioned on lC and get 

M = O(l)E[eY [lC]+O(l). (3.7) 

Repeated use of Holder's inequality shows that for non-negative random variables Xl, ... , 

Xn and non-negative constants Pl, ... ,Pn such that L7=lPj~1 we have 

Thus, (3.6) and (3.7) give 

Clearly, 

M ~ 0(1) II E[eh(v) [lC]Pv +0(1). 

vEV 

{
I, 

E[eh(v) [lC] ~ lv!, 
eA , 

if v E V_, 

if v E V+, 

if v EVa. 

Setting P+:= LVEvnv+ Pv, we therefore obtain 

M ~ O(l)MP+ e(l-p+)A+O(l). (3.8) 

Since Vl has a neighbor in U\ V+, we have P+ ~ ~ and M ~O(l)eA follows. A symmetric 

argument applies if VlEV_. If VlEVa, then obviously M~eA. Thus (3.1) holds with 

c=O(eA). The right-hand inequality in (3.2) is an immediate consequence of (3.1) (pos

sibly with a different c). 
We now prove (3.4). Given VEVD and UEU, let H(v,u) denote the probability that 

a simple random walk started at v first hits U at u. Suppose that v, v' EBnVD and uEU. 

The discrete Harnack principle (Lemma 2.2) then gives H(v',u)~H(v,u)O(l). Thus, 

[h(v')[ = i L H(v', u)h(u)i ~ L O(l)H(v, u)[h(u)[. 
uEU uEU 
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The right-hand side therefore bounds max{lh(v')I:v'EVDnB}. Now, (3.4) follows from 

the right-hand inequality of (3.2) and L,uEU H(v, u)=l. 
We now prove (3.3). Consider some VEV+. We first claim that if w neighbors with 

v and wtl-U, then E[h(w?IK]=Ox(1). To see this, first note that h(w) (where as above 

h is the discrete-harmonic extension of the values of h on U) is a linear combination of 

the values h(v) for vEU (which are the same as the values of h there); since each ofthese 

values has mean and variance which are Ox(1) (by (3.1)), the mean and variance of h(w) 
are also Ox(1). By (2.5), conditioned on h, the value h(w) is Gaussian with variance fJ 
times the expected number of times a random walk started at w visits w before hitting 

U, which is 0(1) because U contains a neighbor of w. 

Let Z denote the average of h on the neighbors of v, and let Z':=h(v)-Z. The 

above implies that E[Z2IK]=Ox(1). Since Z' is a centered Gaussian with variance fJ' 
for every ZElR, 

];00 x-1/2e-6(x-z)2/2 dx 
E[h(v)-1/21 K Z = z] = E[(Z' +Z)-1/21 Z' +Z > 0] = "--'o'-------:-;=------:------:--::-c-__ 

, Jooo e-6(x-z)2/2 dx 

If z~-2, then this is clearly bounded. Assume therefore that z<-2. It is easy to verify 

that the integrals in the numerator and denominator are comparable to the same integrals 

restricted to the range XE[O, Izl-1]. But in this range, the maximum value of 

is comparable to the minimum value of the same quantity. Consequently, when z< -2, 

which gives 

E[h(v)-1/21 K] = 0(1)+0(1)E[IZI1/21 K]. 

Since E[Z2IK]=Ox(1), we certainly have E[IZI1/2IK]=Ox(1). This proves (3.3). Now 

the left-hand inequality in (3.2) is an immediate consequence. 

We now prove (3.5). Consider two vertices v, uEBnVD. Assume that within distance 

R from B there is a connected component of U of diameter at least ER. Since 

E[h(v) I K, h] = h(v), 
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we have that 

E[h(v)h(u) [K] =E[(h(v)-h(v))(h(u)-h(u)) [K]+E[h(v)h(u) [K]. (3.9) 

Now, h(v) is just a weighted average of h(w) with wEU (according to the discrete

harmonic measure from v). Consequently, 

E[h(v)2 [K] ~ maxE[h(w)2 [K] ~ max2E[e 1h(w)1 [K] ~ 2c 
wEU wEU 

and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that the last summand in (3.9) is also 

bounded by 2c. Since h-h is the Gaussian free field with zero boundary values on 

U and is independent of the restriction of h to U, by (2.5) we have that 

E[(h(v)-h(v))(h(u)-h(u)) [K] 

is fs times the expected number of visits to u by a random walker started at v which 

stops when it hits U. Thus 

L E[(h(v)-h(v))(h(u)-h(u)) [K] 
uEBnVD 

is fs times the expected number of steps that the walker spends in B, which is 

by Lemma 2.3. The estimate (3.5) is now obtained by averaging (3.9) over all v, uE 

BnVD . D 

The following lemma provides a variant of the right-hand bound in (3.2) in the case 

where instead oflooking for a zero-height interface of h, we consider instead a zero-height 

interface of h - g, for some fixed function g. 

LEMMA 3.2. (Further expectation bounds) In the setting of Lemma 3.1, suppose 

that g: D-+lR is zero on Va and Lipschitz in D. Let Kg be the event that h>g on V+ 
and h<g on V_. Then for every VEV+UV_, 

(3.10) 

where c>O is a universal constant and q= [[g[[oo/[[Vg[[oo. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Suppose that VI maximizes 

E[h(v)-g(v)IJCg ] among VEV+, and let M:=E[h(VI)-g(VI)IJCg ]. By symmetry, it is 

enough to get a bound on M. We define V, X, Y and Pv as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 

For every yElR we have 

where (x)+ :=max{O, x}. Consequently, 

M:(; 0(1)+E[(Y -g(VI))+ I JCg ] 

:(; 0(1)+ L PvE[(h(v)-g(VI))+ I JCg ] 

vEV 

:(; 0(1)+A+M L Pv+ L Pvlg(V)-g(VI)I· 
vEV+ vEV 

Consider a simple random walk started at VI and stopped when it first hits V. Denote 

the vertex where it first hits V by w. (Then, P[v=w]=pv.) Set r:=qjlog(q+2). Since VI 

has a neighbor in V, we have P[lv-vII>r]:(;0(1)jlog(r+2), by standard random walk 

estimates. When IV-VII:(; r, we have Ig( v) - g( VI) I :(;0(1)rllV' glloo. Therefore, 

" Ilglloo Ilglloo 
~ Pvlg(V)-g(VI)I:(; 0(1)rllV'gII00+0(1)log(r+2) :(; 0(1)log(q+2)' 
vEV 

This gives 

M " Pv:(; 0(1)+A+0(1) Ilglloo . 
~ log(q+2) 

vEV\V+ 

Because L:vEV\ V+ Pv is bounded away from zero, the proof is now complete. D 

Our next result establishes the continuity of the conditional distribution of h in the 

specified data. More precisely, the following proposition holds. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. (Heights interface continuity) For every c>O there is some R= 

R(c,A»1jc such that the following holds. Let D, VD , Va, ha, V+, V_, U and JC be as 

in Lemma 3.1, and let D, VD , Va, ha, V+, V_, fj and f( be another such system, which 

is also assumed to satisfy Ilhalloo:(;A. Let hK be a DGFF in D with boundary values 

given by ha conditioned on JC, and let hR be a DGFF in D with boundary values given 

by ha conditioned on f(. Suppose that within s.B R, the two systems are the same; that 

is, Dns.BR=Dns.BR , halSE R =haISE R , v+ns.BR = v+ns.BR and V_ ns.BR = V_ ns.BR . Further 

suppose that OEU. Then there is a coupling of hK and hR such that for every vertex 

vEs.B I / E we have E[lhK(v)-hR(v)I]<c. 
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The following lemma will be needed in the proof. 

LEMMA 3.4. Let X be a I-dimensional Gaussian of zero mean and unit variance. 

Let x, XER, let Z be a random variable whose distribution is the same as that of X +x 
~ 

conditioned on X +x>O, and let Z be a random variable whose distribution is the same 

as that of X +x conditioned on X +X>O. Then there is a coupling of Z and Z such that 

[Z-Z[<[x-x[ almost surely if xix. Moreover, there is a continuous function 8(x,x) 

satisfying 8(x, x) < 1 such that E[[Z - Z[] ~8(x, x) [x-xl under this coupling. 

The coupling that we use is what is known as the quantile coupling of Z and Z. 

Proof. Let F(s)=P[X <s], and let G=F-1. Set t:=F( -x) and t:=F( -x). Let p 

be a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. Then 

Z(t) :=x+G(t+p(l-t)) =G(t+p-tp)-G(t) 

has the same distribution as Z. Therefore, (Z(t), Z(i)) is a coupling of Z and Z. Conse

quently, to verify the first claim it is sufficient to show that [8t Z(t)[<8t G(t). In fact, we 

will prove the stronger statement, -8t G(t) <8t Z(t) <0 for all pE (0,1), which is equivalent 

to 

0< 8t G(t+p-tp) < 8t G(t). 

The left-hand inequality is immediate, because G'>O on (0, 1). The right-hand inequality 

translates to (l-p)G'(t+p-tp)<G'(t), which we rewrite as 

(1-(t+p-tp))G'(t+p-tp) < (l-t)G'(t). 

This is equivalent to (l-tp)jF'(G(tp))«I-t)jF'(G(t)), where tp:=t+p-tp>t. Now, 

note that 

I-t _ r: exp(-s2j2)ds -1= (x2 _s2 )/2 _ (= xs-s2 /2 
F'(G(t)) - exp(-x2j2) - -x e ds- io e ds 

is strictly decreasing in t, because x is strictly decreasing in t. This proves the first claim. 

The second claim follows with 

8(x,x):= (I Z(t)-~(t) dp when xix 
io x-x 

and 
(I Z'(t) 

8(x, x):= io -G'(t) dp. D 
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. Fix a coupling of hK and hj( that minimizes 

L E[lhdv)-hj((v)ll· 
VEvDnvD 

Standard continuity and compactness arguments show that there is such a coupling. Set 

f( v) :=E[lhd v) -hj(( v) Il for vertices vE (VDUVa) n(VD UVa). 

First, we claim that f is discrete-subharmonic on vertices in (]3R\U. Indeed, fix a 

vertex wE (]3 R \ U. The conditional distribution of hd w) given the value of hK at every 

vertex but w is that of x+AX, where x is the average of hK on the neighbors of w, 

X is a standard Gaussian, and A is the lattice-dependent constant 1/V6 (since each 

vertex has six neighbors in TG). Similarly, hj((w)=x+AX. By the choice of coupling, 

when we fix the values of hK and hj( off of w, the corresponding conditioned coupling 

of hdw) and hj((w) minimizes the conditioned expectation of Ihdw)-hj((w)l. But one 

such conditioned coupling is obtained by taking X=X. Thus, f(w)~E[lx-xl]' which 

implies that f is discrete-subharmonic at w, since 

L Ihdu)-hj((u)l;? I L hdu)- L hj((u)l, 
u~w u~w u~w 

(3.11) 

where the sums are over the neighbors of w. 

Next, consider any vertex vEV+n(]3R. As before, we may write hK(v)=x+AX, 

where x is the average of hK on the neighbors of v and X is a random variable whose condi

tionallaw given x is that of a standard Gaussian conditional on x+AX>O. Lemma 3.4 

applied with x/A instead of x and x/A instead of x implies that f is also discrete

subharmonic at v. We claim that there is a constant b=b(A,c»O such that 

~f(v);? b, if f(v);? ~c, (3.12) 

where ~ denotes the discrete Laplacian on TG. Indeed, the optimality of the coupling 

gives 

E[lhdv)-hj((v)11 x, xl ~ 8(~, ~) lx-xl, 

where 8 ( . , . ) < 1 is as in the lemma. Thus, 

By (3.11) with v in place of w, we have 

~f(v) ;? E[lx-xll- f(v) ;? E [( 1-8 (~, ~)) lx-xl]. (3.13) 
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For every neighbor u of v we have, by (3.5), that E[hdu?l <OX(1). It easily follows that 

E[x2l<Ox(1). Hence, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that there is a constant 

bO(E,A»O such that E[lxI1Al<-kE for every event A satisfying P[Al<bo. There is a 

constant bl =bl (10, A) such that P[lxl >bll < ~bo. The same inequalities will hold with x 
and hR in place of x and hK . Therefore, 

E[lx-xll =E[lx-xI1Ixlvlxl~btl+E[lx-xI1Ixlvlxl>btl 

:( E[lx-xI1IxIVlxl~btl +E[(lxl + IxJ) 1IxIVlxl>btl 

:( E[lx-xI1Ixlvlxl~btl+~E. 

Thus, if we assume that f(V)?::~E, then also E[lx-xll?::~E, and therefore 

Therefore, (3.13) gives (3.12) with 

Clearly, f is also discrete-subharmonic on V_nlER and (3.12) also holds for vEV_nlER 

and (trivially) for v E Va n lE R. 

Next, we prove that for all vertices WElER we have 

(3.14) 

Fix such a w, and assume that wt}.U. We may decompose hdw) as a sum hdw)=y+Y, 
where y is the value at w of the discrete-harmonic extension of the restriction of hK 

to U, and Y is a centered Gaussian whose variance is i times the expected number 

of visits to w by a simple random walk started at w that is stopped when it hits U. A 

simple random walk on TG started at w has probability at least a positive constant times 

1/log R to reach distance R from w before returning to w, and once it does reach this 

distance, it has probability bounded away from zero to hit 0 before returning to w. Since 

OE U, it follows that E[y2l =O(log R). Thus, E[IYIJ =O( V log R). As y is the average of 

the value of hK on U with respect to the discrete-harmonic measure from w, it follows 

from (3.2) that E[lylJ=OX(1). Thus, we have E[lhdw)ll:(Ox( VlogR). This certainly 

also holds if WEU, and a similar estimate holds for hR(w). Now (3.14) follows, since 

f(w):(E[Jhdw)ll+E[lhR(w)ll· 
We now show that the established properties of f imply that f:(E on lEI/E if R is 

sufficiently large. Fix some vertex wElE I / E , and let St be a simple random walk on TG 
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started at w. Let tl be the first time t such that [St [ > ~ R or St =0. Since f is discrete

subharmonic on VDnSB R, we have that tJ--'t f(St/\h) is a submartingale. The optional 

sampling theorem implies that f(w)~E[f(StJ]. By standard random walk estimates, 

P [[Stl [> ~RJ ~O(l)[logE[/log R. (We assume, with no loss of generality, that E<~, say.) 

Consequently, 

[log E[ [log E[ 
f(w) ~ E[J(StJ] ~ f(O)+O(l)-l R max{f(u): u E VDnSB R} ~ f(O)+Ox(1) ;;-:::-::-no 

~ v~R 

This proves that f(W)~E if f(O)~~E and R is sufficiently large. 

Now assume that f(O)~~E. Let St be a simple random walk starting at O. Let 

and let ns be the number of tE {O, ... , s-l} such that St =0. By (3.12) and our assumption 

that f(O) ~ ~E, we have that tJ--'t f(St/\tJ -bnt/\t* is a submartingale. Thus, 

o ~ f(O) ~ E[J(StJ]-bE[nt*] ~ max{f(u): u E VDnSBR}-bE[nt.l 

~ Ox (1) Vlog R- bE[nt.l. 

Now note that as R-+oo, while 10 is fixed, E[nt.l grows at least as fast as a positive 

constant times log R, because the probability for St not to return to 0 after any specific 

visit to 0 is bounded by 0(1/10g R). Thus, the above rules out the possibility that 

f(O) ~ ~E if R is sufficiently large. This completes the proof. D 

As a corollary of the proposition, we now show that the correlation in the values of 

h at two vertices in U decays when the distance between them tends to infinity. 

COROLLARY 3.5. (Correlation decay) For every 10>0 there is some R=R(E, A) such 

that the following holds. Let D, VD, Va, ha, V+, V_, U and J( be as in Lemma 3.1, and 

let Vl,V2EU satisfy [VI-V2[>R. Then 

Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that V2EV+. Fix some a>O and let 

X:=1{o<h(v2)(a}. We may apply Proposition 3.3 to our present setup and to the setup 

where the value of h(v2) is fixed at some constant yE(O,a] and V2EOD. Thus, the 

proposition would apply, provided that A is replaced by A V a. Consequently, we find 

that there is an R'=R'(E,A,a) such that if [VI-V2[>R', then 
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Since h(V2)X ~a, X 2=X and h(V2)X is h(v2)-measurable, this gives 

~c ~ IE[h(Vl) I h(V2), JC]h(V2)X -E[h(Vl) I JC]h(V2)XI 

= IE[h(Vl)h(V2)X I h(V2), JC]-E[h(Vl) I JC]h(V2)XI· 

Taking expectations conditioned on JC now gives 

Since 
2 (1-X)lh(v2W 6e 1h(v 2 )1 

(1-X)h(v2) ~ ~--
a a 

(3.15) 

and h(vl)2~2elhCvt)I, if C denotes the constant satisfying (3.1), then the Cauchy-Schwarz 

inequality gives 

Similarly, 

Consequently, if a is chosen sufficiently large then 

and 

The corollary now follows from (3.15). D 

Next, we provide a simple lemma which bounds the amount in which adding a 

function to h affects its distribution. 

LEMMA 3.6. (DGFF distortion) Assume (h). Let f: VDUVa--+1R satisfy f=O on Va. 

Let JL be the law of h, and let JLj be the law of h:=h+ f. Then, for every event A, 

Proof. Suppose that X is a standard Gaussian in IRn , yElRn is some fixed vector, 

and AclRn is measurable. Then 

P[X +y E A] = Cn In 1A exp ( _IIX~YI12) dx 

=Cn In 1Aexp(x.y_IIY}2) exp ( _"~"2) dx, 
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where C;:;-I = IIRn exp( -llxl1 2 /2) dx and the integrals are with respect to the Lebesgue mea

sure in lR.n . (This is the Cameron-Martin formula.) We may think of the right-hand side 

as the inner product of 1A and exp(x,y-IIYI12 /2) with respect to the Gaussian measure. 

Hence, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives 

P[X +y E A] ::;; P[X E AV/2 E[exp(2X ·y_llyI12)V/2 = P[X E AV/2 exp (1Iy}2). 

Let h denote the discrete-harmonic extension of ha. Then h-h is the DGFF with 

zero boundary values, and hence is a standard Gaussian on lR. VD with respect to the norm 

gf--tII'VgI1 2. The lemma follows. D 

3.2. Near independence 

In this subsection we build on the infrastructure developed above to prove that under 

appropriate assumptions the shape of an interface inside a ball does not depend too 

strongly on the shape of an interface outside a slightly larger ball. More precisely, we 

have the following result. 

PROPOSITION 3.7. (Near independence) Let C>l and let R>103 C. Assume (h) 

and Pi5R CD. Let R I ,R2,R3 E[R,5R] satisfy 

R 
and R 3 + C < 5R. 

Let V; and V! be disjoint sets of vertices in D\PiR3 and let V; and V! be disjoint 

sets of vertices in Pi Rl' Suppose that every vertex of V; neighbors with a vertex in V!, 

every vertex of V! neighbors with a vertex in V;, and similarly for V! and V;. Also 

suppose that a random walk started at 0 has probability at least l/C to hit V!UV; before 

exiting Pi5R . Let Kl be the event that h>O on V; and that h<O on V!, and let K3 

be the corresponding event for V! and V;. Let a(V;, V!) be the probability of KI for 

the DGFF on Pi R2 with zero boundary values outside Pi R2. Then there is a constant 

c=c(A, C) >0 such that 

Proof. For j=O, ... ,8 set rj=R I +~j(R2-Rl)' Then r8=R2 and rj+l~rj+~C-l R. 

We set Wj:=(VDUVa)nPirj=VDnPirj, Wj:=(VDUVa)\Wj and Wr=wjnw k . Let h 
denote the discrete-harmonic extension of the restriction of h to WI UW7 . We may 

identify h with a point in lR.W1UW7; namely, its restriction to W I UW7 . As we have noted 
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after (2.4), the probability density of h with respect to the Lebesgue measure on IRWiUW7 

is proportional to exp(-IIVhI12j2). Hence, 

(3.16) 

where the integrals are with respect to the Lebesgue measure on IR Wi UW7 • Let hI be the 

function that agrees with h on wI, is discrete-harmonic on wI, and is zero in W7 . Let 

h3 be the function that agrees with h on W7, is discrete-harmonic on wI, and is zero in 

WI. Clearly, h=hl +h3. 

We claim that 

(3.17) 

where;::::: means equivalence up to multiplicative constants depending on A and C. Let 

V+:=V;UV; and V_:=V!UV!. Fix some VEW~. Let h denote the discrete-harmonic 

extension of the restriction of h to V+UV_. Then h(v)-h(v) and h(v)-h(v) are indepen

dent Gaussian random variables, and both are independent of h (by the orthogonality 

property noted in §2.1). By (2.5), the variance of h(v)-h(v) is i times the expected 

number of visits to v by a random walk started at v, which is stopped when it hits 

W I UW7, and the variance of h(v)-h(v) is i times the expected number of visits to v 

by the same random walk stopped when it hits V+UV_. Consequently, the variance of 

h( v) - h( v) is i times the expected number of visits to v after the first hit of WI UW7 
and before the first hit of V+UV_. Note that the probability to hit v by a random walk 

started in WI UW7 before exiting 1l35R is O(1jlog R) and conditioned on hitting v before 

exiting 1l35R the number of visits to v prior to exiting 1l35R is o (log R). Our assumption 

on the probability to hit V!UV; therefore easily implies that E[(h(v)-h(v))2J=Oc(1) 

and hence E[lh(v)-h(v)IJ=Oc(1). Since K I nK3 is determined by h, it is independent 

of h(v)-h(v) and, consequently, E[lh(v)-h(v)IIKI' K3J=Oc(1). Now, by (3.4), we have 

E[lh(v) IIK I , K3J =OX(1). Combining these estimates, we get E[lh(v)IIK I , K3J =Oc,x(1). 

We will now apply the argument used to prove (3.4) in order to establish 

(3.18) 

Indeed, let A denote the set of vertices in W~ neighboring with some vertex outside W~, 

and let H(v, u) denote the probability that a simple random walk started at v first hits A 

in u. As in the proof of (3.4), H(v, u)~Oc(1)H(v', u) for v, v' EWg. Now (3.18) follows 

as in the proof of (3.4). 
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Next, we want to show that (3.18) holds with hl and h3 replacing h; that is, 

(3.19) 

where M:=max{lhj (v)I:VEWg,j=1,3}. Let Vl be the vertex VEW~ where Ih1(v)1 is 

maximized, and let V3 be the vertex VEW~ where Ih3(V)1 is maximized. Then M= 

max{lh1(Vl)I,lh3(V3)1}. Assume, for now, that M=lh3(V3)1. The maximum principle 

for discrete-harmonic functions implies that V3 neighbors with a vertex outside ~r5 and 

Vl neighbors with a vertex in ~r3. Let p be the probability that a simple random walk 

started at V3 exits ~ R3 before hitting a vertex neighboring with a vertex in ~r3. Then p is 

bounded away from 0 by a function of C. Since hl composed with a simple random walk 

is a martingale while the walk stays in wi, we get Ih1(V3)1 ~ (l-p) Ih1(Vl)1 ~(l-p)M. As 

h=hl+h3, we get Ih(V3)1~lh3(V3)1-lhl(V3)I=M-lhl(V3)I~pM. The case M=lh1(Vl)1 

is similarly treated. Using (3.18), we then get (3.19). 

Next, we want to prove that 

(3.20) 

Since hl is discrete-harmonic in wi, if vEwi we have 

where the sum is over the neighbors of v. This is also true for VEW1 , since h3 is zero 

there. Consequently, 

L L(h1(v)-h1(u))h3(v) = O. (3.21 ) 
vEW4u~v 

Similarly, we find that 

L L(h3(U)-h3(V))hl(U) = O. (3.22) 
UEW4V~U 

Set 8W4 :={(v,U)EW4 XW4 :U rv v}. By considering the contribution of each edge [v,u] 

to '\lh1 . '\lh3, we compare the sum of the left-hand sides of (3.21) and (3.22) to '\lh1 . '\lh3 

and conclude that 

'\lh1 · '\lh3 = L (h3(v)h 1(u)-h 1 (v)h3(u)) 
(v,u)E8W4 

L ((hl (u) -hl (v) )h3( u)+ (h3( v) -h3( u) )hl (u)). 
(3.23) 

(v,u)E8W4 

The number of summands is clearly O(R). Note that for every VEW4 neighboring with 

a vertex UEW4 , there is a disk of radius proportional to RIC such that all the vertices 
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in that disk are in W~. Consequently, the discrete Harnack principle (Lemma 2.2) gives 

[hl(u)-hl(v)[=O(MjR) and [h3(U)-h3(V)[=O(MjR). Hence, (3.23) gives (3.20). 

Now, (3.19) implies that the expectation of ['Vh l · 'Vh3[1/2 conditioned on JCI nJC3 is 

bounded by a function of C and A. In particular, there is a constant CI=CI(A,C»O 

such that 

In terms of Lebesgue measure, this may be written as 

Since h=hl +h3, this implies that 

which gives one side of (3.17). 

The other direction is proved in essentially the same way. Under the probability 

measure weighted by exp( -~([['Vhl[[2+[['Vh3[[2)) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure 

on lRW1UW7), hI restricted to WI has the law of the DGFF with zero boundary values on 

W7 restricted to WI. Similarly, with this weighting, h3 restricted to W7 has the law of 

the DGFF with zero boundary values on WI and with boundary values given by ha on 

aD, restricted to W7 . Moreover, under this measure, hI and h3 are clearly independent. 

The above arguments show that under this measure (3.19) holds (where JC I refers to hI 

while JC3 refers to h3). Since (3.20) is still valid, the opposite inequality in (3.17) is then 

easily established. 

We may also apply (3.17) in the case where V;=V!=0, and hence JC I has full 

measure. Since 

from (3.16) we get 

which completes the proof. D 
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3.3. Narrows and obstacles 

The present subsection and the next will use the infrastructure developed in §3.1 to prove 

some bounds on the probabilities that contour lines cross certain regions in specified 

ways. This is roughly in the spirit of the Russo-Seymour-Welsh theorem for percolation, 

though the proofs are entirely different. 

The following lemma is an estimate for having a crossing by TG* -hexagons where h is 

negative between two arcs on the boundary of some subset of the domain, conditioned on 

some zero-height interface paths. The statement below is slightly complicated, because 

we need to keep the geometric assumptions quite general. In percolation, boundary 

values do not playa role, of course. But in our case we need the crossing estimate in the 

case where one boundary arc of the domain is conditioned to be an interface. 

LEMMA 3.8. (Narrows) For every c->O there is a 6=6(1\, c-»O such that the fol

lowing crossing estimate holds. Assume (h) and (D). Let K be the event that a fixed 

collection h1, ... , I'd of oriented paths in TG * are contained in oriented zero-height in

terfaces of h, and suppose that P[K] >0. Let aCD\ h1 U ... Ul'k) be a simple path that 

has both its endpoints on the right-hand side (positive side) of 1'1. Let A be the domain 

bounded by a and a subarc of 1'1, and assume that A does not meet the left side of 1'1 

and that Anh2UI'3U ... Ul'kUaD)=0. Let a1, a2 and a ' be three disjoint subarcs of a, 

where a1 contains one endpoint of a, and a2 contains the other endpoint of a. (See 

Figure 3.1.) Suppose that each point in a ' is contained in a TG* -hexagon whose center 

is outside A. Set d1 :=suPzEa' dist(z, 1'1). Let C be the event that there is a path crossing 

from a1 to a2 in A inside hexagons where h is negative. Let d* be the infimum diameter 

of any path connecting a ' to 1'1 U ... l'kUaD which does not contain a subpath connecting 

a\(a1Ua2) to 1'1 in A. If 

d1 +1 ~ 6 min{ d*, dist(a1, a/), dist(a2, a/), diama/}, (3.24) 

then 

P[CIK]<c-. 

The idea of the proof is to observe the effect that such a crossing would have on 

certain averages of heights of vertices, and thereby conclude that it is unlikely. The 

challenge in the implementation of this strategy is to condition on a crossing in such a 

way that the expected heights are easy to estimate. 

Proof. Set N:= l ~ diam a' J. Assume that (3.24) holds. Note that 

diam 1'1 ~ diam a' - 2d1 · 
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/1 

Figure 3.1. Setup in the narrows lemma. 

Choose some point zoEo:'. For j=l, ... , N let Zj be a point in 0:' at distance j from 

Zoo Now for each Zj we let 8j be some center of a hexagon that contains Zj satisfying 

8j~A. Then 18j-8j'I~lj-j'I-O(1). Let U be the union of Va and the set of vertices 

adjacent to anyone of the paths /'1, ... , /'k. (These are precisely the vertices v where h 

takes boundary values, or the sign of h( v) is determined by K.) Set 

b:=E[XIK] and fix some s'>O. We first claim that 

E[(X _b)21 K] < s' (3.25) 

if 8 = 8 (s' , A) > 0 is sufficiently small. Let hu denote the discrete-harmonic extension of the 

restriction of h to U and set X U:=N-1 Lf=l hU(8j). Note that E[X -Xu IK, hu]=O, and 

hence E[Xu IK]=b. For each uEU and j E{l, ... , N} let p(j, u) denote the probability that 

a simple random walk started from 8j first hits U at u. Also set p(u):=N-1 Lf=l p(j, u). 

Then Xu= LUEU p(u)h(u). Consequently, 

E[(XU- b)21 K] = L p(u)p(u')(E[h(u)h(u') I K]-E[h(u) I K]E[h(u') I K]). 
u,u'EU 

Let Z (u, u') denote the term in parentheses corresponding to the summand involving u 

and u'. Then E[(Xu-b?IK] is just the average of the conditioned covariances Z(u,u') 
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weighted by p(u)p(u'). We know from (3.1) that E[h(u)2IlC] is bounded by a constant 

depending only on A. It then follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that the same 

is true for Z(u,u'). Consequently, to prove that E[(XU-b)2IlC] is small, it suffices to 

show that when (u, u') is chosen with probability p( u )p( u') it is very likely that 1 Z (u, u') 1 

is small. Suppose that we select j from {I, ... , N} uniformly at random and given j 

select uEU with probability p(j,u). Independently, we also select (j',u') with the same 

distribution. It suffices to show that 1 Z (u, u') 1 is likely to be small, and by Corollary 3.5 it 

suffices to show that the distance between u and u' is likely to be large. Since ISj-sj/l= 
Ij - j'I+O(I) is unlikely to be much smaller than diama', which is larger than 8- l (d l +1), 
it follows from Lemma 2.1 (hit near) that for any fixed R the probability that lu-u'I<R 

tends to zero as 8-+0. Consequently, 

E[(Xu _b)21 lC] < ~s', 

provided that 8 is sufficiently small. 

Set Xj:=h(sj)-hu(sj). Recall from §2.1 that, given the restriction of h to U, the 

function h-hu is the DGFF on VD \U with zero boundary values on U. Therefore, 

by (2.5), E[XiXj IlC, hu] =iG(Si' Sj), where G(v, u) is the expected number of visits to u 
by a random walker started at v and stopped when it hits U. From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, 

Since ISj-sj/l:?lj-/I-O(I) and (lE(O, 1), these estimates give 

Now (3.25) follows for sufficiently small 8=8(s',A»0, since X-Xu is independent of 

Xu and they are also independent given lC. 
We now claim that b:?O if 8 is sufficiently small. Let c be the constant given by 

Lemma 3.1. If u is a fixed vertex adjacent to "11 on the right, then E[h( u) 1 lC] > 1/ c, 

by (3.2). On the other hand, E[lh(u)lllC]<c for every uEU. By (3.24) and Lemma 2.1, 

it follows that when 8 is small with high probability a random walk starting at any Sj 
is likely to first hit U at a vertex adjacent to the right-hand side of "11. Thus, when 8 is 

small, we have b=E[XullC]>O. Also, clearly, b~c. 

Now set a=b+1. Let Q denote the union of the closed hexagons in TG* for which 

h(H) E [0, a] and let Q' denote the union of the edges in TG* that are on the common 

boundary of two hexagons HI and H2 satisfying h(Hl) <0 and a<h(H2). Let Qo denote 
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Figure 3.2. A portion of the sequence of hexagons adjacent to 8A' \ 8A. 

the connected component of (QuQ')nA that contains 1'1 nDA. Let Q denote the event 

Qon(a\ (al U(2»=0. If C holds, then the corresponding crossing by hexagons where h 

is negative separates l ineA from a \ (OjU0'2) in A, and hence Q holds as well. Thus, 

Ce Q. 

On the event Q, let A' be t he connected component of .4\Qo that contains a' , and 

let UQ denote the set of centers of hexagons H such t hat H n A1n Qo#0. Clearly, h(v)<O 
or h(v»a fOI" each VEUQ . Since A' and Qo are connected, it is immediate to verify (using 

the J ordan planar curve theorem) that A' is simply connected and DA'\8AcQo is con

nected. T he closed hexagons of T G" with centers in UQ form a sequence (possibly with 

repetitions) with each pair H , H ' of consecutive hexagons along the sequence sat isfying 

Hn H' \ Qo#0 and H n H' nQo#0. (Sec Figure 3.2.) If v, ttEUQ arc centers of consecu

tive hexagons in this sequence, then it is impossible that h(v) < 0 and h(u» a (otherwise, 

the boundary between t he hexagons would be in Q'). T hus, either h(VQ) C (a,oo) , or 

h(VQ) C (- oo,O) . Let Q+ be the event that Q occurs and minh(VQ»a, and let Q_ be 

the event that Q occurs and max h(VQ} < O. 

We now want to estimate E [X I!C, Q_I and E [X I!C, Q+l . Let Vi be the set of vertices 

that are either in hexagons adjacent to Qo or in U. Since a= 0i\(1) , it is clear that the 

proof of (3.2) gives E [lh(u) II K: , U' , Q±J=O,-d1) for UEU' . On the other hand, Lemma 2.1 

shows that at least 1- 0(0(1) of the discrete-harmonic measure on V' starting from every 

Sj is in UQ. If Q _ holds and uEUQ, then E [h(u)I!C,Q _,UQI is negative and bounded 

away from zero, by the corresponding analog of the left~hand side of (3.2). Thus, we find 

that E [X I!C, Q_ I is negative and bounded away from zero when o=o(€ ', 11.»0 is small. 
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Since E[(X -b)2IK] <10' and b~O, we conclude that by choosing 10'>0 small it can be 

guaranteed that P[Q_IK] < ~E. 

On Q+, we clearly have h(u»a~b+1 on every uEUQ' Thus, as above, it follows 

that when 8 is small E[XIK, Q+]>b+~. This again implies that P[Q+IK] can be made 

smaller than ~E. Since C c Q+ U Q_, this completes the proof. D 

Next, we formulate an analogous lemma for crossings near the boundary of the 

domain. 

LEMMA 3.9. (Domain boundary narrows) There is a constant Ao=Ao(A»O such 

that for every 10 > 0 there is a 8=8 (A, E) > 0 such that the following crossing estimate 

holds. Assume (h) and (D), assume that 0+ is a simple path contained in oD and 

that ha~-Ao on o+nVa. Set o_:=oD\o+. Let K be the event that a fixed collection 

hI, ... , ')'k} of oriented paths in TG* are contained in oriented zero-height interfaces of 

h, and suppose that P[K] >0. Let acD\ hI U ... U')'k) be a simple path that has both its 

endpoints on 0+. Let A be the domain bounded by a and a subarc of 0+, and assume 

that Anhlu')'2u ... U')'kUO_)=0. Let a'Ca be a subarc. Suppose that each point in a' 

is contained in a hexagon whose center is outside A. Set d1 :=suPzEa,dist(z,0+). Let 

al be a subarc of a that contains one of the endpoints of a, and let a2 be a subarc of 

a that contains the other endpoint of a. Let C be the event that there is a path crossing 

from al to a2 in A inside hexagons where h is negative. Let d* be the infimum diameter 

of any path connecting a' to ')'1 U ... ')'k UoD which does not contain a subpath connecting 

a\(alUa2) to 0+ in A. If 

d1 +1 ~ 8 min{ d*, dist(al, a'), dist(a2, a'), diama'}, (3.26) 

then 

P[CIK]<E. 

Proof. The proof is slightly simpler but essentially the same as that of Lemma 3.8 

(narrows). We use the same notation as in that lemma, and only indicate the few 

differences in the proof. In the present setting b=E[XIK] can be made larger than -2Ao 

by taking 8>0 small. Here, we define Qo as the connected component of (QUQ'uo+)nA 

that contains o+noA. Observe that UQnoD=0 on Q_nK. It follows that E[XIK, Q_] 

is negative and bounded away from zero (by a function of A) when 8>0 is small. By 

taking Ao>O sufficiently small, we can make sure that E[XIK, Q-]<-3Ao. But since 

E[(X-b)2IK] is arbitrarily small and b~-2Ao, this makes P[Q_IK] small. The rest of 

the argument is essentially the same. D 

The previous lemmas will help us control the behavior of the continuation of contours 

near existing contours or the boundary of the domain. The next lemma will help us 

control the behavior in the interior away from existing contours. 
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LEMMA 3.10. (Obstacle) For every E>O there is some constant c=c(E,A»O such 

that the following estimate holds. Assume (h) and (D). Let lC be the event that a fixed 

collection fYl, ... , I'd of oriented paths in TG* are contained in oriented zero-height 

interfaces of h, and suppose that P[lC] >0. Let U be the union of Va and the vertices of 

TG adjacent to ;'Y:=l'lU ... Ul'k' Let g be a function defined on the vertices of TG that 

is 0 on U. Let 19 denote the union of the interfaces of h+g that contain anyone of 

the paths 1'1, ... , I'k. Let B(zo, r) be a disk of radius r that is centered at some vertex Zo 

satisfying Ig(zo)I~~llglloo. Let d>O and suppose that at distance at most c 1d from Zo 

there is a connected component of ;yU&D whose diameter is at least Ed. Also assume 

that Ilglloo/IIVglloo>cr>c. Then 

P[1gnB(Zo, r) =f. 01 lC] ~ cllgll~2log~. 
r 

Proof. With no loss of generality, we assume that g(zo»O. Set q:=llglloo/IIVgll oo 

and r1:= loq. Since between any two vertices z and z' in TG there is a path in TG whose 

length is at most 2Iz-z'l, 

As g=O on U, it follows that E-1d~r1' Since we are assuming that q>cr, and we may 

assume that c is a large constant which may depend on E, it follows that d/r> 100, say. 

Thus, we also assume, with no loss of generality, that Ilglloo~y'c, since the required 

inequality is trivial otherwise. 

Let X denote the average value of h on the vertices in B(zo, r). The inequality (3.5) 
and d/r> 100 give 

(3.27) 

If 1'1 is not a closed path, we start exploring the interface of h+g containing 1'1 

starting from one of the endpoints of 1'1 until that interface is completed or B(zo, r) is 

hit, whichever occurs first. (This may entail going through several of the interfaces I'j, 

j> 1.) If that interface is completed before we hit B(zo, r), we continue and explore the 

interface of h+g containing 1'2, and so forth, until finally either all of 19 is explored or 

B(zo, r) is hit. Let Q denote the event that B(zo, r) is hit, and let (3 be the interfaces 

explored up to the time when the exploration terminates. 

Let U' be the union of U with the vertices adjacent to (3. Since we are assuming 

that q>cr, r>l and Ilglloo~y'c, and since c may be chosen arbitrarily large, Lemma 3.2 

shows that for every vertex VEU', we have that 

E[Jh(v)+g(v)11 lC, Q,(3] ~ II~~;. (3.28) 
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(Note that conditioning on Q and (3 amounts to conditioning that h+g>O on vertices 

adjacent to the right-hand side of (3 and h+g<O on vertices adjacent to the left-hand 

side. Consequently, the lemma applies.) 

Now let x be any vertex in B(zo,r). For each UEU', let Pu denote the probability 

that a simple random walk started at x will first hit U' in u; that is, the discrete-harmonic 

measure from x. Then (3.28) gives 

(3.29) 

Since (3nB(zo, r)=/=0 and (3 intersects the complement of B(zo, r1), Lemma 2.1 gives 

Since we are assuming that q ~ cr, we may assume that the right-hand side is less than 110 • 

Recall that g~~llgIICXl inside B(zO,r1). Outside B(zO,r1), the trivial estimate g~-llgIICXl 

applies. When these estimates are applied to (3.29), one gets 

E[h(x)IK,Q,(3]_II~~;:::;- L Pug(u)- L Pug(u) 
uEU'nB(zO,Td uEU'\B(zo,Tl) 

We may take expectation with respect to (3 and average with respect to x to conclude 

that E[XIK, Q]:::;-~llgIICXl' which implies, by Jensen's inequality, that 

Since 

E[X2 I K, Q] ~ II~I~~ . 

E[X2IK] 
P[QIK]:::; E[X21 Q,K]' 

the lemma now follows from the above and (3.27). 

3.4. Barriers 

D 

In this subsection we apply Lemmas 3.8, 3.10 and 3.6 to get a flexible (though slightly 

complicated) criterion giving lower bounds for the probability that contours avoid certain 

sets. The complications arise from the need to handle pre-existing contours that are 

highly non-smooth on large scales. 
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A, 

y 

Figure 3.3. T he domain A. in a situation where condition (3) fails. (T he figure does not show 
detail on the scale of the lattice; that is, D("Y) appears as D\'Y.) 

The following relative notion of distance will sometimes be used below: 

dist(A, B; X) := inf{diam a: 0: is a path in X connecting A and B}. (3 .30) 

If 'Y is a collection of paths in Ii , let D{)') denote the complement in D of the union of 

the closed triangles of T G meeting 1'. 
We now define the notion of barrier. Assume (h) . Let I II 1'2, "' 1Ik be disjoint simple 

paths or simple closed paths in D. Set -Y:=·"'I'lU .. . Ul'k. Let T C D(i) be a path , which is 

contained in D(,),), except possibly for its two endpoints. Fix some R >O and c>O. We 

call r an (e, R)-bamer for the configuration (D, ')') if the following conditions hold: 

(1) € R< diam T :;;;R; 
(2) within distance €- 1 R from T there is a connected com ponent of ,?UoD whose 

diameter is at least € R; 
(3) if ZEoD(,?) is an endpoint of Y and XZ is the connected component of oB(z, £ R) n 

D(,?) first encountered when traversing T from Z (which exists by (1», then the 

connected component Az of D(,?)\Xz that contains points of T arbitrarily close 

to z satisfies (a) tlAz consists of Xz and a simple path contained in tlD(,?) and 

(b) TnA~noB(z,r) consists of a single point for every rE(O,€R); 
(4) for every point wE T such that dist(w , oD('?))~ i- €R there is an endpoint zE 

Y ntlD(,?) such that wEAz and Iw-zl<~€R (roughly, T does not get close to 

oD(,?) except near its endpoints on oDe'?»~. 

One example where condition (3) fails is given in Figure 3.3. If we remove the strand 

of 1'2 from that figure, we get an example that illustrates that Azc B{z,€ R) does not 
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follow from the above conditions. Note that it may happen that 8Az \Xz, which is a 

simple path, by (3), consists of an arc in 8D together with one or two arcs in;Y that have 

endpoints in 8D. 

We now use barriers to "manipulate" contours of the DGFF. 

THEOREM 3.11. (Barriers) For every E>O, mEN+ and A>O there is a 

p=p(E, A,m) > 0 

such that the following estimate holds. Assume (h) and (D). Let lC be the event that a 

fixed collection hI'"'' Id of oriented paths in TG * is contained in the oriented zero

height interfaces of h, and suppose that P[lC] >0. Set 

k 

;Y:= U Ij' 

j=l 

Let V+ (respectively, V_) be the set of vertices adjacent to ;Y on the right-hand (respec

tively, left-hand) side. Let R>O and let Y=Y+UY_ be a collection of m (E,R)-bamers 

for the configuration (D,;y). Assume that the endpoints of these barriers are not on 8D 

and that for every YEY+ (respectively, YEY_) and every endpoint zEYn8D(;y), the ver

tices in Az(Y)n8D(;Y) are in V+ (respectively, V_), where Az(Y) is as in condition (3). 

Also assume that dist(U Y+, U Y_; D(;Y)) ~2ER. In the situation where ER=O(l), we also 

need to assume that there is no hexagon in TG * meeting both V+ U (U Y+) and V_ U (U Y_) 

and there is no hexagon meeting U Y and 8D. Let 9 denote the union of the zero-height 

interfaces of h which contain anyone of the arcs 11, ... , Ik. Then 

P[(9\ ;y)n(U Y) = 01 lC] > p. 

The basic idea of the proof is as follows. We define a function g that is large (positive) 

near U Y+ away from 8D(;Y) and is negative and large in absolute value near U y_ away 

from 8D(;Y). The obstacle lemma (Lemma 3.10) will then imply that 9g , as defined there, 

is unlikely to hit Y, except near endpoints of barriers. The narrows lemma (Lemma 3.8) 

will be used to show that 9g is also unlikely to hit U Y near endpoints. Finally, the 

distortion lemma (Lemma 3.6) will be used to conclude that with probability bounded 

away from zero, 9 will not hit Y. 

Proof. Let 

.til:= U{Az(Y)nB(z, ER): Y E Y+ and z E Yn;y}, 

.ti!:= {z E D(;Y): dist(z, U Y+; D(;Y)) ~ 110ER}, 
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and A+:=A~UA!. Similarly, define A_, with y_ replacing Y+. We fix constants co>O, 

large, and 8>0 much smaller than E, and set 

{ 
c08-1 R-1 min{ 8R, dist(z, lR2 \A+)}, 

g(z):= -c08-1 R- 1 min{ 8R, dist(z, lR2 \A_)}, 
0, 

Note that A+nA_=0 and Ilglloo=co. 

if z EA+, 
if z E A_, 
otherwise. 

Let Z:={ZElR2 :lg(z)l=co}. Let cl>l be some large constant and set r:=8R/cl. Let 

W be a maximal collection of vertices in {v: Ig( v) I? ~co} such that the distance between 

any two distinct vertices in W is at least ~r, and for aEW let Ba denote the disk ofradius 

r centered at a. Then the disks B a , aEW, cover Z, assuming that r>l and cl>100, say. 

Note that 

Fix some aEW. We wish to invoke Lemma 3.10 to get a good upper bound on 

P[9gnBa#0IK]. We now verify the assumptions of the lemma. We note that in our 

case Ilglloo=co and IIVgll oo =co/8R. Thus, q:=llglloo/IIVgll oo =8R. Consequently, we set 

Cl to be the maximum of 100 and twice the constant c in the lemma, and the assumption 

q> cr is satisfied. The assumption r> 1 will hold once R is large enough, which we assume 

for now (we promise that 8 will be a constant depending only on E, m and A). For the 

d in the lemma we may take d=R. Thus, log(d/r)=log(cI/8), and the lemma gives 

Since UaEwBa~Z and IWI=O(m)(cI/8)2, we conclude that 

Although we have not specified 8 yet, we choose cO=CO(Cl, 8, E, m, A) so that 

(3.31 ) 

Now that we have established that it is unlikely that 9g intersects Z, we need to worry 

about the case in which 9g circumvents Z but hits U Y\Z. This can only happen near 

endpoints of barriers. Let us fix some YEY+ that has an endpoint, say Zl, on oD(;;Y). Let 

XZ 1 be the arc oAZ1 (Y) \Xz1 • (It is an are, by condition (3) of the definition of barrier.) 

We will now prepare the geometric setup that will enable the use of Lemma 3.8 to prove 

that p[9gnAz1 (Y)nY\Z#0IK] is small. 
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(' T 

A 
S' 

Figure 3.4. T he set S, and the paths 00 and Cia . The shaded region is Q. 

Let Q be the set of all hexagons of the grid TG* whose distance from &D(;;Y) is at 

most 2SR. Lei S be the connected com ponent of 

A" nB(z" ~'R) \ (QuB(z" ~'R) ) 

that intersects I. (See Figure 3.4 .) Condition (4) in the definition of barriers and our 

assumption that S«c: guarantees that there is a unique such component S. \Ve have 

ScZ, and so 9g is unlikely to hit S. 
Let S' and S be the two connected components of S\ T . Consider the connected 

component All. of oBGzlcR) \XZl that intersects T. Let Q:] be the arc in All. \S that has 

one endpoint in S' and the other in .\ZI . Likewise, let M2 be the connected component of 

&B(iZ]cR) \XZl that intersects T , and let a2 be the arc in M2 \S that has one endpoint 

in S' and the other in XZ1. Let a denote the union of a] U02 with the arc of OS' \ T 

that connects the endpoint of a] with the endpoint of a2. Let ACAz1 (I') be t he domain 

whose boundary consists of at Ua2, an arc of as' connecting at and a2 and an arc of 

Xz, connecting at and a2. Let ao be t he unique arc of aA\(aB(~ztc:R)UaB(~z,c:R)) 
connecting oB(~z]cR) with oB(~z,cR). Finally, let a' be any subarc of ao whose 

diameter is /GcR that intersects the circle aB(z" ~cR) . We use A, a" a2 and a' in 

Lemma 3.8. In the present situation, the value of d, of that lemma is d, =2SR+O(1) . If 

we have a path connecting a' to 8Du;;y, it must either exit B(z" ~cR)\B(z" ~cR), hit 

Y\B( Z11 ~cR) (whose distance from ;;Y is at least kcR) or connect ao to Xz, inside A. 

Consequently, the minimum on the right.-hand side in (3.24) is presently at least /6cR. 

The lemma now implies that if we choose our current J=J(c:, m, A»O sufficiently small 
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Figure 3.5. No way to penetrate. 

and make sure that R>1/8, then 

where C is the event that there is a crossing of hexagons satisfying h<O between 001 and 

002 inside A. If there is no such crossing, then also 19 does not make such a crossing, 

because g:? 0 in A. 

Likewise, we may define a1, a2, a', A and e, when we replace S' by S in the above 

paragraph. The same argument shows that P[elJ(l~ /om- 1 . 

Condition (3) of the definition of a barrier implies that SUAUAUXZl separates 

YnAZ1 (Y) from all the endpoints of the strands 1'1, ... , I'k. Consequently, in order for 

19 to hit YnAZ1 (Y), we must have 19n5i-0 or Cue. See Figure 3.5 (also compare 

Figure 3.4). A similar argument applies for every other endpoint of a barrier. Since 

S C Z, we conclude that 

(3.32) 

We are really more interested in 1 than in 19. To do the translation, we will appeal 

to Lemma 3.6. For this purpose, note that 

and that 9 is supported in a union of m sets of diameter O(R). Consequently, we have 

IIV'gI12=Oc:,A,m(1). Let U be the set of vertices in 8D('Y) , and let hu denote the restriction 
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of h to U. By (3.32), even if we further condition on hu, the left-hand side stays bounded 

away from one on an event whose probability is bounded away from zero, namely, 

Because g=O on U, we may apply Lemma 3.6 and conclude that for hu such that the 

inner inequality above holds, 

0E,A,m(1)p[;:Yn(U Y) = 01 K, hul? 1. 

Since this set of hu has conditioned probability at least lo' the theorem follows. 

It remains to remove the assumption that R is larger than some fixed constant 

Ro=Ro(E:, m, A). Assume now that R is bounded. It is not too hard to see that the event 

H that h(H)E(O, 1) for every hexagon meeting UY+ and hE(-1,O) for every hexagon 

meeting U Y_ has probability bounded below by (a rather small) positive constant. This 

is proved by considering these O(mR2) hexagons one by one. On the event H, we have 

;:Yn(UY)=0. This completes the proof. D 

Remark 3.12. There is a corresponding analog of Theorem 3.11 in the case where 

the endpoints of the barriers are permitted to land on aD. In that case, it is necessary 

to assume that ha?-Ao (respectively, ha~Ao) on aAz(Y)nVa if YEY+ (respectively, 

Y_) and zEaDnY, where Ao=Ao(A»O is the constant given by Lemma 3.9. We refrain 

from stating a complete formulation of this variant, though it will be useful. The proof 

is the same, except that Lemma 3.9 is used to deal with the narrows near aD, instead 

of the narrows lemma (Lemma 3.8). 

3.5. Meeting of random walk and interface 

We now need to further develop the basic setup and introduce some more notation. If a 

is a path in the hexagonal grid TG*, we let V(a) denote the set of TG-vertices adjacent 

to it. If a is an arc of an oriented zero-height interface of h, let V+(a) denote the vertices 

adjacent to it on its right-hand side, and let V_(a) denote the vertices adjacent to it on 

its left-hand side. 

In addition to our previous assumptions (h) and (D), we will use the following setup: 

(S) Let 'Y denote the interface of h from Xa to Ya. Let Vo be some vertex of TG 

in D, and let S be a simple random walk on the vertices of TG started at Vo that is 

independent of h. Let T be the first time t such that St E aD h). 
The point ST will playa special role. Essentially, we will be interested in the configu

ration "as viewed from ST"; that is, in the coordinate system where ST is translated to 0. 
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In order to eliminate too much additional notation, it will be convenient to consider the 

event ST =0 instead. Let TO be the first t such that St =0, and let S denote the reversed 

walk St:=STo-t, t=O, 1, 00., TO. 

For 0'=0,1,00.,5, let eO' denote the edge [O,expa7riO')] of the triangular grid TG, 

and let e~ denote the dual edge in TG*. Let zg denote the event Zg:={ST=O}n{e~C'y}. 

Fix some large R. Suppose that fJ3RcD and vo~fJ3R' Let extR/' denote the union of 

the components of /,\fJ3 R containing Xa and Ya. (If /,nfJ3 R=0, then extR/'=/") If there 

is an interface of h containing e~, denote it by (3=(30', and let (3=(3'R be the connected 

component of bnfJ3R that contains e~. Otherwise, set (3=b=0. Let intRS denote the 

part of S up to the first exit of fJ3 R, and let extRS denote the part of S up to the first 

entry to fJ3 R. 

Set if!R:=(D, 8+, ha, va, extR/', extRS) and 8 R=8R(0'):=((3'R, intRS). Our goal is 

to show that conditioned on zg, the distribution of (3 does not depend strongly on if!4R' 

(A precise version of this statement is given in Corollary 3.16 below.) To this end we 

will use something like 

P[8 = rJ I if! ZO'] = P[8 R = rJ I if!3R]P[Zg 18 R = rJ, if!3R] 
R 3R, a P[zg I if!3R] . (3.33) 

This equality is obtained by applying Bayes' formula to the measure P[·1if!3R]. The 

following lemma takes care of the first factor in the numerator on the right-hand side. 

LEMMA 3.13. Assume (h), (D) and (S). There exists a constant c=c(A»O and a 

function P R ( .) such that if R> 50, R' E [~R, 3R], D -:J fJ3 4R and va ~ fJ3 4R , then for all 

rJ=(~, S) such that ~=I=0 one has 

1 
-PR( rJ) :s; P[8 R = rJ I /,nfJ34R =1= 0, if! R'] :s; CPR ( rJ). 
C 

The function PR may depend on Rand rJ, but not on anything else (in particular, not 

on D, Va, if!R' or ha). 

Proof. The corresponding statement with 8 R replaced by (3, the first coordinate of 

8 R , is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.7. 

We assume that vO~fJ34R' The configuration if!R' determines the first vertex, say q, 

inside fJ3 R' visited by the random walk S. The continuation of the walk is just a simple 

random walk starting at q. Suppose that we had another such walk starting at a vertex 

q' EfJ3R', It is easy to see that with probability bounded away from zero the walk starting 

at q visits q' before 0. If that happens, we couple the continuation of the walk to be the 

same as the walk which starts at q' (otherwise, we let them be independent). On the 

event that the walk started at q hits q' before 0, the corresponding intRS for both walks 

will be the same. This proves the corresponding statement about the second coordinate 

of 8 R. Since the two coordinates are independent given if! R', the lemma follows. D 
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Proving an analogous result for the second factor in the numerator of the right-hand 

side of (3.33) will be considerably more difficult. To this end, we now define a measure 

of the quality Q=QR of the configurations IPR and GR. 

If /,n~R#0, let x R (respectively, yR) denote the endpoint in 8~R ofthe component 

of extR/' containing Xa (respectively, ya). When VO~~R' let qR denote the vertex in 

~R first visited by S. If /,n~R=0 or extRS visits 8D(extR/') , then set Q(IPR)=O. 

Otherwise, define 

Q( IP ):= dist(x, extRS)l\dist(y, extRS)l\dist(q, extR/,)l\lx-yl _1_ 
R R 1\ 100' 

where x=xR , y=yR and q=qR. This is a measure of the separation between the strands 

comprising IPR. Similarly, define Q(GR ), as follows. Suppose that vO~~RCD and let 

qR be the first vertex outside of ~R visited by S. Fix an orientation of e~. If j3ct~R' 
let xR and yR be the two endpoints of the component of f3=f3R containing e~, chosen so 

that the orientation of the arc of f3 from xR to yR agrees with that of e~. If j3C~R or if 

S visits any vertex in 8D(f3R) \ {O}, then set Q(G R) =0. Otherwise, set 

Q(G ):= dist(x, intRS) I\dist(y, intRS) I\dist(q, (3) 1\ Ix-yl _1_ 
R R 1\ 100' 

LEMMA 3.14. (Compatibility) Assume (h), (D) and (S). For every E>O there is a 

constant C=C(E, A) >0 such that 

~ 1{Q(8R»c:} l{Q(iI>R' »c:} ~ P[zg 1 G R , IPR' ]log R ~ c 

holds whenever R>c, 5R>R'>~R and VO~~6RCD. 

Proof. We start by proving the lower bound on P[zg 1 G R , IPR'], which is the harder 

estimate. Assume that Q(GR )I\Q(IPR' »E, R>c>1010 IE, 5R>R'> ~R and VO~~6RCD. 

Let Ds denote the connected component of ~ R \f3R that intersects intRS and let Ds 

denote the connected component of D\ (extR'/'U~ R') that contains Vo and therefore 

extR'S, Note that the sign of h on vertices in Ds adjacent to f3 is constant, as is the sign 

of h on vertices in Ds adjacent to extR'/', Let V denote the event that these signs are 

the same, namely, the sign of h on vertices in V(extR,/,)nDS is the same as on vertices in 

V(f3R)nDS' Using symmetry, Proposition 3.7 immediately implies that P[DIIPR', G R] is 

bounded away from zero. (Although f3 is determined by GR , its orientation as a subarc 

of an oriented zero-height interface of h is not determined by GR.) 

We now construct some barriers, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. Let a be the initial 

point of the arc 8~R,nDs, when the arc is oriented counterclockwise around ~R" and 
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SER , 

Figure 3.6. The construction of the barriers. 

let b be the other endpoint of this arc. Likewise, let a be the initial point of the arc 

8Pi R nDs , when the arc is oriented counterclockwise around Pi R , and let b be the other 

endpoint of this arc. Note that {o',b}={xR,yR} and {a, b}={xR', yR'}. 

We now describe a path lla connecting a to a and a path llb connecting b to b 

and a path llq connecting fjR to qR' such that these paths do not come too close to 

each other. For example, if the arguments arg a, arg b, arg qR', arg a, arg band arg fjR 

are chosen so that argo'<argfjR<argb<argo'+27r, arga<argqR<argb<arga+27r and 

[arga-argo'[~7r, then we may take lla to be defined in polar coordinates by ()=s+tr, 

with sand t chosen so that a and a are on the path, and similarly for llb and llq. It is 

easy to check that our assumptions guarantee that the distance between any two of these 

paths is at least Cl eR for some constant Cl > 0. Set e' = /0 Cl e. 

Let D+ be the connected component of D\(extR,"(UfJRUllaUllb) that contains 

v+(extR'''()' and let D_ be the other connected component. Let ll~ be the connected 

component of {ZED+:dist(z,lla)=e'R} that meets the circle 8B(O, ~(R+R')). Note 

that ll~ is a simple path which intersects the circle 8B(O, ~(R+R')) at one point. Let 

ao denote that point. We want to construct a pertubation of ll~, which will be some 

(ell, 12R)-barrier, with e" not much smaller than e'. Let al be the closest point to ao 

along ll~ such that the distance from al to 8D(extR'''() is /oe'R, and let 0,1 be the closest 

point to ao along ll~ such that the distance from 0,1 to 8D(fJR) is 110e'R. Let ll~ be the 

path which is the union of the arc of ll~ connecting a1 and 0,1 together with a shortest 
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line segment connecting a1 to 8D(extR',) and a shortest line segment connecting ih to 

8D(f3R). 

We claim that a~ is an (c", 12R)-barrier for the configuration (D, extR"Uf3R) with 

c"= 10100c'. Indeed, conditions (1), (2), (4) and (3) (b) in the definition of the barrier 

clearly hold. To verify condition (3) (a), let Z1 be the endpoint of a~ on 8D(extR',), 

and let z~ and z~ be the two endpoints of XZ1 on 8D(extR"). Consider the simple arc 

X connecting z~ to z~ in 8D(extR"). By the Jordan curve theorem, XUXZl separates 

the plane into two connected components. Since a~ crosses XZ 1 , it follows that the part 

of a~ inside ~R' is outside of A Z1 ' and thus the endpoints x R', yR' and also f3R are all 

outside A Z1 . It follows that 8Azl =XZl UX, as required. A similar argument applies near 

the endpoint of a~ on 8D(f3R). Thus, a~ is indeed an (c", R')-barrier. Note also that 

the above easily implies that 8Azl CD+. This will be useful below when we apply the 

barriers theorem (Theorem 3.11). 

We similarly construct a path a", in D_ close to aa. Likewise, we construct barriers 

a~ and a~ near the path abo The construction is the same, except that we replace aa 

byab. 

On the event D, we may apply Theorem 3.11 with Y+ = { a~, a~}, y_ = { a"" a~}, 

Y =Y+UY_ and ;Y=extR"Uf3R. (Here we use the assumption that R>c.) Note that 

conditioning on 8 R , <l>R' and D, amounts to conditioning on JC in the theorem and on 

the behavior of intRSUextR'S, which is anyway independent of h. Therefore, there is a 

p=p(c,A»O such that 

where Y denotes the event 

y:= {(,\;y)n(U Y) = 0}. 

Let Aa be the connected component of D(extR',Uf3R)\(a~Ua",) that contains aa, and 

let Ab be the connected component of D(extR"Uf3R)\(a~Ua~) that contains abo Again, 

using the Jordan curve theorem, it is easy to verify that AanAb=0. On the event y, 
there is no other choice for the strand of, extending extR" at a, but to be confined to 

Aa until it hooks up with f3 at fl, since every other exit from Aa is blocked. Consequently, 

on y, we have ,~f3. A similar argument applies to Ab, and we get 

We now turn to the random walk S. For Zo to hold, we must make sure that 

{St:t<TO} does not meet any vertex neighboring with,. First consider extR'S. Note 

that extR'S does not intersect 8Aa, because 8Aa is contained in ~R' UB(a, 2c'R), and we 
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are assuming that Q(IPR'»E. (Recall that {a,b}={xR',yR'}.) Thus, extR,SnAa=0, 

and we may also conclude that extR'S does not visit any vertex adjacent to Aa when 

R is large. Similar arguments apply to Ab and to intRS. Thus, intRSUextR'S does not 

visit any vertex adjacent to "( on the event yn{Q(IPR,»E,Q(8R»E}. 

Now let S* be the walk S from the first time it visits qR' until the first time it 

visits qR. Then, conditioned on 8 Rand IP R', S* is just a simple random walk started at 

qR' conditioned to hit qR before hitting o. Let Aq denote the E'R-neighborhood of O'.q. 

Clearly, dist(Aq, AaUAb);?E'R. The probability that S* gets within distance ~E'R of qR 

before exiting Aq is at least some (perhaps small) positive constant depending only on 

E' (and hence on E). Conditional on this event, the probability that S* visits qR before 

exiting Aq is within a constant multiple of l/log(E'R), by (2.6). Now let S** be the walk 

S from the first visit of qR to the last visit of qR before time TO. Note that S** and 

intRS are independent given qR. Thus, given IP R', 8 R, V and S*, we may sample S** 

by starting a random walk from qR, stopping when it hits 0, and then removing the part 

of that walk after the last visit to qR. When the latter walk first gets to distance ~E' R 

from qR, it has probability bounded away from zero (by a constant depending only on E') 

to hit 0 before qR. (This follows, for example, from Lemma 2.2 applied to the function 

giving for every vertex the probability to hit 0 before qR for a random walk started at 

that vertex.) Thus, conditioned on (S*, 8 R, IPR'), with probability bounded away from 

zero, S**cAq. Since 

we conclude that 

Above, we have argued that P[VIIPR', 8 R ] is bounded away from zero, and so we conclude 

that the lower bound estimate in the proposition holds. 

It remains to prove the upper bound. Conditional on ,,(, intRS and extR'S, the 

probability that S* (as defined in the proof of the lower bound) hits qR before hitting 

"( is clearly O(l)/log R, since the conditional law of S* is that of a random walk started 

at qR' and conditioned to hit qR before 0, and the probability that an ordinary random 

walk started at qR' hits qR before 0 is bounded away from zero. The upper bound now 

follows, and the proof is complete. D 

To make the previous lemma useful, we will need to argue that configurations with 

quality bigger than E are not too rare, in an appropriate sense. This is achieved by the 

following lemma. 
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ext", S - -+-7 

Figure 3.7. An example for Q j = O:#, Q (<I'''j) ' The set 'BTj is shaded. 

LEMMA 3.15. (Separation) Assume (h ), (D) and (S) . Let p<1. There exists some 

constant C=C(IJ, A»O such that if R>l / c and Vo~P,6I/ CD, then 

(3.34) 

provided that P[Z818R, «:I4R]> O. 

T he proof of this lemma is modeled after Lawler's separation lemma for Brownian 

motions from [L2, Lemma 4.2]. 

Proof. To keep the notation simple, we start by proving a simpler version of the 

lemma, where we also assume that Q(8u);O:: ,60 , say (and t herefore Q(8n)= ,60)' and 

we prove that 

P [Q(<I'3nl > cl en, <1', ,, , ZoJ > p. (3.35) 

v\re define inductively a. random sequence 7"0 , 7'" ... as follows. Set 1'o:=4R. Suppose that 

1'j is defined . Set 

if P[Z81 «:1,." 8n ] > 0, 

otherwise, 

and 1'j+1 := (1 - lOQj )1'j . Note that Qj = 0 impl ies that P [Z8 I cI )" j' 8 17 ] = 0. (An example 

showing that Qj =O#Q(<(:I ,.,) is possible is given in Figure 3.7. Such a situation can only 

occur when IX"j - y'·jl=O(l).) Also note that P[Z8 1(1)"j, 8 nj>O if and only if there are 

paths "f. and S. satisfying the following: (1 ) "f. is a simple TC* -path in 15 containing 

j3R and extrj"f, (2) S. is a. TC-pa.th in D containing extrj S and the reversal of int RS 

and (3) S. does not visit any vertex in 8D(,,(.), except for O. 

Vo,le claim that for every J EN, 

(3.36) 
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Figure 3.8. The construction of the barriers giving (3.36). 

for some constant co=co(A»O. Clearly it suffices to prove this in the case Qj>O. The 

gap between 8Pirj and 8PirH1 is larger than but comparable to 5rjQj. Note also that 

because Pirj is a union of TG*-hexagons, rjQj?;;1/v'3. If rjQj>20, say, then, we can 

easily use barriers as in the proof of Lemma 3.14 (see Figure 3.8) to direct and separate 

the two strands of extrH11'\extr/y and the walk extrH1S\extrjS so as to obtain (3.36). 

Now assume that rjQj ~20. In this case the discrete structure of the lattice is 

"visible". Let q' be the point on 8Pirj crossed by extrj S in its last step, and let Ct be a 

longest arc among the three connected components of 8Pirj \ {q', x rj , yrj}. Suppose first 

that q' is not an endpoint of Ct. Let Ct be oriented counterclockwise around Pirj , and let 

a and b be the initial and terminal points of Ct, respectively. Let T/a (respectively, T/b) 

denote the connected component of extrHll'\extrjl' that has a (respectively, b) as an 

endpoint. Assume that Iq'-al <500 and Iq'-bl <500. Consider the event X that T/a goes 

as far to the right as possible subject to the conditions that it remains inside B(q', 550) 

and avoids extrj I' and that T/b goes as far to the left as possible subject to the conditions 

that it remains inside B(q', 550) and avoids extrjl'. See Figure 3.9. It is easy to see that 

P[zgl<prj ,8R ]>0 implies that on X there is a simple TG-path in B(q',250) from q' to 

PirH1 that avoids 8D( extrH11')' Since the number of edges traversed by these paths is 

bounded, it is easy to see that the probability that S follows the latter path and X holds 

given <Prj and 8 R satisfying the above assumptions is bounded away from zero (for X, 

note that we can extend the interfaces one step at a time and the probability for every 

specific step given the previous ones is bounded away from zero). This gives (3.36) in this 

case. Similar, or simpler, arguments apply if one or more of the assumptions Iq'-al <500 

and Iq'-bl <500 do not hold. 
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Figure 3.9. The interfOCI)!; spreading out. 

If q' is an endpoint of 0' a similar argument may be used. Suppose, for example, that 

q' is the initial point of 0 , that yrj is t he other endpoint of a and that Iq' _ yrj 1<300. Then 

we may consider the possibility that the connected component of extrH1 ,\extr/ 1' that 

has y" j as an endpoint goes as far to the left as possible subject to the requirements that 

it stays inside B(yr j , 5000) and avoids hexagons containing vertices visited by ext rj S , and 

tha t t he connected component of extrHI 1'\ext" j ' that has xrj as an endpoint goes as far 

to t he left as possible subject to t he requirements that it stays inside B(x" j, 4000) and 

avoids t he previous strand extend ing extrj l' at yrj and finally, the random walk avoids 

8D(exi rj+l') and stays in B(q' , 300) until it hits (]3 "Hl ' A similar argument applies if 

Iq' - y" j I ~300. This proves (3.36). 

We now prove that fo r every j E N, 

(3 .37) 

for some CI=CI{A»O. Let x=x" j+ ' , y=y" Hl and q=qrj +l . Let st be the part of the 

walk S from the first visit to qrj up to the first visit to q. Note t hat 

if Q j>O, and similarly for y . Thus, the event Qj+l <2Qj is the union of the fo llowing 

five events 

Mo '~ {QH' ~O}, 

M, , ~ {d;st(St , (x , y}) < (2Qjrj+,)A Ix - yl), 

M2 := {Tj +1 Qj+1 = dist (q, extrH l , ), Qj+ 1 < 2Qj}, 
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M 3 := {O < Ix-YI =rj+lQj+1,Qj+l < 2Qj}, 

M 4 := {Qj+l = 160' Qj+l < 2Qj}. 

(In the definition of M 1 , dist(St, {x, y}) means the least distance from a vertex visited 

by st to x or y, of course.) Clearly, 

(3.38) 

holds for k=O. The same is also true for k=4, because Qj+l = 160 implies that the 

random walk started at q has conditional probability bounded away from zero to hit 

extrHl'"Y before 81J3rH2 . A similar argument gives (3.38) when k=2. 

Now condition on M 1 , and let v be the vertex first visited by st that is at distance 

less than (2Qjrj+I)i\lx-YI from {x,y}. Conditioned additionally on 8 R , extrHl'"Y and 

the walk st until it hits v, there is clearly probability bounded away from zero that 

st hits a vertex adjacent to extrH1'"Y before IJ3rH2 , and in this case we have Qj+2=0. 

Consequently, (3.38) also holds for k=l. 

Now condition on M 3 , <PrHl and 8 R . Let z be the midpoint of the segment 

[x, y], and consider the circle 8B(z,2Ix-yl). We may build a barrier by using the 

connected component of 8B(z,2Ix-yl)\8D(extrH1'"Y) that intersects IJ3rH1 (and pos

sibly perturbing it slightly near its endpoints). If '"Y does not cross this barrier, then 

Qj+2=0 holds. Thus, we get from Theorem 3.11 that (3.38) also holds for k=3. Since 

{Qj+1<2Qj}=U!=oM k, and (3.38) holds for k=0,1, ... ,4, it follows that (3.37) holds 

as well. 

Set sn:=2RI1~~~(1-2-k/10)-I. It follows from Lemma 3.14 and our assumption 

that Q(8R)~ 160 that for any JEN, 

for some C2=C2(A»0. An appeal to (3.36) therefore implies that 

Continuing inductively, we get for every nEN, 

Since 

( 
00 2-k)-1 5 

SUPSn < 2R 1-L 10 = "2 R , 
n k=O 
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we get for every j EN, 

-log2 Qj Q-log2 Co 

[ a I j Co C2 j 
P Zo <I>rj,8R ~ logR 1{rj)5Rj2}=C2 logR 1{rj)5Rj2}· (3.39) 

From (3.37) we get that for every j the conditional probability that there is some 

k>j such that rk>2R, Qk<2Qj and Qk+1>O, given <I>rj and 8 R, is at most 1-Cl. Let 

mn denote the number of kEN such that rk>3R and QkE(2-n, 21- n j. Fix some nEN, 

and suppose that P[mn >01<I>4R,8Rj>0. On the event mn>O, let kn be the first k such 

that QkE(2-n,21-nj. By induction and (3.37), for every mEN, 

An appeal to the upper bound in Lemma 3.14 gives 

a c3(1- Cl)m 
P[Zo ,mn >2m I mn >O,<I>rk ,8Rj ~ 1 R 

n og 

for some C3=C3(A). On the other hand, (3.39) gives 

Comparing the last two inequalities, we get 

In particular, there is an no=no(A,p)EN and a C4=C4(A) such that 

Let nl be the least integer larger than 3 such that I1~=nl (1-10.21- n )c4n >i, and let 

n2=nl Vno· On the event zOnnn>n2 {mn~c4n} we must have some JEN with rj>~R 
and Qj~2-n2 (because rj+1/rj=1-10Qj and n2~nl). Consequently, 

P [there exists j : Q j > C5, r j > ~ R I Zo, <I> 4R, 8 R ] ~ 1- ! (1-p) (3.40) 

holds for some C5=C5(P, A»O. Note that this almost achieves our goal of proving (3.35). 

The difference between (3.40) and (3.35) is that in the latter the radius r at which Q( <I>r) 

is bounded from below is variable. 

Let A be the event that there is a JEN with Qj>C5 and rj>~R, and on A, let jo 

denote the first such j. We have from (3.39) that 

(3.41) 
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Fix some s>O small. We now argue that 

a 3R 3R 0S~ 
P[ZO IA,<pr ,eR,lx -y l<sRJ~-l-

JO ogR (3.42) 

for some positive constants C7 and C6 depending only on A. The argument is similar 

to the one given in the proof of the case k=3 in (3.38). Let z be the midpoint of the 

segment [x3R, y3RJ. We construct a barrier as a perturbation of the connected com

ponent of oB(z,2sR)\oD(ext3R'Y) that intersects lE3R. If that barrier is hit by the 

extension of ext3R'Y (which happens with probability bounded away from 1), then we 

condition on the extension up to that barrier, and construct another barrier at radius 

4sR, instead. We continue in this manner, constructing barriers at radii 2n sR up to the 

least n such that 2n s> 10100' say. Because the probability of avoiding the nth barrier 

given that the (n-1)th barrier has been reached is bounded away from 1, we find that 

P['Y=:J;JRIA,<prjo,eR,lx3R_y3RI<sR] is bounded by a constant times some positive 

power of s. The estimate (3.42) follows by considering the behavior of S. 

Suppose now that the random walk S after its first hit to lEr · but before its first 
JO 

hit to lE3R gets within distance sR of ext3R'Y. Then, by Lemma 2.1, conditional on S 

up to the first time this has happened and on A, <Pr , e R and ext3R'Y, the conditional Jo 

probability for S hitting lE5R/2 before hitting oD( ext3R'Y) is at most csse:\ for some 

universal constant cs. Thus, the conditional probability for zg is at most CSS(l jlog R. 

Combining this with (3.42), one gets 

C7SC6 +CSS(l 
P[zg I A, <Prjo ' eR, Q(<P3R) < s] ~ logR 

Comparison with (3.41) now gives 

a P[Q(<P3R)<S,zgIA,<prjo ,eR] 
P[Q(<P3R)<sIZo,A,<prjo ,eR]= P[zaiA <P e ] 

o ,rJO ' R 

P[zg I A, <Prj ,e R, Q( <P3R) < s] C7SC6 +CSS(l 
~ 0 ~ ---'---_-,-----=---_ 
-...::: P[zg I A, <Prjo ' e RJ -...::: C2C~ log2 Co 

Thus, we obtain, for all s sufficiently small, 

P[Q(<P3R) < s I zg, A, <P4R, e R] ~ i(1-p). 

Taking (3.40) into account, this gives (3.35), and completes the proof of the simplified 

case. 

The argument in the general case proceeds as follows. We define inductively two 

sequences Tj and Tj, starting with To=4R and To=R. At each step j, we set 

and take Tj+1=(1-lOQj)Tj and Tj+1=(1+10Qj)Tj. The proof proceeds essentially as 

above. The straightforward details are left to the reader. D 
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COROLLARY 3.16. There exists a constant c=c(A) >0 such that the following esti

mate holds. Let (D',o~,o~,h'a,h',,,!',vb) satisfy the same assumptions as we have for 

(D,o+,o_,ha,h,,,!,vo). Let R>c, and assume that fJ3 6R cD'nD and vo,VbjtfJ36R . Let 

8~, <I>~R and zg' be the objects corresponding to 8 R, <I>4R and zg for the system in D' 

(with the same u, that is, u'=u). Then 

P[8 R = {} I zg, <I>4RJ ~ cP[8~ = {} I zg', <I>~RJ (3.43) 

holds for all {} and for all <I>4R and <I>~R satisfying P[zg I <I>4RJ >0 and P[zg'l <I>~RJ >0, 

respectively. Consequently, under the same assumptions, there exists a coupling of the 

conditional laws of 8 R and 8~ such that 

Proof. It is enough to prove the first claim, since the latter claim immediately follows. 

Let c'>O be the constant denoted as c in the separation lemma (Lemma 3.15) with p=~. 

Let Q denote the event Q(<I>3R)i\Q(82R)~C'. Let X be the collection of all () such 

that 8 2R =() is possible and Q(())~c', and let X{} be the collection of all ()EX that 

are compatible with 8 R={); that is, such that {82R =() and 8 R={}} is possible. In the 

following, f~g will mean that fig is contained in [l/c,cJ for some constant c=c(A»O. 

By Lemma 3.15 and the choice of p, 

P[8 R = {} I zg, <I>4RJ ~ P[8 R = {} I Q, zg, <I>4RJ = L P[82R = () I Q, zg, <I>4RJ. (3.44) 
OEXiJ 

Now, if Q(<I>3R»C' and ()EX, then 

P[8 = () I Q zu <I> J = P[82R = (), Q, zg I <I>3RJ 
2R '0' 3R P[zg, Q I <I>3RJ 

P[82R = (), zg I <I>3RJ 
P[zg, Q I <I>3RJ 

P[82R = () I <I>3RJP[Zg I 8 2R = (), <I>3RJ 
P[zg, Q I <I>3RJ 

We apply Lemma 3.13 to the first factor in the numerator and Lemma 3.14 to the second 

factor, and get 

P[8 = () I Q zu <I> J ~ P2R(())/log R 
2R '0' 3R P[zg, Q I <I>3RJ· 

The sum of the left-hand side over all ()EX is 1. Consequently, 
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By taking expectation conditioned on Q, Zo and <P4R, it follows that the same relation 

holds when we replace <P3R by <P4R. We now sum over OoEX,'} and invoke (3.44), to 

obtain 

pre = {) I Z<Y <P 1 ~ LOEXt/ P2R(0) 
R 0' 4R ~ '" (0) . 

L..OEX P2R 

This implies (3.43), and completes the proof. D 

Our intermediate goal to show that the dependence between the local behavior near 

Sr and the global behavior far away is now accomplished. Roughly, the next objective 

will be to show that it is unlikely that, contains an arc with a very large diameter whose 

endpoints are both relatively close to Sr. 

For R>r>O, let J =J(r, R) denote the event that there are more than two disjoint 

arcs of , connecting 123r and 8123 R or that S exits 123 R between the time it first hits 123r 

and TO. Set Zo:=U;=o Zoo Our next objective is to show that conditioned on Zo or Zo, 

J(r, R) is unlikely if R»r>O. More precisely, the claim is as follows. 

LEMMA 3.17. Assume (h), (D) and (S). For every P>O there is some a=a(p,A»10 

such that if r>1, R>ar, VOrjc1234RCD and P[ZOI<pR,erl>o, then 

and also 

P[J(r, R) I <PR, Zol <po 

One may first think that this can be proved by repeating the argument in the proof 

of Lemma 3.14. The difficulty in carrying out this idea is that the sets Aa and Ab 

described in the proof of Lemma 3.14 may extend beyond 123sR' for large s (where R' is 

as in that lemma) if there are more than two disjoint arcs of extR', connecting 8123 R'+c:' R 

and 8123 sR' . 

Since the proof of the lemma is a bit involved and somewhat indirect, we take a 

few moments to give an overview of the strategy. First, it is established that under the 

conditioning the simple random walk S is unlikely to backtrack to 8123 R after hitting 123r 

and before TO. Next, we identify a pair of arcs 0:1 and 0:2 that are defined from <P3r each 

of which has one endpoint on ext3rS and the other on ext3r" A barriers argument is 

then used to show that with high conditional probability ,\ext3r, does not hit 0:1U0:2. 

In this case, we see that 0:1 U0:2 has an alternative definition in terms of, and S, which 

is in some sense more symmetric. Next we define another pair of arcs (Xl U(X2, which have 

a similar definition as 0:1 U0:2, except that they are defined from e R/3' Again, the same 

barriers argument can be used to show that with high conditional probability these arcs 

are not visited by ,\f3R/3' In this case, these arcs have a more symmetric definition, 
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which leads us to conclude that with high conditional probability 0<1 U0<2 =0;1 U0;2. This 

is then used to establish that the endpoints of these arcs on 'Y belong to ext3r'Y as well as 

i3R/3. Next, we prove that these two endpoints belong to different connected components 

of 'Y\ e~. This then implies that each of the two strands of ext3r'Y merges with i3R/3, 

which implies that there are no more than two disjoint crossings between aSE Rand SE3r 

in 'Y. 

Proof. The second claimed inequality with p replaced by 6p follows from the first 

inequality and taking conditional expectation, since Zo = U~=o zg. Thus, we only need 

to prove the first inequality. By Lemma 3.15, there is a constant co=eo(A,p»O such 

that 

(3.45) 

Let r' be in the range [vrR, vrR+ 1], chosen so that the circle aB(O, r') does not 

contain any TG-vertices nor any TG* -vertices. Let 8* denote the part of the walk 8 

from its first visit to q3r until its last visit to it prior to TO. Conditional on <P3r and Gr , 

the probability that 8* exits SEr, /3 without hitting ext3r'Y decays to zero as a---+oo (by 

Lemma 2.1). On the event that this happens, let 8** be the initial segment of the walk 

8* until it exits SEr, /3. By the proof of the upper bound in Lemma 3.14, 

By the lower bound in that lemma, on the event Q(<P3r)AQ(G2r )?:co we have 

Consequently, a may be chosen sufficiently large so that 

Hence, (3.45) implies that 

(3.46) 

Let 8' be the path traced by ext3r8 from the last time in which ext3r8 was outside 

SE R/3 until its terminal point q3r ESE3r . Let 8 be the path traced by intR/38 from the 

last time in which intR/38 was inside SE3r until its terminal point qR/3. Observe that 

8' is <P3r-measurable, 8 is G R/3-measurable, and when 8* cSEr, /3, we have 8'=8 as 

unoriented paths. 
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Observe that there is a connected component a of aB(O, r') \5' such that 5'Ua 

separates aD from ~3r. We fix such an a, and if there is more than one possible choice, 

we choose one in a way which depends only on 5'. 

On the event Q(<J>3r»0 each strand of exhr'Y connects aD with ~3Tl and hence 

ext3r'Y intersects a. Thus, there are precisely two connected components of anD(ext3r'Y) 

which have one endpoint in 5' and the other in aD(ext3r'Y). Let al and a2 be these two 

arcs. 

We now argue that 

(3.47) 

if a is sufficiently large. 

The basic idea of the proof of (3.47) is to construct a sequence of barriers separating 

~3r from al in D( ext3r'Y) such that if 'Y hits a barrier in the sequence, the conditional 

probability that it will hit the next barrier is bounded away from l. 

Let D' be the connected component of D(ext3r'Y)\~3r that contains al. Note that 

D' is a simply connected domain. See Figure 3.10. Let Zal denote the endpoint of al 

on aD' and let 6 and 6 be the two connected components of aD'\({ZaJU$3r). (Both 

have zal as an endpoint and the other endpoint in a~3r.) Note that any path in D'\al 

connecting 6 and 6 separates al from a~3r in D(ext3r'Y). For each eE(3r+3, r'-3) 

let A(e) denote the connected component of D'\B(O, e) that contains aI, and let a(e) 

denote the connected component of aA(e)naB(O, e) that separates al from ~3r in D'. 

Observe that a(e) has one endpoint on 6 and the other on 6. If 3r+3<e<e' <r'-3, 

then A(e)::JA(e') and therefore a(e') separates a(e) from al in D(ext3r'Y) and a(e) 

separates a(e') from ~3r. When 3r+3<e<e' <r'-3, let A(e, e') denote the connected 

component of D'\(a(e)Ua(e')) whose boundary contains a(e)Ua(e'). 

For nEN, let en:=2n(3r+3), and let N be the largest n such that 8en <r'. Fix some 

nE{l, ... , N} and some small 8>0 (8= 160 should do). Set A~:=A((1-8)en' (1+8)en). 

By continuity, A~ contains points w such that dist ( w, 6) = dist ( w, 6). Set 

7](n) := min{ dist(w, 6) : w E A~, dist(w, 6) = dist(w, 6)}. 

First, assume that 7](n»8en. In that case, a barrier Y n is defined as follows. By conti

nuity, there is a subarc Y' of a(en)CA~ with endpoints Zl and Z2 such that dist(zj,~j)= 

1108en' j=1,2, and dist(Y',aD')=1108en. Let zj be a point in ~j at distance l08en 

from Zj, j = 1, 2. Then we take Y n as the union of Y' with the two line segments 

[Zl' zil and [Z2' z~l. Recall the definition of dist(·, .; .) from (3.30), and note that 

dist(zj, 6-j; D'» 1108en' j=1,2, for otherwise, by continuity again, there would be a 
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oB(O,r') 

Figure 3.10. The domain D'. 

point wEI)' satisfying dist(w, zj; D')~ l0 8en (and therefore wEA~) that is at equal dis

tance from 6 and from 6, which would contradict our assumption 7]( n) > 8 en. It easily 

follows that in this case Y n is a (210 8, 2en )-barrier. 

We now assume that 7](n)~8en. Let wIEA~ be a point satisfying 

For j=1,2, let PjE~j be a point satisfying IWI-Pjl=dist(WI,aD'). If 

then we may take as our barrier the union [Pl,Wl]U[Wl,P2]. This will be a (~8,28en)

barrier. Otherwise, fix a point W2 satisfying 

and consider the above construction with W2 in place of WI. It may happen that the 

construction succeeds now, and we construct a (~8, 282en)-barrier. Otherwise, we find a 

point W3ED' satisfying dist(w3,wl;D')~(8+82+83){!n such that 

We continue this procedure until some (~8,28m{!n)-barrier is obtained. The procedure 

must terminate successfully at some finite m, for otherwise the points Wm would converge 

to some point in 6n6 within distance 28{!n from A~, which is clearly impossible. Note 
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that the barrier Tn thus constructed is contained in A~o. Thus, when 1 ~ n' < n ~ N, 

n,n'EN, we have dist(Tn, Tn,;D'»~en and Tn separates 001 from Tn' in D'. 

Suppose nE{l, ... , N -I}. Note that (contrary to what appears in Figure 3.10, which 

does not show the scale of the lattice) the endpoints of Tn are not on ,,/, since 6 U6 are 

disjoint from ,,/, by construction. On the event ,,/nTn #0, let "/1 and "/2 be the two arcs 

of,,/ extending from the endpoints of 0+ to the first encounter with Tn. Now we apply 

Theorem 3.11 with Y ={T n+d. Our careful construction above ensures that T n+l is 

an (c:, diam T n+l)-barrier for some universal constant c:>O. Note that 6 and 6 contain 

vertices on which h takes the same sign. We conclude from the theorem that 

for some Cl=Cl(A»O. The above implies that 

which gives 

(3.48) 

Conditioned on ,,/, <I>3r and 8 2n the probability of Zo is at most O(l)/log r, by the proof 

of the upper bound in Lemma 3.14. Thus, 

On the other hand, the lower bound tells us that on the event {Q(3r)I\Q(2r);)co}, we 

have O,\,p(1)P[ZOI<I>3n82r];)1/logr. Thus, (3.47) follows. 

Clearly, (3.47) also holds for 002. On Zo let a]' and 002 be the two connected compo

nents of oonD("() that have one endpoint in 8' and the other in oD("(). Note that when 

Zo holds and ,,/n(001UOO2)=0, we have oo]'Uoo2=OOlUOO2. Thus, (3.47) for 001 and for 002 

together with (3.45) now gives 

(3.49) 

We now follow an analog of the above argument with the roles of inside and outside 

switched. Observe that there is a connected component a of oB(O, r') \S such that SUa 
separates aD from Sl33r . We fix such an a, and if there is more than one possible choice, 

we choose it in the same way in which a was chosen from 8'; that is, we make sure that 

oo=a if 8'=S (as unoriented paths). The point is that although a is <I>3r-measurable and 

a is 8 R / 3-measurable, we have oo=a if 8'=S. 
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On the event Q(8R/ 3»0, let al and a2 be the two connected components of 

anD((3R/3) that have one endpoint on S and the other on aD((3R/3). On the event 

Zo, let ai and a 2 be the two connected components of anD(--y) that have one endpoint 

on S and the other on aD(--y). Essentially the same proof which gave (3.49) now gives 

(3.50) 

But observe that when Zo and 8'=S hold, we clearly have aiUa2=c¥iUc¥2. Also recall 

that 8'=S when 8*clErl/3. Thus, from (3.46), (3.49) and (3.50), we get 

Assume that Zo, al Ua2 =c¥i UC¥2 =C¥1 UC¥2 and 8* cIEri /3 hold. It remains to show 

that in this case the path '/ has no more than two disjoint arcs connecting IEr and 

alER . Recall that al has an endpoint on aD((3R/3). This endpoint is on a TG-triangle 

containing a TG*-vertex VIE(3R/3. Similarly, there is a TG*-vertex V2E(3R/3 for which 

the TG-triangle containing it has an endpoint of a2. From al Ua2 =C¥1 UC¥2, we conclude 

that Vl,V2Eexhr'/ as well. 

Shortly, we will prove that VI and V2 are in separate connected components of 

(3R/3\e~. This implies that each connected component of (3R/3\e~ intersects ext3r'/. Since 

(3R/3Uext3r'/C,/, and,/ is a simple path, it easily follows that ,/=(3R/3Uext3r'/, which 

implies that there are at most two disjoint crossings in '/ between IEr and alE R. 

It remains to prove that VI and V2 are in different connected components of (3 R/3 \ e~. 

This will be established using planar topology arguments. Let a consist of al Ua2, a 

simple path SacS connecting them, and short line segments (contained in the TG

triangles containing VI and V2) from the endpoints of al and a2 on aD((3R/3) to VI 

and V2. Then a is a simple path and only the endpoints of a are on '/. Let ~ be the 

connected component of (3R/3\ {VI, V2} with endpoints VI and V2. Then ~Ua is a simple 

closed path and it suffices to show that e~ C~. If ~Ua separates 0 from aD, then ~ must 

contain e~, because each connected component of '/\ {e~} connects aD to TG* -vertices 

adjacent to 0 and is disjoint from a\ {VI, V2}. 

Suppose that ~Ua does not separate 0 from aD. Recall that aUS separates aD 

from 1E3r and therefore from O. Since S itself does not separate aD from 0, it follows 

that the winding number of aUSo around 0 is ±1 (depending on orientation). Since ~Ua 
does not separate 0 from aD, its winding number around 0 is zero. If we remove from 

the union of the two paths aUSo and ~Ua all the non-trivial arcs where they agree, we 

get a closed curve X, which consists of ~, a segment of a and the two short connecting 

segments near VI and V2, and X has odd winding number around O. Consequently, it 
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separates 0 from aD. But observe that S is disjoint from X. Moreover, since we are 

assuming S* C~r' /3, it follows that intR/3S is also disjoint from it. But this contradicts 

the fact that X separates aD from 0, since intR/3S can be extended to a path disjoint 

from X and connecting 0 and aD. Thus, the proof is now complete. D 

3.6. Coupling and limit 

In this subsection, we retain our previous assumptions (h), (D) and (S) about the system 

D, a+, a_, ha, Vo, h, 'Y. Moreover, we also consider another such system D', a~, a~, h~, 

vb, h', 'Y', which is supposed to satisfy the same assumptions. In particular, Ilh~ 1100 ~A. 

Generally, we will use' to denote objects related to the system in D'. For example, 

.:J' (r, R) will denote the event corresponding to .:J(r, R). 

Definition 3.18. Fix R>r>O, and suppose that ~RcDnD'. Consider the intersec

tion extr'Yn~R as a collection of oriented paths, oriented so as to have vertices in V+h) 
on the right. We say that <l>r and <I>~ match in ~ R if the set of vertices in ~ R visited by 

extrS is the same as the corresponding set for S' and extr'Yn~R=extr'Y'n~R with all 

the orientations agreeing or with all the orientations reversed. 

We now show that if the configurations match in a big annulus, then it is likely that 

the interfaces agree in the inner disk; more precisely, we have the following result. 

LEMMA 3.19. For every 8>0, r;?l0 and R*>r+3 there is an R=R(8,r,R*,A»R* 

such that the following holds. Suppose that vb,VOtt.~RcDnD', P[-'.:J(r,R*),Zol<l>rJ>O 

and P[-'.:J'(r,R*),Zbl<l>~J>O. Assume that <l>r and <I>~ match in ~R. In particular, 

the endpoint qr of extrS in ~r is the same as that of extrS'. Let v be the law of 

'Y*:='Y\extr'Y (as an unoriented path) conditioned on Zo, <l>r and -,.:J(r,R*), and let v' 

be the law of 'Y~:='Y'\extr'Y' conditioned on Zb, <I>~ and -,.:J'(r,R*). Then Ilv-v'II<8. 

Here, Ilv-v'll denotes the total variation norm L:'I9lv['Y*=OJ-v'['Y~=OJI. 

Proof. Assume that the orientation of extr'Yn~ R agrees with that of extr'Y' n~ R. 

This involves no loss of generality, since we may replace a~ with a~, replace h' by -h', 

etc. 

Since we are assuming that P[-'.:J(r,R*),Zol<l>rJ>O, there is a path OC~R* such 

that P["(*=O,-,.:J(r,R*), Zo l<I>rJ >0. Let r be the collection of all such 0, and fix some 

OEr. Obviously, the length of 0 is O(R*)2. We start extending extr'Y starting at one 

of the endpoints, say xr , and consider the conditional probability that each successive 

step follows 0, given that the previous steps follow () and given <l>r. Each step is decided 

by the sign of h on a specific vertex v. When we condition on the values of h on the 
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neighbors of v, the conditional law of h( v) is a Gaussian with some constant positive 

variance. It follows from (3.2) that with high probability (conditioned on the success of 

the previous steps) the mean of this Gaussian random variable is unlikely to be large. 

Thus, the probability for either sign is bounded away from zero, which means that each 

step is successful with probability bounded away from zero. By (3.3) it is unlikely that 

h( v) will be very close to zero. Proposition 3.3 therefore implies that if R> R* is very 

large, the probability for a successful one-step extension for 'Y' is almost the same as 

for 'Y. Thus, we conclude that for sufficiently large R> R*, 

holds for all -aEro It is moreover clear that 

because under -,J(r, R*) the random walk S cannot get close to any place where extr'Y 

differs from extr'Y' between the first visit to qr and time TO. Thus, 

The lemma follows (though perhaps 8 needs to be readjusted). D 

The next lemma shows that given <i> R the events Zo have comparable probabilities 

for different a. 

LEMMA 3.20. As usual, assume (h), (D) and (8). There is a constant c=c(A)~l 

such that for all R sufficiently large and every a, a' E {O, 1, ... , 5} we have 

Proof. The statement is clear when R= 100, because in that case if it is at all possible 

to extend <i> R in such a way that Zo holds, then the probability that zo' holds is 

bounded away from zero (by a function of A). (We may choose the continuations of 'Y 

and S as we please, and as long as the continuations involve a bounded number of steps, 

the probability for these continuations are bounded away from zero, as in the proof of 

Lemma 3.19.) When R>100, we may just condition on the corresponding extension of 

<i> R up to radius 100. D 

We now come to one of the main results in this section-the existence of a limiting 

interface. 
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THEOREM 3.21. (Limit existence) There is a (unique) probability measure f1CXJ on 

the space of two-sided infinite simple TG* -paths i which is the limit of the law of r (un

oriented) conditioned on Zo and <I>R, in the following sense. Assume (h), (D) and (S). 

For every finite set of TG* -edges Eo and every 15>0 there is an Ro=Ro(J, Eo, A) such 

that if R>Ro, vorjc'iJ3RCD and P[ZO[<I>RJ>O, then 

[P[Eo C r [Zo, <I>RJ- f1CXJ[Eo C iJ[ < J. 

Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that, for every r>O, if R is sufficiently large, 

vo, vbrjc'iJ3RcDnD' , P[Zo [<I>RJ >0 and P[Zb [<I>kJ >0, then we may couple the conditioned 

laws of r given <I>R and Zo, and r' given <I>k and Zb such that 

P[r\extrr=r'\extrr' [<I>R' Zo, <I>k, ZbJ > 1-15. (3.51 ) 

(Here, the equivalence is an equivalence of unoriented paths.) Let an be the constant 

a given by Lemma 3.17 when one takes p=Jn:=~2-nJ. We define a sequence of radii 

ro, rl, ... inductively, as follows. Let Cl be the constant c given by Corollary 3.16, and set 

ro:=rVlOVcl. Given rn, let Tn be the R promised by Lemma 3.19 when we take rn for 

r, I n for 15 and anrn for R*. Finally, set rn+l =4anTn. Let C2 be the constant promised 

by Lemma 3.20. We assume, with no loss of generality, that J<1j4cl' Let NEN be 

sufficiently large so that (1-1j72clC~)N-l<~J. We will prove (3.51) on the assumption 

that R>6rN. 

The construction of the coupling is as follows. First, we choose <I>rN_l and <I>~N_l 

independently according to their conditional distribution given <I> R, Zo, <I>k and Zb. We 

proceed by reverse induction. Suppose that nE[1,N-1JnN and that <I>rn and <I>~n have 

been determined. If <I>rn and <I>~n match inside 'iJ3 fn , then we couple rand r' in such a 

way as to maximize the probability that r\extrn r=r'\extrn r', subject to maintaining 

their correct conditional distributions given the choices previously made. If they do not 

match, then we couple <I>rn_l and <I>~n_l in such a way as to maximize the probability 

that they match in 'iJ3fn _ 1 , subject to their correct conditional distributions. If <I>ro and 

<I>~o have been determined, but rand r' have not, then we couple rand r' arbitrarily, 

subject to their correct conditional distributions. 

We claim that the coupling just described achieves the bound (3.51). Let Mn denote 

the event that <I>rn and <I>~n match inside 'iJ3 fn , where nE{1, ... , N -1}, and let M denote 

the union of these events Mn. It follows from the choice of Tn that if Mn holds and 

n is the largest n' E {1, ... , N -1} with that property, then there is a coupling of the 

appropriately conditioned laws of rand r' such that 

Pb\ extrn r # r'\ extrn r' [ <I>rn, <I>~n' Zo, zbJ 

~ I n +P[..1(rn, anrn) [<I>rn' ZbJ+P[J'(rn' anrn) [<I>~n' ZbJ, 
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and hence this also holds for our coupling. By taking conditional expectation and sum

ming over n, we get 

P[M, 'Y \ extr'Y i=- 'Y'\ extr'Y' I <I> R, ZO, <I>~, ZbJ 
N-l 

:::; ~6+ L (P[.J(rn, anrn) I <I>R, ZoJ+P[.J'(rn, anrn) I <I>~, ZbJ):::; ~6. 
n=l 

(where the last inequality follows by the choice of an). 
Now fix some nE{l, ... , N -2}, and suppose that none of the events Mn" n'>n, 

occurs. Fix some arbitrary aE{O, 1, ... , 5}. Conditional on <I>rn+l and Zo, by the choice 

of C2, there is probability at least 1/6c2 that Zo holds, and the same is true for the 

system in D'. If we additionally condition on Zo and Zo', then, by the choice of Cl, 

there is a coupling of the appropriate conditioned laws of e rn+t/4 and e~n+t/4 such that 

But note that if ern+t/4=e~n+t/4 and -'(.J(rn, ~rn+l)U.J'(rn, ~rn+1)) both hold (as 

well as ZonZo'), then Mn holds as well. We may then consider a coupling of the two 

systems which first decides the two events Zo and Zo' independently, and if both hold 

(which happens with probability at least 1/(6c2?), then with conditional probability at 

least l/Cl we also have ern+t/4=e~n+t/4' Thus, under this coupling, 

(6C2)2p[Mn I <I>rn+l' <I>~n+l' Zo, ZbJ 

~ c1l -p [.J(rn' ~rn+l) U.J' (rn' ~rn+l) I <I>rn+ll <I>~n+l' zg, zg'J 
~ c1l -26n (by the choices of rn+l and an) 

(by our assumption 4C16 < 1). 

This must hold for our coupling as well. Consequently, induction gives 

which is less than ~6 by the choice of N. Therefore (3.51) follows, and the proof is 

complete. D 

3.7. Boundary values of the interface 

Consider the random path 'Y whose law is the measure /-Loo provided by Theorem 3.21. We 

orient 'Y so that the edges e~, a=O, 1, ... ,5, that are in 'Yare oriented clockwise around the 
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hexagon U~=o e~ centered at O. Let U+ denote the set ofTG-vertices adjacent to 'Y on its 

right-hand side, and let U_ denote the set of vertices adjacent to 'Y on its left-hand side. 

Using the heights interface continuity (Proposition 3.3), it is clear that given 'Y we may 

define the DGFF h on all of TG conditioned to be positive on U+ and negative on U_, 

as a limit of an appropriately conditioned DGFF on bounded domains. Moreover, many 

properties of the DGFF on bounded domains easily transfer to h. In particular, (3.2) 

applies, to give E[lh(0)11'Y]=O(1). Set 

A:=E[h(O)]. (3.52) 

Clearly, O<A<OO. 

Recall that T is the first time t such that St E 8 Db) and recall the notation dist ( . , . ; . ) 

from (3.30). In this subsection we will show that in the limit as dist(vo, 8D)--+oo we have 

in probability, under the assumption that 

(8) 

where Ao=Ao(A»O is the constant given by Lemma 3.9. The importance ofthe assump

tion (8) is that, by Remark 3.12, it enables the application of Theorem 3.11 to barriers 

with endpoints on 8D, provided that the barriers in Y+ do not have endpoints in 8_ and 

those in Y_ do not have endpoints in 8+. This allows us to prove the following result. 

THEOREM 3.22. Assume (h), (D), (S) and (8). There are positive constants (2= 

(2(A) and c=c(A) such that the following holds true. Let z be any point on 8+. Then 

for every r>1, 

( 
r )(2 

P[dist(z, /'; D) < r] ~ c d· ( 8. ) 
1St z, _, D 

Proof. Let /31 and /32 be the two components of 8+\ {z}. Let R=dist(z, 8_; D). For 

each eE (0, R), let A(e) denote the connected component of B(z, e)nD that has z in its 

boundary, and let a(e) denote the connected component of 8A(e)\8D that separates z 
from 8_ in D. Using this construction, the proof proceeds as in the proof (3.48), except 

that the barriers start from the outside and get closer to z, and we appeal to Remark 3.12 

instead of the barriers theorem. We leave it to the reader to verify that the proof carries 

over with no other significant modifications. D 

Our next lemma shows that it is unlikely that ST is adjacent to /' and is near 8D. 
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LEMMA 3.23. Assume (h), (D), (S) and (a). For all p>O there is some 8=8(p, A) >0 

such that 

prO < dist(Sn aD) < 8 dist(vo, aD)] <po 

Proof. Let TD be the first t such that StEaD, and let 

We will prove the stronger statement 

P[dist(M, aD) < 8 dist(vo, aD)] <po (3.53) 

(By convention dist(0, aD)=oo.) Fix r>O and set R=dist(vo, aD). Conditioned on 

dist(M,aD)<r, we have dist(STD,I';D)<4r with probability bounded away from zero, 

since the random walk started at any vEM such that dist(v,aD)<r has probability 

bounded away from 0 to surround the closest point to v on aD (and therefore hit aD) 

before exiting the ball of radius 2r about that point. It therefore suffices to prove that 

P[dist(STD' 1'; D) < 8R] < p (3.54) 

for 8=8(p, A) >0. Let A+=A+(8) denote the event dist(STD' a_; D) >81/ 2 R, and similarly 

define A_ with a_ replaced by a+. By conditioning on STD' Theorem 3.22 shows that 

P[A+, dist(STD' 1'; D) < 8R] < ~p 

for an appropriate choice of 8. A symmetric argument applies on A_. Consequently, it 

is enough to prove that P[-.(A+UA_)]<~p for an appropriate choice of 8. 

Fix ro :=P/2 R, let Lro denote the set of points that lie on some path in 15 of diameter 

at most ro connecting a+ and a_, and let D* be the connected component of Vo in D \ Lro' 

(See Figure 3.11.) We now prove that 

aD* \ aD is contained in the union of two balls of radius 2ro. (3.55) 

Every path connecting a+ and a_ in 15 must separate Vo from Xa or from Ya in 15 (because, 

by Jordan's theorem, it separates Xa from Ya in 15). Let r 1 (respectively, r 2 ) denote the 

collection of paths in 15 of diameter at most ro that connect a+ and a_ and separate Xa 

(respectively, Ya) from va. Then aD* \aD is contained in the union of the set of points 

belonging to a path in r 1 and the set of points belonging to a path in r 2 . Suppose that 

a and a' are two paths in r 1 , both of which intersect aD*. Let (3 be a path connecting 

Xa with aUa' in 15, which is disjoint from aUa', except for its endpoint. If (3nayf0, 
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D. 

Xa 

Figure 3.11. The set I,~o (shaded) and D •. 

t hen one can connect Xo to Vo in !3Uo:UD., and therefore ana':r60 (since a' separates 

'00 from X{J in 15). Similar reasoning applies if {3na't-0. It follows that any two paths 

in f l that intersect aD. must intersect each other, and hence the collection of a ll such 

paths is covered by the ball of radius 21"0 centered at any point on any such path . Since 

a similar argument applies to f 2, (3.55) follows. 

By (3.55) and Lemma 2.1 , 

P [there exists t ~ TD: Sf E LroJ < 3P 

for all sufficiently small 8> 0. Thus P [-,(A+uA _)] = P (STD E Lrol < 3P, and the proof is 

complete. 0 

Next, we show that So is unlikely to be close to Vo by proving the same for f. 

LE1\]1\ IA 3.24. Assume (h) and (D). There are constants c>O and (3) 0, both de

pending only on A, such that /07' eve111 15>0, 

P [dist(vo, ,) < 15 dist(vo, tiD)] < cJc. 

We expect that the left-hand side is bounded by Jl /2+Q( I ), using the corresponding 

"esul t [RS[ [0<' SLE(4) , 

Proof. Let T " denote the circle of radius 2- ,, - 1 dist(vo,tlD) about va . As in the 

proof of (3.48) , Theorem 3.11 implies that , given that, intersects T " (where nEN), 

t he conditional probability that I doC>:! not intersect T "+I is bounded away from zero 

by a funct ion of A, provided that 2-,,- 1 dist(vo,8D} > 1O, say. The lemma follows by 

induction. 0 
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PROPOSITION 3.25. Assume (h), (D), (S) and (8). For every E>O there exists an 

R=R(E, A) such that 

(3.56) 

holds, provided that dist(vo,8D»R, where A is the constant given by (3.52). 

The proof is based on the simple idea that given a single instance of 'Y we consider 

two independent copies of (h, S). 

Proof. Set 

X:= E[(lh(Sr )1-A)l{sT~aD} I 'YJ. 

To get a handle on E[X2], let (h', S') be independent of (h, S) given'Y and have the same 

conditional law as that of (h, S) given 'Y. Thus, (h, S, 'Y) has the same law as (h', S', 'Y). 

Let T':=min{t:S~E8Db)}, y:=E[lh(Sr)I-AISn 'YJ and y':=E[lh'(S~, )I-AIS~" 'YJ. Then 

X2=E[yy'l{sT,s~,~aD} I'YJ and hence 

(3.57) 

Fix some r3»r2»rl»O, and assume that dist(O,{vo,8D}»r3. Suppose that we con

dition on Zo; that is, on Sr=O. Then, with high conditional probability IS~,1>2r2' 

and moreover dist(O,{Sb,S;:, ... ,S~,}»2r2. By the heights interface continuity (Propo

sition 3.3), given extrl'Y and S~, and 'Y\extrl'Ycs.Br2' the actual choice of 'Y\extr1'Y can 

change the value of y' by very little if IS~, I >2r2. Thus, we conclude that y'ls~,~aD is 

nearly independent of y given Zo, -':1 (rl , r2) and extrl 'Y. Since y and y' are bounded, in 

the limit as r3 -+00, we have 

E[yy'l{s~,~aD} I Zo, extrl 'Y, -,:1J 

= 0(1)+ E[y'l{s~,~aD} I Zo, extrl 'Y, -':1JE[y I Zo, extrl 'Y, -,:1], 

where :1=:1(rl,r2). By Lemma 3.17, P[:1IZoJ-+O as rdrl-+oo. Thus 

(3.58) 

in probability as r2/rl -+00. A similar remark applies to the other terms in (3.58). Since 

y and y' are bounded, taking conditional expectation given Zo in (3.58) gives 

By the limit existence theorem (Theorem 3.21), given Zo and extrl 'Y, near 0 the path 

'Y* is close in distribution to 'Y when rl is large. Consequently, Proposition 3.3 implies 

that E[lh(O) II ZO, extrl 'YJ- A=o(l) as rl -+00, which gives that 
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Now (3.59) implies that 

(3.60) 

as dist(O,aDU{vo})-+oo. Lemmas 3.23 and 3.24 tell us that, for ro<oo fixed, 

P[5r ~ aD, dist(5T) aDU{ vo}) < ro]-+ 0 

as dist(vo, aD)-+oo. Since there is nothing special about the vertex at 0, except for our 

assumption that dist(O, aDU{ vo}) is large, we conclude from (3.60) that 

in probability, as dist(vo, aD)-+oo. Now, equation (3.57) implies that E[X2]-+0, since 

yy/1{sT,s~/rf.aD} is bounded. This gives (3.56) and completes the proof. D 

Let F be the function that is equal to ha on aD, A on V+ ('y), - A on V_ ('y) and is 

discrete-harmonic on all other TG-vertices in D. Since E[h(vo) h]=E[h(5r ) hJ, Propo

sition 3.25 gives 

E[h(vo) h]-F(vo)-+O (3.61) 

in probability as dist(vo,aD)-+oo. 

We now need to generalize the proposition and (3.61) to apply when "( is replaced 

by an appropriate initial segment of "(. 

Let T be some stopping time for "( started at Xa and let "(T denote "( stopped at T. 

(Note that the relevant filtration here, the one generated by intitial segments of ,,(, only 

reveals the signs of h on vertices adjacent to these initial segments, but not the actual 

values of h.) Let ZT denote the vertex in aD('yT) first visited by 5, and let 5T denote 

the initial segment of 5 up to its first visit to ZT. 

LEMMA 3.26. Assume (h), (D), (S) and (a). For every Po>O there is some s= 

s(Po, A) >0 such that 

P[dist(zT, "(\ "(T) < s dist( vo, aD), ZT ~ aD] < Po. 

Note that we could rather easily prove the estimate with dist(zT,,,(\,,(T;D('yT)) 

instead of dist(zT, "(\ "(T), by the argument giving (3.48), but this is not sufficient for our 

purposes. The idea of the proof of the lemma is to first show that 5r =ZT is usually not 

too unlikely given "(T and 5. Then Lemma 3.17 may be used in conjunction with the 

argument giving (3.48) to deduce the required result. Note that the event 5 r =ZT is the 

event that "(\ "(T is not adjacent to any vertex visited by 5 prior to ZT. 
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Proof. We first show that for every c:>0 there is a p>O and an R>O, both depending 

only on c: and X, such that 

P[P[ZT=ST IS,'"'?] <p] <c: (3,62) 

holds provided that dist(vo, aD»R. 

We choose 8=8(c:, X) >0 very small. Set r=dist(vo, aD), and assume that r> 1008-2. 

Set further DT:=D(ryT). Let bT be the point on aDT near the tip of IT that is at equal 

distance from V+(ryT) and V_(ryT) along aDT. Let ar and a!. denote the two connected 

components of aDT \ {Ya, bT } that have Ya and bT as their endpoints, with ar being the 

one containing vertices in a+. 

Let A I be the event dist (ZT' ar; DT ) V dist (ZT' a!.; DT ) ~ 28r, let A2 be the event 

diam(ST)<8- l r, let A3 be the event that the diameter of the segment of ST after the 

first time at which it is distance at most 82r from aDT is less than !8r, and let A4 be 

the event dist(vo,IT)~P/2r. 

Lemma 3.24 shows that if 8=8(X, c:) is sufficiently small, then P[....,A4 ] < ~c:. On the 

other hand, Lemma 2.1 implies that, by choosing 8 sufficiently small, one can ensure that 

P[....,AjItT]<~c: for j=2,3. We now prove the same for j=1. Assume that A4 holds. 

Let L be the set of points in DT that lie on a path of diameter at most 48r in DT 

connecting ar and a!., and let D* be the connected component of DT\L that contains 

Vo (we know that votf-L, since 8 is small and A4 holds). By (3.55) applied to DT in place 

of D, aD*nDT may be covered by two balls of radius 88r. Thus, Lemma 2.1 shows that 

if 8=8(c:) is chosen sufficiently small, then P[S hits L before aDT'~] < ~c:. This implies 

that P[....,AI,A4]<~c:. Thus P[....,A]<c:, where A:=AI nA2nA3 nA4 . 

We now complete the proof of inequality (3.62) by showing that the event 

P[ST = ZT I S, IT] <p 

is contained in -.A if p=p(X, 8) >0 is chosen sufficiently small. The latter is equivalent 

to showing that the random variable P[ST=zTIS'IT] is bounded away from zero on A 

by a function of 8 and A. 
Suppose that A holds, and that ZTEa'.f. Let 6 and 6 be the two connected com

ponents of ar\{zr}. The construction of Y n in the proof (3.48) shows that there is a 

path Yo connecting 6 and 6 in B(zT,8r)\B(zT' !8r) that separates ZT from a!. in DT 

such that Yo is an (s, diam Yo)-barrier for (D, IT) for every sE (0,8'], where 8' E (0,1) is 

a universal constant. (The assumption that Al holds is used here.) If ST never visits a 

vertex adjacent to Yo, then Yo separates ST from a!.. In this situation, if I \ IT does not 

hit Yo, then ST does not visit a vertex adjacent to it, and therefore ZT=ST' Thus, The

orem 3.11 (or Remark 3.12) applies to give the needed lower bound on P[ST=zTIS'IT] 

when ST does not visit a vertex adjacent to Yo. 
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Suppose now that BT does visit vertices adjacent to 10. We can then construct a 

path 1 whose image is 10 as well as all the boundaries of hexagons visited by BT that 

are not separated from a'!. by 10. Since we are assuming that A2 holds, diam 1:::;;20- 1r. 

As A3 holds, dist(l\ 10,aDT»~02r and therefore also diam 10>~02r. Consequently, 

1 is a (~0103, 20-1 r)-barrier. Now Theorem 3.11 and Remark 3.12 may be used again 

to give a similar lower bound on P[Br=ZTIB,')'T]. As a similar argument applies when 

BrEa'!., the proof of (3.62) is now complete. 

We now choose E:= ~po and take a p>O and R>O depending only on E: and A and 

satisfying (3.62). Let a be such that the estimate given in Lemma 3.17 holds with the p 

there replaced by ~Pop. Let o=o(Po,A»O be sufficiently small so that o-l>RVa. We 

assume that r> 100-5. For ZED, let Jz denote the event that there are more than two 

disjoint arcs in ')' joining the two circles aB(z,04r) and aB(z,05r ), and let f[ denote 

the event that there are more than two such arcs in ')'T. By the choice of a and 0, the 

probability that dist(BTl aDU{vo}»404r and JST holds is at most ~pop. Consequently, 

the same bound applies for the probability that dist(zT, aDU{ vo}) >404r, zT=Br and 

Jz~ holds. Thus, as the events dist(zT, aDU{ vo}) >404r and Jz~ are h T, B)-measurable, 

~poP ~ P[ZT = BTl dist(zT, aDU{ vo}) > 404r, Jz~] 

= E[P[ZT = BTl dist(zT, aDU{vo}) > 404r, J'f; h T, B]] 

= E[P[ZT = Br I ')'T, B] 1{dist(zT,8DU{vo}»484 r} l:Tl;J 

By (3.62) and our choice of E:, we therefore have 

P[dist(zT, aDU{ vo}) > 404r, J'f;] :::;; ~po. (3.63) 

Let 1{ denote the event h\')'T)naB(zT' 05r )#0. Now condition on ')'T and B such 

that dist(zT, aD) >Or and -'Jz~ holds. Suppose also that dist(zT, bT) >Pr. Then there 

are precisely two connected components of B(zT,04r)nDT that intersect aB(zT,05r ). 

Let WI, w2EaB(ZT' 05r )nDT be points in each of these two connected components. By 

constructing barriers as in the proof of (3.48), it is easy to see that if o=o(po, A) is 

sufficiently small, then 

for j=1,2. Now note that if dist(wj,,),\,),T;DhT ))>o4r for j=1,2, then -,1{ holds. 

Consequently, 
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We combine this with (3.63), and get 

P[Ji, dist( vo, ZT) > 484r, dist(zT, bT) > 83r, dist(ZT, aD) > 8r] ::( ~po. (3.64) 

Since r=dist(vo, aD), provided that we take 8=8(po, A) >0 sufficiently small, Lemma 3.24 

gives P[dist( vo, ZT) ::(8r] < ~Po, Lemma 2.1 gives P[dist( vo, ZT) >8r, dist(zT, bT) ::(82r] < 
~Po and (3.53) gives P[dist(zT, aD) ::(8r, zT~WD] < ~Po, These last three estimates may 

be combined with (3.64), to yield P[Ji, ZT ~aD]::( ~po, which completes the proof. D 

We now prove the analog of (3.61) with ,T replacing ,. Let FT denote the function 

that is +A on V+(tT), -A on V_(tT), equal to hG on TG-vertices in aD, and is discrete

harmonic at all other vertices in D. 

PROPOSITION 3.27. Assume (h), (D), (S) and (a). Then 

in probability as dist ( Vo, aD) --+ 00 while A is held fixed. 

Proof. Fix 10>0 and set r:=dist(vo, aD). We have, by the heights interface continuity 

(Proposition 3.3), 

IE[h(ZT) It,zT]-E[h(ZT) ItT ,ZT]1 <10 

if dist(zT, '\'T »Ro, where Ro=Ro(c, A). Therefore, Lemma 3.26 with po=cjOX(l) >0 
gives 

E[IE[h(ZT) It,zT]-E[h(ZT) ItT ,ZT]IJ <210 (3.65) 

when r>s-l Ro, and s is as given by the lemma. 

(Note that E[h(ZT) It, zT]=E[h(ZT) itT, ZT] when zTEaD.) 

In the following, we will use a parameter 8>0. The notation 0(1) will be shorthand 

for any quantity g satisfying limo-to limr-too Igl =0 while A is fixed. Let Z be a maximal set 

of TG-vertices in DnB(vo, 28-1r) such that the distance between any two such vertices 

is at least 82r and the distance between any such vertex to aD is at least 83r. Then 

IZI=O(8-6 ). By (3.61) (with each uEZ in place of vo), we therefore have 

P[there exists u E Z: E[h(u)-F(u) I,f > 10] = 0(1). (3.66) 

Let to be the first tEN such that dist(St, aD(tT)) ::(8r. By Lemma 2.1, 

(3.67) 

By (3.54), 

P[dist(zT, ,; D) < 81/ 3r, ZT E aD] = 0(1), 
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while Lemma 3.26 gives 

Thus, 

P[dist(zT, 'Y\'YT; D) < 81/3r] = 0(1). 

This and (3.67) imply that 

P [dist(Sta, 'Y\ 'YT; D) < ~81/3r ] = 0(1). (3.68) 

Since dist(Sta, aD('YT)) <8r, this and Lemma 2.1 imply that with probability 1-0(1) the 

L1 norm of the difference between the discrete-harmonic measure from Sta on aD( 'YT) 

and the discrete-harmonic measure from Sta on aD('Y) is 0(1). Because E[h(Sta) b, Sta] is 

the average of E[h(z) I'Y]' where Z is selected according to the discrete-harmonic measure 

on aD('Y) from Sta and similarly for 'YT , we conclude from the above and (3.65) that 

in probability. Now, Lemma 2.1 implies that P[dist(Sta,vo»8-1r]=0(1). On the event 

dist(Sta' vo)::::;8-1r, fix some zoEZ within distance 82r from Sta (if there is more than 

one such Zo, let Zo be chosen uniformly at random among these given (h,'Y,S)). By the 

discrete Harnack principle (Lemma 2.2) and (3.68), we have 

E[h(Sta) 1 'Y, Sta]-E[h(zo) 1 'Y, zo] = 0(1) 

in probability, which in conjunction with (3.66) yields E[h(Sta) b, Sta]-F(zo)=0(1). 

The discrete Harnack principle now implies that F(zo)-F(Sta)=o(1) in probability, 

and (3.68) gives F(Sta)-FT(Sta)=0(1) in probability. Consequently, 

in probability. Since E[h(·) bTl and FT are discrete-harmonic in D('YT) , the proposition 

follows. D 

We can now prove the height gap theorem. 

THEOREM 3.28. Assume (h), (D), (S) and (a). As above, let T denote a stopping 

time for 'Y, let 'YT :='Y[O, T], let DT be the complement in D of the closed triangles meeting 

'Y[O, T). Let hT denote the restriction of h to VnaDT and let Vo be some vertex in D. 

Then 

E[h(vo) I'YT,hT]-FT(vo)-+O 

in probability as dist( Vo, aD) -+00 while A is held fixed, where FT is as in Proposi

tion 3.27. 
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Proof. Set 

X:=E[h(vo) ["?,hT]-E[h(vo) I"~?]. 

By Proposition 3.27, it suffices to show that X -+0 in probability as dist(vo,8D)-+oo. 

For vEVn8DT , let av denote the conditional probability that a simple random walk 

started at Vo first hits 8DT at v, given "'IT. Then 

X = L av(h(v)-E[h(v) h T]). 
vEvn8D r 

Consequently, 

v,u 

Now Corollary 3.5 implies that it suffices to show that for every r>O, 

v,u 

in probability. This follows by Lemmas 2.1 and 3.24. D 

4. Recognizing the driving term 

In this section we use a technique introduced in [LSW4] and used again in [SS] in order 

to show that the driving term for the Loewner evolution given by the DGFF interface 

with boundary values -a and b converges to the driving term of SLE(4; a/ A-I, b/A-l) 
if a, bE [-Ao, X]. The reader unfamiliar with this method is advised to first learn the 

technique from [SS, §4] or [LSW4, §3.3]. The account in [SS] is closer to the present 

setup and somewhat simpler, but some parts of the argument there are referred back 

to [LSW4]. 

The present argument is more involved than those of the above mentioned papers, be

cause we prove convergence to an instance ofSLE(x; (?1, t?2) rather than just plain SLE(4). 

The main added difficulty comes from the fact that the drift term in SLE(x; t?l, t?2) be

comes unbounded as Wt comes close to the force points. These difficulties disappear 

if a=b=A, in which case the convergence is to ordinary SLE and the argument giving 

the convergence of the driving term to scaled Brownian motion is easily established with 

minor adaptations of the established method. We therefore forego dwelling on this sim

pler case, and move on to the more general setting, assuming that the reader is already 

familiar with the fundamentals of the method. 
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4.1. About the definition of SLE(x; (11, tl2) 

Throughout this section, given a Loewner evolution defined by a continuous Wt, we let 

Xt and Yt be defined as in §1.4 by 

and we make use of the definition of SLE(x; th, e2) by means of the SDE (1.5). As we 

mentioned in §1.4, some subtlety is involved in extending the definition of SLE(x; el, e2) 

beyond times when Wt hits the force points, and in starting the process from the natural 

initial values Xo = Wo =yo =0. This is closely related to the issues involved in defining the 

Bessel process, which we presently recall. 

The Bessel process Zt of dimension 8>0 and initial value x#O satisfies the SDE 

8-1 
dZt = 2Zt dt+dBt , Zo = x, (4.1) 

which we also write in integral form as 

t 8-1 
Zt =x+ Jo 2Zs ds+Bt-Bo, (4.2) 

up until the first time t for which Zt=O. When defining Zt for all times, this SDE is 

awkward to work with directly since the drift blows up whenever Zt gets close to zero 

(and some of the standard existence and uniqueness theorems for SDE solutions, as 

given, e.g., in [RY], do not apply in this situation). However, for every 8>0, the square 

of the Bessel process Z; turns out to satisfy an SDE whose drift remains bounded and 

for which existence and uniqueness of solutions follow easily from standard theorems. 

For this reason, many authors construct the Bessel process by first defining the square 

of the Bessel process via an SDE that it satisfies and then taking its square root [RY]. 

(Recall also that when 8";; 1 the Bessel process itself does not satisfy (4.2) at all without 

a principal value correction. Even when 1<8<2, which, as we will see below, is the 

case that corresponds to SLE(x; e) that hit the boundary and can be continued after 

hitting the boundary, the solution to (4.2) is not unique unless we restrict attention to 

non-negative solutions.) 

The formal definition for SLE(x; e) with one force point (i.e., el =e and e2=0) was 

given in [LSW3]. It was observed there that in this case, (1.5) implies that the process 

Wt-Xt satisfies the same SDE as the Bessel process of dimension 8=1+2(e+2)/x up 

until the first time t for which Wt=Xt. Thus, to define SLE(x; e), the paper [LSW3] 

starts with a constant multiple of a Bessel process Zt of the appropriate dimension and 

defines the evolution of the force point Xt by Xt=xo+ J~(2/Zs) ds and the driving term 

by Wt=Xt+Zt. 
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Defining SLE( x; [h, (22) is a slightly more delicate matter since neither Wt - Xt nor 

Yt - Wt is exactly a Bessel process (although each one is quite close to a Bessel process 

when the other force point is relatively far away). Although this is not a very difficult 

issue, it seems that there does not yet exist, in the literature, an adequate definition of 

SLE( x; (21, (22) that is valid beyond the time that the driving term hits a force point. 

Since we prove the convergence to SLE(x; (21, (22), we have to define it. 

The approach we adopt is basically similar to the way in which the Bessel process 

(and hence SLE(x; (2)) is usually defined: we pass to a coordinate system in which the 

corresponding SDE becomes tractable. We will describe the coordinate change we use in 

§4.2. Within this new coordinate system, we then prove the convergence of the Loewner 

driving parameters of our discrete processes to those of the corresponding SLE(x; (21, (22) 

in §4.3 and §4.4. Then §4.5 describes the reverse coordinate transformation and use it 

to give a formal definition of SLE(x; (21, (22), Definition 4.14. 

We remark that there are many equivalent ways to define SLE(x; (21, (22) (for exam

ple, one can probably show directly that (1.5) has a unique strong solution for which 

Xt~Wt~Yt for all t), but ours seems most efficient given that the coordinate change also 

simplifies the proofs in §4.3 and §4.4. 

4.2. A coordinate change 

In this subsection, we recall a different coordinate system for Loewner evolutions, which 

is virtually identical to the setup used in [LSW2, §3j. Suppose that ,: [0, (0) -+ iHi is a con

tinuous simple path that starts at ,(0)=0, does not hit lR\ {O}, satisfies limt-+oo 1,(t)l=oo 

and is parameterized by half-plane capacity from 00. Let gt:IHI\,[O,tj-+IHI be the con

formal map satisfying the hydrodynamic normalization at 00, let Wt=gt(r(t)) be the 

corresponding Loewner driving term. Loewner's theorem says that gt satisfies Loewner's 

chordal equation (1.3). Now we introduce a I-parameter family of maps C;: IHI\,[O, tj-+IHI 

satisfying the normalization for t>O, 

C;(oo) = 00, C;((O, (0)) = (1, (0) and C;(( -00,0)) = (-00, -1). 

That is, 

(4.3) 

where Xt and Yt (as defined earlier) are the two images under gt of ° and Xt<Yt. Set 
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By differentiating (4.3) and using (1.3) and (1.4) it is immediate to verify that G; satisfies 

dG;(z) 
dt 

8 1-G;(z? 
(Yt-Xt)2 (GHz)- Wt)(1- (Wt)2)' 

We now define a new time parameter 

It is easy to verify that s is continuous and monotone increasing and s( (0,00)) = (-00,00). 

Set Gs=G; and Ws=Wt when s=s(t). Differentiation gives 

(4.4) 

Consequently, this change of time variable allows us to write the ODE satisfied by G as 

dGs(z) 1-Gs (z? 

ds G s (z) - W s ' 
(4.5) 

where all the terms come from the new coordinate system. Later, in §4.5, we explain 

how to go back to the standard chordal coordinate system. 

4.3. The Loewner evolution of the DGFF interface 

In addition to our previous assumptions (h) and (D) about the domain D and the bound

ary conditions, we now add the assumption that 

(ab) there are constants a and b such that ha=b on 8+, ha=-a on 8_ and 

min{a,b} > -Ao, 

where Ao>O is given by Lemma 3.9 with A:=max{lal, Ibl}. 

In this case, clearly (8) holds. In the following, a and b will be considered as constants, 

and the dependence of various constants on a and b will sometimes be suppressed (for 

example, when using the 0(·) notation). 

Let 4>: D--+lHI be a conformal map that corresponds 8+ with the positive real ray. 

Let "( be the zero-height interface of h joining the endpoints of 8+, and let "(<P denote 

the image of"( under 4>. Now, "(<P satisfies the assumptions in the previous subsection. 

Consequently, we may parameterize "(<P according to the time parameter s=s(t) and 

consider the conformal maps Gs:lHI\,,(<P(-oo,sj--+lHI as defined in §4.2. As above, we set 
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Ws=Gs("y</>(s)) and have the differential equation (4.5). Our goal now is to determine 

the limit of the law of W as rad</>-l(i) (D) -+00. Set for xE [-1,1], 

>'+a >'+b 
q1(X) :=2(I-x2) and q2(X) :=-"""""i\(x-l)-~(x+l). (4.6) 

We extend the definitions of q1 and q2 to all of lR by taking each qj to be constant in 

each of the two intervals (-00, -1] and [1, (0). Consider the SDE 

(4.7) 

where B is a standard I-dimensional Brownian motion. A weak solution is known to 

exist (see [KS, §5.4.D]). We also recall that the weak solution is strong and pathwise 

unique (see [RY, §IX, Theorems 1.7 and 3.5]). 

THEOREM 4.1. There is a time-stationary solution Y: (-00, (0)-+[-1, 1] of (4.7). 

Moreover, for every finite 8> 1 and c: > 0, there is an Ro = Ro (8, c:) such that if R: = 

rad</>-l(i)(D»Ro and the assumptions (h), (D) and (ab) hold, then there is a coupling 

of Ys with h such that 

P[sup{lYs- Wsl: s E [-8, 8]} > c:] < c:. 

The following proposition is key in the proof of the theorem. In essence, it states that 

W s satisfies a discrete version of (4.7). Let Fs be the (T - field generated by (W r : r ~ s). 
(Note that, although the filtration defining W s is discrete, there is no problem in con

sidering Fs for arbitrary s, though the behavior of W r for r in some neighborhood of s 

might be determined by Fs.) 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume (h), (D) and (ab). Fix some 8>1 large and some 8, T]>O 

small. There is a constant C>O, depending only on a, band 8, and there is a function 

Ro=Ro(8, 8, T]), depending only on a, b, 8, 8 and T], such that the following holds. If R:= 

rad</>-l(i) (D) > Ro and So and Sl are two stopping times for W s such that almost surely 

-8~SO~Sl~8, ,6,s:=sl-so~82 and SUPSE[SO,SllIWs-Wsol~8, then the following two 

estimates hold with probability at least 1- T]: 

where ,6,W:=WS1 - Wso' 

IE[,6,W -Q2(Wso ),6,s I Fso] I ~ C83 , 

IE[(,6, W)2 -Q1 (W so),6,s I Fso] I ~ C83 , 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

To prepare for the proof of the proposition, we need the following easy lemma. 

The first two statements in this lemma should be rather obvious to anyone with a solid 

background on conformal mappings. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Set Cl=Cl(S)=100es . There are finite constants C2=C2(S»0 and 

Ro=Ro(S»O, depending only on S, such that if R:=rad<p-l(i)(D»Ro and if zEIHI 

satisfies 5Cl;?: 1m z;?: Cl ;?: 1 Re z I, then the following holds true: 

(1) rad<p-l(z)(D»C2R; 

(2) there is a TG-vertex vED satisfying I¢(v)-zl< 1601zl; 
(3) ImGs(z);?:~e-scl for sE[-S,SJ (and in particular, Gs(z) is well defined in 

that range); 

(4) IGs(z)-2e-Szl~2 for SE[-S,SJ. 

Proof. Consider the conformal map ~(z)=(z-i)/(z+i) from IHI onto the unit disk 

U taking i to 0 and set f=(~o¢)-I. The Schwarz lemma applied to the map zr-t 

f- 1 (1(0)+ Rz) restricted to U gives 1/11'(0) 1 = 1 (1-1)' (1(0))1 ~ 1/ R. Thus 11'(0) 1 ;?:R. 

For a fixed Cl the set of possible z is a compact subset of IHI, and its image under ~ 

is a compact subset of U. Consequently, the Koebe distortion theorem (see, e.g., [P, 

Theorem 1.3]) implies that 11'(~(z))I;?:c;R for some c; depending only on Cl. Now the 

Koebe ~-theorem (see, e.g., [P, Corollary 1.4]) gives that rad!('I/J(z)) (D»C2R for some C2 
depending on Cl. This takes care of statement (1). 

Let B be the open disk of radius 260lz1 about z. Clearly, BcIHI. We conclude from 

If'(~(z))1 ;?:c;R that 1(¢-1 )'(z)1 >c~R for some c~ depending only on Cl. Thus, the Koebe 

~-theorem implies that 

rad (¢-I(B));?: ~c~ rad(B)R. 
<p- 1 (z) 

Consequently, statement (2) holds once Ro>4/c~ rad(B). This takes care of (2), because 

l/rad(B) is bounded by a function of Cl. 

lt is easy to check that (3) follows from (4). lt remains to prove the latter. Let Xt 

and Yt be as in §4.2. Note that Xt<Wt<Yt for all t>O and limt",:;oxt=Wo=O=limt,><oYt. 

Therefore, (1.4) implies that Xt<O<Yt for all t>O. By (1.4), 

Ot(Yt-Xt) = 2(Yt-Xt) ;?: _8_. 
(Yt-Wt)(Wt-Xt) Yt-Xt 

Therefore, Ot((Yt-Xt?);?:16, which gives 

e2s(t) ;?: 16t. 

Observe, by (1.3), that 

Ot((Imgt(z))2);?: -4. 

Thus, (Imgt(z)?;?:(Imz)2-4t;?:cr-4t. Another appeal to (1.3) now gives 

2t 
Igt(z)-zl ~ JCF4t. cr-4t 

(4.10) 
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By (4.3) and the definition of s(t), the above gives 

Now, the first summand on the right-hand side is at most 1, because Yt>O>Xt. The 

second summand is also at most 1 in the range SE[-S,S], by (4.10) and the choice of 

Cl. This completes the proof of the lemma. D 

Proof of Proposition 4.2. With the notation of Lemma 4.3, let Zj:=2Cli+~Clj for 

j =0,1, and let Vj be a TG-vertex satisfying condition (2) of the lemma with Zj in place 

of z. Then zj :=¢( Vj) satisfies in turn the assumptions required for z in the lemma. 

For k=O, 1, note that there is a stopping time Tk for,,( such that ¢o"((Tk)="(<i>(Sk)' Fix 

jE{O, 1} and set 

Clearly, 

(4.11) 

Recall the definition of the function FT from Proposition 3.27. Let Ak be the event 

IXk - FTk (Vj) I ~85. By that proposition and the fact that zj satisfies condition (1) of 

Lemma 4.3, if R is chosen sufficiently large then P[Akl<~1]85. Since FTk (vj)=Oa,b(l), 

and likewise X k=Oa,b(l) by (3.2), we get 

Let A be the event that P[AIIFsol >85 • Then P[Al < h (since we are assuming prAll < 
h85) and we have 

Thus we have, from (4.11), 

(4.12) 

Let Hk be the bounded function that is harmonic (not discrete-harmonic) in D\ "([0, Tk], 

has boundary values b on 0+, -a on 0_, +,\ on the right-hand side of "([0, T k ], and -,\ 

on the left-hand side of "([0, Tkl. We claim that the difference Hk(vj)-FTk(Vj) is small if 

dist( Vj, oDU"([O, Tk]) is large. Indeed, this easily follows by coupling the simple random 

walk on TG to stay with high probability relatively close to a Brownian motion and 

using (3.54) and Lemmas 3.23 and 2.1 to show that with high probability the boundary 

value sampled by the hitting point of the Brownian motion is the same as that sampled 
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by the hitting vertex of the simple random walk. Now, Lemma 3.24 guarantees that if 

R is sufficiently large, then with high probability dist( Vj, 8DU')'[0, Tk ]) is large as well. 

Consequently, if R is chosen sufficiently large, we have P[[Hk( Vj) - FTk (Vj) [?:05l < :h05. 

Let Bk be the event [Hk(vj)-FTk (Vj)[?:05, let B be the event P[B1 [Fso l?:05 and let 

A:=AouAUBouB. Note that P[Al <1]. The above proof of (4.12) from (4.11) now gives 

(4.13) 

Now, the point is that H k ( V j) can easily be expressed analytically in terms of 

Zk=Zk,j:=GSk(zj)=GSk(CP(Vj)) and W Sk ' Indeed, conformal invariance implies that 

the harmonic measure of 8+ in D\,),[O, Tkl from Vj is the same as the harmonic measure 

of [1,(0) from Zk, which is 1-arg(Zk-1)j7f, because Gsocp corresponds 8+ with [1,(0). 

Likewise, the harmonic measure of the right-hand side of ,),[0, Tkl is 

arg(Zk- 1) -arg(Zk - W Sk ) 

7f 

Similar expressions hold for the harmonic measure of the left-hand side of ,),[0, Tkl and 

of 8_. These give 

(4.14) 

Recall that Zk=Gsk(zj). By (4.5), we have in the interval sE[SO,Sl], 

i s 1-G (Zl? 
Gs(zj)=Zo+ ,r J dr. 

So Gr(Zj)-Wr 
(4.15) 

Note that conditions (3) and (4) of Lemma 4.3 imply that the integrand is 0 8 (1). There

fore Gs(zj)-ZO=08(..6.S)=08(02) for SE[SO,Sll. Moreover, we have [Ws-Wso[::;;o in 

that range. Thus, it follows from (4.15) and condition (3) of the lemma that 

( 1-Z6 ) 1- Z6 3 
Zl -Zo =..6.s +08(0) =..6.s +08 (0 ). 

Zo- Wso Zo- Wso 
(4.16) 

We will now write an expression for H1(vj)-Ho(vj) and then use (4.13) to complete 

the proof. Let us first look at the term arg(Zk-WSk) on the right-hand side of (4.14), 

and see how it changes from k=O to k=l. For this purpose, we expand log(Z - W) 

in Taylor series up to first order in Z - Zo and up to second order in W - W So (since 

Zl-ZO=08(02) while W S1 -Wso=O(o)), as follows: 

arg(Zl - WS1)-arg(Zo- W so ) = Im(log(Zl - WS1)-log(Zo- W so )) 

=Im( Zl-ZO _Ws1-WSO _(Ws1-WsO ):)+08(03). 

Zo-Wso Zo-Wso 2(Zo-Wso) 
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Similar (but simpler) expansions apply to the other arguments in (4.14). We use these 

expansions as well as (4.14) and (4.16), to write 

~s(1-Z6) 
7r ( HI ( V j) - H ° ( v j )) = (oA - b) 1m _------=:-'-:c-------"-'-----_ 

(Zo - W so)(Zo -1) 

~s(1-Z6) -~W(Zo-W so ) - ~(~W)2 
-2oAlm--------------~------~-----

(Zo- W so )2 

+(oA-a) 1m ~s(1-Z6) +Os(83 ). 

(Zo - W so )(Zo+l) 

With the abbreviations x:=Re(Zo - W so) and y:=lm Zo, the above simplifies to 

We know from (4.13) that on -,.,4 the conditioned expectation given Fso of the left-hand 

side is Oa,b(85 ). Since (x2+y2)/y=Os(1) (by statement (4) of Lemma 4.3), we have 

on -,.,4, 

E [X2!y2 (~Sql(Wso)-(~W)2) +~Sq2(Wso)-~W I Fso] = Oa,b,s(83 ). (4.17) 

Now, this is valid for zj, with j=O, 1. The choice of j only affects the left-hand 

side in the term x/(X2+y2). By the choice of the points zj and by statement (4) of 

Lemma 4.3, the factor x/(x2+y2)=Re((Zo-Wso)-1) differs between the two zj by an 

amount that is bounded away from zero by a constant depending on S. Subtracting the 

above relation (4.17) for zb from that of zi, we therefore get (4.9) on -,.,4. When this 

is used in conjunction with (4.17) again, one obtains (4.8) on -,.,4. This concludes the 

proof of the proposition. D 

4.4. Approximate diffusions 

In this subsection we embark on the general study of random processes satisfying the 

conclusions of Proposition 4.2 and show that the proposition essentially characterizes 

the macroscopic behavior of the process. As one of the referees of this paper pointed 

out, one can try to do this more "traditionally" by proving tightness of the driving term 

and characterizing the subsequential fine mesh limit using the appropriate martingale 

problem. However, our approach is somewhat different (though not necessarily better). 
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Motivated by the proposition, we say that a continuous random W: [0, 8]-+ [-1, 1] is 

a (C,6,TJ)-approximate (q1,q2)-diffusion if it satisfies the conclusion of the proposition; 

namely, for every pair of stopping times 80 and 81 such that almost surely 0:( 80:( 81:( 8, 

.6.8:=81-80:(62 and sUPsE[sa,sllIWs-Wsa l:(6 we have with probability at least 1-TJ 

that (4.8) and (4.9) hold with W in place of W. 

LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that a, b~-)" and that Ys satisfies (4.7), where q1 and q2 are 

given by (4.6). Suppose that Yo E [-1, 1] almost surely. Then there is a C > 0 such that Ys 

is a (C, 6, 0) -approximate (q1, q2) -diffu8ion for every 6 E (0,1) and in every time interval 

[0,8]. 

Proof. First, note that q1(X)=0 and xQ2(X):(0 for Ixl~l. This clearly implies that 

{Ys:8~0}c[-1, 1] almost surely. Now fix some 6>0 and two stopping times 80:(81 

satisfying the assumptions in the definition of approximate diffusions. Let Fsa denote 

the a-field generated by (Ys:8:(SO). Then 

The second summand is a martingale, and therefore 

Since IYs - Ysa 1:(6 for 8E [80, 81] and Q2 is a Lipschitz function, we conclude that 

Thus, Ys satisfies (4.8). 
We now use Ito's formula to calculate (YS1 - Ysa?: 

The left summand is 0(63 ) and the middle summand is a martingale and therefore its 

expectation given Fsa is zero. Thus 

because Q1 is Lipschitz. This shows that Y s satisfies (4.9), and completes the proof. D 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Fix 8>2. Let ql, q2: [-1, 1]-+1R be defined as in (4.6), where 

we assume that a,b>-A.. 8uppose that WI: [0,8]-+[-1,1] is a (C,O,TJ)-approximate 

(ql, q2)-dijJusion and that W 2: [0,8]-+[-1,1] is a solution of (4.7) with the same ql 

and q2 and Wl(0)=W2(0) almost surely. Also assume that TJ<05/82. Then there is 

a coupling of WI and W 2 such that sUPsE[0,s_ljIWs1 -W.?1-+0 in probability as 0-+0, 

while C is fixed. Namely, for every c:>0 there is a 00>0, depending only on a, b, 8, C 

and c: such that sUPsE[o,s_llIWsI-W;I~c: with probability at least 1-c: if 0<00. 

A useful tool in the proof of the proposition is the following lemma. 

LEMMA 4.6. Let W: [0,8]-+[-1,1] be a (C, 0, TJ)-approximate (ql, q2)-dijJusion, and 

let TO and Tl be two stopping times for W satisfying 0 ~ TO ~ Tl ~ 8. Assume that Co < ~ . 
Let f: [-1, 1]-+ IR be a function whose second derivative is Lipschitz with Lipschitz con

stant 1 and which satisfies II f' II 00, II f" II 00 ~ 1. 8 et 

Then there is a stopping time T{ satisfying TO~T{~Tl almost surely and P[T{#Tl]~TJ 

such that 

Moreover, in the above the function f may be random, provided that it is Fro -measurable. 

Proof. We inductively define the stopping times Sj as follows. Set So :=TO, and 

Sj+l :=min{ S~Sj :S=Sj+02 or IWs - W Sj 1=0 or Sj=TI}. If there is a j EN such that W 

does not satisfy (4.8) or (4.9) for the stopping times (Sj, Sj+l) in place of (so, sd, then let 

n be the minimal such j. (Note that the event that W does not satisfy (4.8) or (4.9) for 

(Sj, Sj+l) is Fsj-measurable.) Otherwise, let n be the minimal j such that Sj=Tl. Note 

that (sn' Sn+1) is a pair of stopping times and they do not satisfy both (4.8) and (4.9) 

unless Sn=Tl. Consequently, 

(4.18) 

Since IWsHl - W Sj I ~O using a Taylor series for f around W Sj we have 

where fj.j W:= W SHl - WSj. We may use (4.8) and (4.9) to estimate the conditioned 

expectation of fj.j Wand (fj.j w)2 given FSj and get for j <n 

E[f(Wsj+l ) - f(Wsj ) I F sj ] = Lf(Wsj )E[sj+l -Sj I FSj]+O(1+C)03. 
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By our assumptions about f, this may also be written as 

We sum this over j from 0 to n-1, then take expectations conditioned on FTO ' to obtain 

Now fix some JEN. On the event j+1<n, we have (~jW)2=82 or Sj+l -sj=82. There

fore, 

E[((~jW)2+Sj+l -sj)1{j<n} I .rSj ] ~ 82p[j+1 < n I .rSj ]' 

By (4.9), this gives 

We take expectation conditioned on .rTO and use the fact that ql is bounded, to obtain 

We sum this over all j EN, to get 

By our assumption that C8 < ~, this implies that 

When combined with (4.19), this gives 

By (4.18), this completes the proof with Ti =Sn' D 

The next lemma bounds the expected time that Ws spends close to ±1. 

LEMMA 4.7. Let W be a (C, 8, ry)-approximate (ql, q2)-dijJusion W: [0,8]--+[-1,1]' 
where ql and q2 are given by (4.6), C8 < ~ and b> - A. Suppose that 8~ 1. Given any 

10>0 there is some xo<1, 8'>0 and ry'>O all depending only on 10, a, band 8 such that 

if 8<8' and ry<ry', then 

E [1 S 
1{W8>XO} dS] < E. 

A similar statement holds for the set of times such that Ws is near -1, provided that 

a>-A. 
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Proof. Set JL(A):=E[Jos l{wsEA} ds]. Note that q2(1)<0. Fix some YoE[O, 1) such 

that q2(x)~~q2(1) throughout [Yo, 1] and set Yn:=I-(I-Yo)2- n. Let f(x) be the twice 

continuously differentiable function that is zero on [-1, Yo] and satisfies 

1" (x) = { min { x - Yo, Y1 - x}, 
0, 

on [Yo, Y1], 
on [Y1, 1]. 

We apply Lemma 4.6 to f with TO=O and T1 =8. Clearly Lf(x)=O in [-1, yo]. On the 

interval [Yo, Y1], we have 1" (x) ~ ~ (Y1 - yo), l' (x) ~ 0 and q2 (x) < O. Consequently, 

On the interval [Y1, 1], we have f"(x)=O, 1'(X)=~(Y1 -Yo? and q2(x)~~q2(1)<0. Con

sequently, Lf(x)~-c(l-yo?, where c>O depends only on q2(1). Also note that 

If(Ws)- f(Wo)1 ~ sup f(x) -inf f(x) = f(l) -0 ~ (I-Yo)3. 
x x 

Therefore, Lemma 4.6 gives 

(I-Yo)2 JL([Yo, Y1)) -c(I-Yo)2 JL([Y1, 1]) ~ -(I-Yo)3 +O( C+ I)J8+0(8)TI. 

We assume that 15' and TI' are sufficiently small so that the right-hand side is larger than 

-2(I-Yo)3. Then we get 

This implies that 

JL([Y1, 1]) ~ 2(I-yo) + JL(~:'cl]) . 
A similar inequality applies to Yn and Yn+1. Induction therefore gives 

lI.[y 1] ~ JL([Yo, 1]) + ~ 2(I-y.) < JL([Yo, 1]) +4(I-y ) 
,... n, '" (l+c)n f::o J (l+c)n 0 , 

provided that 15' and TI' are smaller than some functions of n, 8, C and Yo. Consequently, 

we first choose Yo such that in addition to the requirements stated in the beginning 

of the proof, 4(I-yo)~~c. Then we take n sufficiently large so that (l-c)-n8<~c. 

Then 15' and TI' are determined. This proves the first claim. The second one follows by 

symmetry. D 

The next lemma estimates the conditional expectation and conditional second mo

ment of the time it takes Ws to move a distance of 15 beyond its location at a stopping 

time. 
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LEMMA 4.8. Let W be a (C, 15, 7])-approximate (q1, q2)-diffusion W: [0,8]--+[-1,1]' 

where q1 and q2 are given by (4.6) and 8>1. Let XoE(O, 1). There is a function 150 >0, 

depending only on Xo, C, a and b such that the following holds ifr5<r5ol\~ and 7]<155/82. 

Let TO be a stopping time for Wand let T1:=inf{s):To:s=8 or [Ws-WTo[=r5}. Let A 
denote the event {To<8- ~ }n{[WTo [<xo}. Then 

(4.20) 

Moreover, 

( 4.21) 

Proof. Let f(x)=*(x-WTo )2, and let L be as in Lemma 4.6. Then 

for xE [WTo -15, W TO +15]. Therefore, Lemma 4.6 gives 

That is, 

By choosing 150 sufficiently small, we make sure that O(C+1)r5<~q1(WTo) on A. Since 

[f(WTi)[~*r52, the above gives 

We plug this and 

into (4.22), simplify, and get 

on A. Now (4.20) follows by dividing (4.23) by q1(WTo )+O(C+1)r5, taking expectation 

and recalling that P[T{ #T1] ~7]. 
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Now define tn :=T1/\(To+16n82jq1(WTo )). If 80 is sufficiently small, then Lf(x» 

~Lf(WTO)=~q1(WTO) throughout [WTo-8, WTo +8l on the event A. Thus, we get by 

applying Lemma 4.6 to the stopping times tn and tn+1, 

where t~+1 is the stopping time provided by the lemma. Again, on A we may assume 

that O(C+1)8<~q1(WTo)/\~. Thus, 

which implies that 

P [t~+1 = tn + q~~~:) I Ftn] ~ ~. 
But if t~+1 #tn +16n82 jq1(WTO )' then t~+1 =T1 or t~+1 #tn+1. If Bn denotes the event 

that tj=tj for all j=l, ... ,n, then induction gives 

Lemma 4.6 gives P[t~+1#tn+1l~7] and therefore P[--,Bnl~n7]. (In fact, it is not hard to 

get the better estimate P [-,Bnl ~ 7].) Consequently, for n EN, 

The above applies with n:=n/\ i-log2 7] l in place of n, and hence 

We multiply both sides by 2(n+1)(1682jq1(WTo ))2, and sum over n from n=O to the 

least m such that 16m82jq1(WTo)~S. The result on the left-hand side bounds 

Consequently, the required bound (4.21) follows by taking expectations and using our 

assumed upper bound for 7]. D 

The following lemma shows that when we discretize the approximate diffusion the 

resulting random walk has transition probabilities that can be well estimated from q1 

and q2 away from the boundary. 
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LEMMA 4.9. Fix some xoE (0,1). Let W: [0,8]-+[-1,1] be a (C, 8, 7])-approximate 

(ql,q2)-dijJusion, where ql and q2 are given by (4.6), 8:;?:1 and 7]~85/8. Set 

Z:={k8:kEZ and 1k8I<xo}, 

so:=inf{s:;?:O:WsEZ or s=8} and inductively 

Sn+l :=inf{s:;?: Sn: WSn -=J Ws E Z or s=8}. 

Also set Xn:=WSn and ZO:=Z\{minZ,maxZ}. Let 

and 
±.= ~±8 q2(Xn ) 

rn· 2 2ql(Xn )" 

There is a 80>0, depending only on C, xo, a and b, such that if 8<80, then for all nEW, 

Proof. We now use a different test function: 

where a:=-Q2(Xn ){3/Ql(Xn ) and {3:=IQ1(Xn)/6Q2(Xn)I!\~ with {3=~ if Q2(Xn ) =0. The 

choice of a and (3 above is tailored to give Lf(Xn)=O and 14al+I{3I~1. The latter 

implies that 111"1100' 11f'1100~1 when 1 is restricted to the interval [-1,1]. We now apply 

Lemma 4.6 again with this 1 and stopping times Sn and Sn+1. Note that L1=0(8) in 

the interval [Xn -8,Xn +8]. Hence Lf(Ws)=0(8) for sE[Sn,Sn+l]. Lemma 4.6 gives 

on the event XnEZo, where S~+l is the stopping time produced by the lemma. The 

above may be written 

({38+a82)p~ +( -{38+(82)p~ = -E[1{Ws~+1IlZ}1(Ws~+J 1 Fsn] 

+0(C+1)8EW+s~+1 -Sn 1 FsJ. 

Set p~:=P[WS~+l ~{Xn -8, Xn+8} IFsJ. Then 1:;?:p~ +p;;, :;?:1-p~. Hence, the above 

gives 
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which, by the definitions of 0: and r~ may be rewritten 

(4.24) 

By (4.20) and our assumption TJ~85/S, we have 

(4.25) 

provided that 80 is sufficiently small. Since W s' t/'-Z only when S~+l ~Sn+l or S~+l = 
n+l 

Sn+l=S, on the event {XnEZO}n{Sn<S-!}, 

E[p~ J Fsnl ~ P[S~+l ~ Sn+1J Fsnl+P [S~+l ;?: Sn +! I Fsnl 
(4.26) 

~ P[S~+l ~ Sn+1J Fsnl+2E[sn+1-sn J Fsnl· 

Note that jJ-l=Oxo(1) and P[S~+l ~Sn+1]~TJ. Hence, we now obtain the result for p~ 

by taking expectation on the event {XnEZO}n{Sn<S-!} in (4.24) and using (4.25) 

and (4.26). A symmetric argument applies to p:;; and r:;;, and the proof is complete. D 

Next, we show that the time parameterization of W can be well approximated by a 

function of the discretized walk trajectory. 

LEMMA 4.10. Assume the setting and notation of Lemma 4.9 in addition to 8<80 . 

For nEN let tn denote the time spent up to time Sn in segments [Sj, Sj+1] such that 

Xj=WsjEZO; that is, 

Also let 

n-l 

tn:= L l{XjEZO}(Sj+l -Sj). 
j=O 

n-l 82 

(J"n:= L1{XoEZo}-(-). 
j=o J ql Xj 

Let No:=min{nEN:sn;?:S-!}. Then for all nEN, 

Proof. Let Vj :=(Sj+1 -sj)l{xjEzo}l{j<No}, Uj :=E[vj JFsj] and 

82 
Wj:= -(-) l{xEzo}l{j<No}' ql Xj J 

(4.27) 

Now, Mn:=L;~~(Vj-Uj) is clearly a martingale. Consequently, Doob's maximal in

equality for £2 martingales [RY, 11.1.6] gives 

n-l 
E[max{JMjJ:j = 1, ... ,n}]2 ~ O(l)E[M~] =0(1) L E[(Vj-Uj)2]. 

j=O 
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Since Uj=E[vjIFsj ]' we have E[(Vj-Uj)2]::;;E[vJ]. By Lemma 4.8, E[vJ] is bounded by 

the right-hand side of (4.21). Now, the right-hand side of (4.20) bounds E[luj-wjlJ. 

The result follows by our assumption 'f/::;;85jS2, since for every m::;;nI\No, 

I
m- I I m-I 

lam-tml = ~(Vj-Wj) ::;; IMml+ ~ IUj-wjl 

n-I 
::;;max{IMjl :j= 1, ... ,n}+ L IUj-Wjl· D 

j=O 

Proof of Proposition 4.5. By Lemma 4.4, W 2 is a (C', 8, O)-approximate (ql, q2)

diffusion for some fixed constant C'>O and every 8>0. We may assume, with no loss of 

generality, that C~C'. Let 10>0. Let X~E(I-E, 1) satisfy Lemma 4.7 with this given 10, 

and assume that 8 is sufficiently small so that that lemma is valid. Take xo=~(I+x~). 

Let Z and ZO be as in Lemma 4.9, let sj be the corresponding stopping times introduced 

there for Wk and let pL denote the random transition probabilities for Wk defined 

there. Also abbreviate Xj:= W~. Let F: denote the filtration of W k, k=I,2. Let 

Y/=1 if Xl+ 1 -Xl=8, Y/=-1 if Xl+1-Xl=-8 and Y/=O if IX1+1-X1I=l8. Then 

P[Y.k=±IIF\]=pt· and P[yk=OIF\]=I-Pk ·-Pi:, . if XkEZo. 
J Sj,J J Sj ,J,J J 

For the coupling of WI and W 2 we use an independent identically distributed se-

quence Uj of uniform random variables in [0,1]. The coupling proceeds as follows. Up to 

their corresponding stopping times s~, k=l, 2, let them run independently. Inductively, 

we suppose that the coupling has been constructed up to their corresponding stopping 

times sj, k=I,2. For each k=I,2, we take 

{
I, 

Y/= -1, 

0, 

if Uj ::;;pL, 

if Uj ~ I-pi:,j' 

ifUjE(Pk .,I-pi: .). ,J ,] 

(In other words, we try to match up X]+I -X] with X]+1-X] as much as possible.) 

These choices respect the correct conditional distributions for these variables. Now we 

sample the restriction of WI to [S], S]+1] and the restriction of W2 to [sJ' sJ+1] inde

pendently of their corresponding conditional distribution given (F;j' ~I) and (F;j' ~2), 

respectively. This completes the description of the coupling. 

Let N:=min{n:s~vs;~S-n. Let Aj be the event {X],X]EZO} and set 

n 

Qj:=IAjIY~l-Yll and Qn:=LQjl{j<N}. 
j=O 

Note that on .Aj we have IX]+I-X]+1I::;;IX]-X]1 unless S]+IVSJ+I=S. Moreover, 

IXJ-X61::;;8 and when Y/=O we have Sj+I=S. Consequently, 

I 2 ~ 
IXn -Xnll{n<N} ::;; 8+8Qn-l· (4.28) 
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We now proceed to estimate Bj :=E[Q j 1{j<N}]' Clearly, 

Let r~,j be the rj in Lemma 4.9 corresponding to the process Wk. Then 

Ipi --p~ -I::S; Ipi --ri -1+lri --r~ -1+lr~ --p~ -I· ,] ,] ,] ,] ,] ,] ,] ,] 

By that lemma, 

Using the expression given for r~,j' we deduce that 

Thus, we get 

In conjunction with (4.28), this gives 

Induction therefore implies 

Taking note of (4.28), we infer that 

(4.29) 

Now let mo:=i4S8-2 max{Q1(x):lxl::s;xo}l Observe that at least one of every two con

secutive JEN satisfies X;EZo or sj=S. Consequently, mo<N implies that a~o?:2S for 

k=1,2, where aj denotes the aj from Lemma 4.10 corresponding to Wk. Note that in 

that lemma tj::S;Sj::S;S. Therefore, taking n=mo in (4.27) implies that 

Set X*:=maXj<N IXJ-X;I. The above and (4.29) with n=mo imply that 

P[X* > 81/ 2 or N > m ] ~ 0 (81 / 2 ). o '" xo,C,B (4.30) 
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Now for each s~S let J(s):=min{jEN:sJ~s}, Then 

sup IW;-W.?I ~ sup IW;-X](s)1 
sE[O,S-l] sE[O,S-l] 

+ sup IX](s)-XJ(s)l+ sup IW;-XJ(s)l. 
sE[O,S-l] sE[O,S-l] 

(4.31) 

First, it is clear that 

sup IW;-X](s)1 ~E+8. 
sE[O,S-l] 

(The left-hand side is usually at most 8 but can be as large as 1-xo+8 if, for example, 

XJ(s)-l =maxZ=xo.) We leave aside, for now, the estimation of the second summand 

in (4.31) and consider the last. Set 

Since XJ(s) = W22 ,we have 
SJ(s) 

t*·- I 2 I .- sup s-sJ(s)' 
sE[O,S-l] 

sup IW;-XJ(s)l~ sup sup IW;-W;+tl. 
sE[O,S-l] sE[O,S-l] tE[O,t*] 

Observe from (4.27) that for k=1, 2, 

. max { 10'] - t] I} --+ 0 
J~N/\mo 

(4.32) 

in probability as 8--+0, where tJ is the tj of Lemma 4.10 corresponding to Wk. Now the 

choice of xo (via Lemma 4.7) implies that 

Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 imply that E[s~l ~EVOxo,c(82). Consequently, we have 

(4.33) 

in probability as E, 8--+0. Now, 
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The right-hand side is monotone non-decreasing in n. When n~N I\mo the first sum is 

at most Oxo(0"2)moX*. It is easy to see that for n=N I\mo the iterated sum on the right 

tends to 0 in probability: this follows from the proof of (4.33), because if we replace 

Xo by xo+O", the terms appearing in this iterated sum are included in an. We now get, 

from (4.30), 

maxla}-aJI-+O in probability as E,O"-+O. 
J::;;N 

By (4.33), this also gives 

max Is} -S] 1-+ 0 in probability as E, 0" -+ O. 
J::;;N 

In particular, (4.30) and (4.33) imply SUPj::;;N-l(SJ+l -sJ)-+O in probability, because 

aj+l-aj~Oxo(0"2). One consequence is that P[J(S-l)~N]-+O. Furthermore, we now 

have 

t* ~ sup Is-s}(s)l+ sup Is}(s) -s}(s)I-+O 
sE[O,S-l] sE[O,S-l] 

in probability. Now (4.32) implies that SUPSE[O,S-l] IW.? - X](s) 1-+0 in probability, be

cause the right-hand side in (4.32) is smaller than (t*)1/3 with probability going to 1 

as t*-+O, since W2 is a solution of (4.7). This takes care of the last summand on the 

right-hand side of (4.31). 

The middle summand on the right-hand side of (4.31) also tends to 0 in probability 

because, as we have seen, P[J(S-l)<N]-+l and X*-+O in probability. This completes 

the proof. D 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Xl,X2E[-1, 1] be two arbitrary points, and let 

be two independent solutions of (4.7) (with respect to two independent Brownian mo

tions) which start at Xl and X2, respectively. We claim that s=:=min{s:~1=Ys2}<00 

almost surely. The argument is quite standard. Suppose without loss of generality that 

X2 > Xl. By Lemma 4.7, it is unlikely that Ys2 stays very close to 1 for a long time and un

likely that ysl stays very close to -1 for a long time. It is therefore easy to conclude from 

Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 that there are constants so, Co >0 (which do not depend on Xl or X2) 

such that P[Ys~ <0] >co and P[Ys~ >0] >co. This implies that P[s= <so] >c6. By strong 

uniqueness of solutions of (4.7), it follows that the solutions are Markov and have sta

tionary transition probabilities. Consequently, we get by induction P[s= >nso] < (1-c6)n 

for all nEN, which proves that s=<oo almost surely. 
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We now argue that P[s=<00]=1 and the uniqueness in law of solutions of (4.7) 

implies that for every Borel subset AC[-1, 1] the limit 

JL(A):= lim P[Y/ E A] 
r--+oo 

exists. We may couple a solution started at some time so<r such that r-so is a large 

constant to be independent of Y} until the first time in [so, (0) in which they meet 

and to agree with Y} afterwards. Because these solutions are likely to meet prior to 

time r, it follows that P[Y/ EA] is close to the probability that the solution started 

at time So is in A at time r, proving the existence of JL. (In our setting, JL may be 

explicitly described. Its density with respect to the Lebesgue measure is proportional to 

(1+x)(b-A)/2A(1_x)(a-A)/2A.) Since solutions of (4.7) are Markov, a solution 

17: [0, (0) --+ [-1, 1] 

of (4.7) such that the distribution of Yo is given by JL is time-stationary. To get a time

stationary solution Y: (-00,00)--+ [-1,1]' we may take the weak limit oftime-translations 

ofY. 

Now let 8' be much larger than 8. By Proposition 4.2 with 8' instead of 8 and 

Proposition 4.5 translated to start at time -8' and an appropriate choice of the 8 

appearing there, we may couple W s so that with probability close to 1 it stays close to a 

solution W; of (4.7) starting at W -8' throughout [-8',8']. We may at the same time 

couple W; so that with high probability it agrees with Ys inside the interval [-8,8]. 
Then with high probability Ws stays close to Ys in [-8,8], which concludes the proof of 

the theorem. D 

Remark 4.11. At this point, it may be worthwhile to point out which properties of 

the functions ql and q2 played a part in the proof. The only properties that are essential 

for the above proof are that ql and q2 are both Lipschitz continuous in [-1, 1], that ql > 0 

in (-1,1) and ql =0 on {-1, 1}, and that q2(1) <0<q2( -1). 

4.5. Back to chordal 

In §4.2, we described the transition from the chordal Loewner system to the setup with 

the points ±1 fixed. We now describe the reverse transformation. We start with some 

continuous Y: (-00, (0)--+[-1,1]. Set 

(4.34) 
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Also define 

t*(s):=- e2u (1-Y,:)du, 11s 

8 -(X) 

s*(t) :=sup{sE (-00,00) :t*(s) ~t}. 

Now set Yt:=ws'(t) for t>O, Yo:=O, and observe that Y is continuous provided that there 

is no non-trivial time interval in which YE{±l}. 

LEMMA 4.12. If Ys=Ws is defined from Wt as in §4.2, then yt=Wt . 

Proof. By the definition of s(t) in §4.2, we have eS=Yt-Xt. Consequently, (4.4) 

implies that Ot(t*(s(t)))=1. Since s(O)=-oo and t*( -(0)=0, it follows that t*(s(t))=t 

for all t~O and s*(t*(s))=s for all SE(-OO, 00). Next, (1.4) and the definition of W* 

give 

Since Yo=O=xo and Ws(t)=wt, this implies that 

where the second equality follows by a change of variable. Now yt=ws(t)=Wt follows 

from the definition of wt. The proof of the lemma is therefore complete. D 

We now discuss the behavior of solutions of (4.7) in the chordal coordinate system, 

but generalize to the case x#4. 

LEMMA 4.13. Let a,b>O, let Y: (-00,00)---+[-1, 1] be a solution of 

and let Yt be the corresponding process, as described following (4.34). Then on any time 

interval which avoids {t:Ys.(t)~{±l}}, the process yt satisfies the SDE of the driving 

term for SLE(x;2(a-1),2(b-1)): 

dv _ 2(a-1) 2(b-1) r::dB~ 
Lt-~ +~ +v x t 

yt-Xt yt-Yt 

for some Brownian motion Bt , where Xt and Yt satisfy (1.4) with Yt in place of Wt· 
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Proof. Let (3s= J~(X) eUYu du, y;:=~((3s+eS) and x;:=~((3s-eS). Ito's formula and 

the definition of t* give 

Now set 

j s*(t) 

Ht = -(X) J(t*)'(u) dBu · 

Then Ht is clearly a continuous martingale. Since also (H}t= J~:;'t)(t*)'(u) du=t, we find 

that B is a Brownian motion with respect to t. The above formula for dw gives 

dyt = v'x dBt + 2 -~--+ -~-- dt, ~ ~ (ii-l b-l) 
yt-Xt yt-Yt 

2 
~ , 

Xt-yt 

and similarly for Yt. This concludes the proof. D 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section (§4), existence and uniqueness of 

solutions to the usual SDE defining SLE(x; el, (2) have not been proved beyond times 

when the driving term Wt meets the force points. We now offer the following. 
~ ~ 

Definition 4.14. If ii, b>O, then the Loewner equation driven by the process Y of 

Lemma 4.13 is called SLE(x; 2(ii-l), 2(b-l)) (starting from (0,0_,0+)). 

4.6. Loewner driving term convergence 

In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. The theorem will follow quite 

easily from Theorem 4.1. 

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Fix T,c,cQ,c'>O. Let Ys and Ws be coupled as in Theo

rem 4.1, but with c' in place of c. Let Yt, t* (s) and s* (t) be defined from Ys as in the 

beginning of §4.5. Since the interior of the set of times for which Ys E { -1,1} is empty, 
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it follows that there is some positive to >0 such that with probability at least I-Eo we 

have t*(l)-t*(O»to. Because Ys is stationary, it follows that 

P[t*(s+l)-t*(s) > e2Stol ~ I-Eo. 

In particular, there is some So>O such that P[t*(So»T+1l~1-Eo. Fix So satisfying 

this and additionally e-so < bEo, 

Let 

i(s):=- e2u(1-W~)du, 11s 
-

8 -<Xl 

which is the equivalent of t*(s) with W replacing Y. It is clear that if E'=E'(So,EO) is 

sufficiently small and 

(4.35) 

then for every sE[-oo,Sol the right-hand side in (4.34) differs from the corresponding 

quantity where W replaces Y by at most EO. Lemma 4.12 then gives 

SUP{IWi(s) - Wt*(s) I: s:::;; [0, So]} < EO, 

where Wt is the chordal driving term for SLE(4; aj>'-l, bj>'-l) and W is the chordal 

driving term for CPD o ",(. (Here, we also use the fact that s*(t*(s)) =s.) If we assume (4.35) 

with E' sufficiently small, we also get sup{lt*(s)-i(s)l:s:::;;SO}<EO' Let To be the obvious 

upper bound for i and t* in (-00, Sol; that is, To:= 116 e2So . Also set 

Since Wt is almost surely continuous, M(EO)-+O in probability as EO-+O. Now the triangle 

inequality IWi(s)-Wi(s)I:::;;IWi(s)-Wt*(s)I+IWt*(s)-Wi(s)1 shows that when (4.35) holds 

we have SUP{IWi(s) - Wi(s) I:S:::;;SO}<EO+M(EO)' Hence, 

But we have seen that t* (So) is very likely to be larger than T + 1 and that 

It* (So) -i(So) I < EO 

when (4.35) holds. By Theorem 4.1, when TD is large (4.35) holds with high probability. 

This concludes the proof. D 
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4.7. Caratheodory convergence 

For K C iHi let Ne (K) denote the 10-neighborhood of K in iHi, and let iHie (K) denote the 

unbounded connected component of iHi\Ne(K). Set 

dCKC(K, K') :=inf{E > 0: KniHie(K') = 0 = K'niHie(K)}. 

It is easy to see that dCKC is a metric on the collection of compact connected K clHI such 

that lHI\K is connected. This metric is related to the Caratheodory kernel convergence 

topology, which is of central importance in the theory of conformal mappings. 

Let K t and K~ denote the evolving hulls corresponding to two Loewner evolutions 

generated by continuous driving terms Wt and WI, respectively (as defined in §1.4). Such 

evolving hulls are also sometimes called Loewner chains. We set, for T~O, 

d~KdK,K'):= sup dCKc(Kt,KD· 
tE[O,Tj 

The following is a simple lemma relating uniform convergence of driving terms to dCKC-

convergence of the corresponding Loewner chains. 

LEMMA 4.15. The Loewner transform Wf-tK is a continuous map from the space 

of continuous paths W with the topology of uniform convergence to the space of Loewner 

chains with d~KC-convergence. 

In other words, for every 10>0, every T>O and every W: [0, Tj--+IR continuous, 

there is some o=o(E,T, W»O such that if W: [0, Tj--+IR is continuous and satisfies 

SUPtE[O,TjIWt-Wtl<o, then the corresponding Loewner chains satisfy d~KdK,K)<E. 

This lemma is similar in spirit to [L4, Proposition 4.47j. As is well known, KT--+KT 

in the Hausdorff metric does not follow from W --+ W uniformly in [0, Tj. 

Proof. Fix T>O. Suppose that wn--+ W uniformly in [0, Tj. Let Kn denote the 

Loewner chain corresponding to wn and let g~n): lHI\Kf--+lHI denote the corresponding 

Loewner evolution. Fix some to E [0, Tj. Since diam K~ is clearly bounded by a function 

ofT and IIWnll oo [L4, Lemma 4.13], the closure of {K~:nEN+} is compact with respect 

to the Hausdorff metric on non-empty compact subsets of 1HI. Consider some integer 

sequence nj--+oo for which the Hausdorff limit K':=limj--'tooK~j exists. If zEiHi\Kto ' 

then there is a neighborhood U of Z in iHi such that UnK~ =0 for all sufficiently large n, 

by the continuity of solutions of ODE's in the vector field specifying the ODE. It follows 

that z¢'.K', and hence K' cKto ' 

With the intention of reaching a contradiction, suppose that there is some point 

ZEoKto\(K'UIR). Let z' be a point in lHI\Kto satisfying Iz-z'I<~ dist(z',K'UIR). The 
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above argument shows that limj--+oogtj)(z')=gto(Z')ElliI. On the other hand, for all 

sufficiently large j we have dist(z',K~j»2Iz-z'l. Now the Koebe distortion theorem 

(e.g., [P, Corollary 1.4]) applied to the restriction of gi: j ) to the disk of radius 2lz-z'l 

about z' (once with z' and again with z) shows that Imgi:j)(z)~ 136 1m gi:j)(z'). How

ever, since zEKto ' for every E>O there is some first t1 E [0, to) such that Imgtl (z) ~E. The 

convergence argument above shows that for all arbitrarily large n, Img~~) (z) ~2E. Since 

1m g~ n) (z) decreases monotonically in t, it follows that 1m gi:) (z) ~ 2E for all sufficiently 

large n. This contradicts our previous conclusion 

I (nj) ( ) '- 3 I (nj) (') 3 I (') ° m gto Z ~ 16 m gto Z -+ 16 m gto Z > , 

and proves that K'-::;{)Kto\JR.. 

Let K be the union of K' and the bounded connected components of iHl\K'. The 

above implies that K-::;Kto\JR.. Now note that Kto\JR. is dense in Kto. (This follows from 

the easy direction (2)::::} (1) in [LSWl, Theorem 2.6] and from the fact that (lliInKt)\Kt' 

is non-empty when t>t'.) Consequently, K=Kto , which implies that dCKC(Kr,Kt)-+O 

for every fixed t E [0, T]. 
Note that the above proof also gives lims--+t dCKC(Ks, Kt)=O for tE [0, T] and s tend

ing to t in [O,T]. Thus, K t is continuous in t with respect to dCKC . Since dCKC(L,L)~ 

dCKc( L', L) V dCKc( L", L) when L' c L c L", the d~KC convergence easily follows from 

the pointwise convergence, from continuity of K t and from monotonicity of Kr in t. D 

4.8. Improving the convergence topology 

In this subsection we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. There are examples showing 

that the convergence of the Loewner driving term does not imply the uniform convergence 

of the paths parameterized by capacity. (See [LSW4, §3.4].) Therefore, we will need to 

apply other considerations. Before embarking on the proof, we note that when a, b~'>" 

the trace of SLE(4; a/.>..-I, b/.>..-I) is a simple path that does not hit JR., except at its 

starting point. Indeed, note first that the force points are moving monotonically away 

from one another. By comparison with a Bessel process, for example, it is easy to see 

that the trace does not hit the real line at any time t>O. It also does not hit itself, since 

h-+gsb(t+s)) has law that is mutually absolutely continuous with the path of SLE(4). 

LEMMA 4.16. Let T>O and let Wn: [O,T]-+JR. be a sequence of continuous func

tions converging uniformly to a function W: [0, T]-+ JR.. Suppose that each Wn is the 

driving term of a Loewner evolution of a path ,n: [0, T]-+iHl, and W is the driving term 

of a Loewner evolution of a simple path T [O,T]-+iHl satisfying ,(0,T]nJR.=0. Then 

limn--+oo SUPtE[O,T] dHbn[O, t], ,[0, t])=O, where dH denotes the the Hausdorff metric. 
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Proof. First note that diam,n [0, T] is bounded, because II Wn II 00 is bounded. Fix 

some t E [0, T], and let r denote a subsequential Hausdorff limit of ,n [0, t]. It suf

fices to prove that r=,[O, t]. By Lemma 4.15, we know that for every c>O we have 

rnlHic:b[O, t])=0. Since, is a simple path satisfying ,(0, T]nlPi.=0, it follows that 

Uc:>o lHic:b[O, t]) =1HI\ ,[0, t], which implies that relPi.U,[O, t]. Fix some Zl ElPi.\ ,[0, t] = 

lPi.\ {')'(O)}. By the continuity in Wand Z of the solutions of Loewner's equation (1.3), it 

follows that there is a neighborhood V of Zl such that V n'n [0, T] = 0 for all sufficiently 

large n. This implies that Zl ~r, and hence re,[O, t]. 
Now let t' E [0, t]. By Lemma 4.15 again, for every c>O and every n sufficiently large, 

,(t')~lHic:bn[O, t]), which means that every path connecting ,(t') to 00 in iHi must come 

within distance c from ,n[O, t]. Thus, every such path must intersect r. Since re,[O, t] 

is closed, this implies that ,(t')Er. Therefore, r=,[O,t]; that is, 

Since ,n [0, t] and ,[0, t] are monotone increasing in t and ,[0, t] is continuous in t with 

respect to dR, it easily follows that limn-too SUPtE[O,T] dHbn[O, t], ,[0, t]) =0. D 

Here is an outline of the main ideas going into the proof of Theorem 1.2. Let ,<i> be 

the path ¢o, parameterized by half-plane capacity. The main step in the proof is to show 

that if we fix T>O, we have SUPtE[o,T]I,<i>(t)-,sLE(t)I-+O in probability. By Theorem 1.3 

and Lemma 4.16, we get SUPtE[O,T] dH b<i> [0, t], ,sLdO, t]) -+0 in probability (since ,SLE is 

a simple path). We only need to rule out the possibility that ,<i> has significant (and fast) 

backtracking along 'SLE. This is ruled out by invoking Lemma 3.17 and observing that 

the ¢-image of the place where simple random walk (starting from a vertex near ¢-l(i)) 

hits 8Db) can be close to any fixed segment of ,SLE(O, T]. 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let,<i> be the path ¢o, parameterized by half-plane capacity. 

Let 8, T>O and rD = rad<i>-l (i) (D). Let W denote the Loewner driving term of 'SLE. 

Since ,SLE is almost surely a simple path, Lemma 4.16 implies that for every c>O there 

is some c'=c'(c"SLE»O such that if W is the driving term of a continuous path:r and 

SUPtE[o,T]IWt-Wtl<c', then SUPtE[O,T] dHbsLE[O,t],:r[O,t])<c. Moreover, it is not hard 

to see that c' can be chosen as a measurable function of W. Hence, Theorem 1.3 implies 

that for every co>O, if rD is larger than some function of co, 8, T, a and b, then there is 

a coupling of hand SLE(4;aj>"-I,bj>"-I) such that 

[2:= sup dHb<i>[O,t],'SLE[O,t])<co 
tE[O,T] 

with probability at least 1-8. Without yet specifying co, we assume that indeed ,<i> [0, T] 
and ,SLE are so coupled. Let Ao be the event that [2<co. Then P[Ao]?: 1-8. 
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Let O<tO<tl <t2<t3~T. We will show that under this coupling, if TD is large, then 

with high probability "(<P(t) is close to "(SLE[tO, T] for every tE [t3, T]. This will then imply 

that SUPtE[O,T]i'YSLE(t)-"(<P(t)1 is small. 

Since "(SLE is almost surely a simple path disjoint from {i}, there is a constant 

so=so(t0,t l ,t2 ,t3 ,T,8»0 such that P[Al ];?1-8, where Al is the event that 

(1) the harmonic measure of "(SLE[tl,t2] from i with respect to lHI\"(SLE[O, (0) is at 

least So, 

(2) dist(R, "(SLE[tO, T]) >so, 

(3) dist("(sLE[O, tjl, "(SLE[tj+l' T]) >So for j =0,1,2, 

(4) diam "(sLdO, T] < 1/ So, and 

(5) iEiHiso("(sLE[O, T]). 
(It is tedious, but straightforward, to check that Al is measurable.) 

Consider a simple random walk S independent of h starting at a TG-vertex closest 

to r/J-l(i). Let TT be the first time t when S(t)EaD(r/J-lo,,(<P[O,T]), and, as in §3.7, let 

ZT :=S( TT). We claim that for every El >0, if TD is sufficiently large and EO is sufficiently 

small, then 

(4.36) 

To prove (4.36), first observe that conditional on "(SLE such that Al holds, a 2-

dimensional Brownian motion S started at i has probability at least So to first hit "(SLEUR 

in "(SLE[tl, t2]. Moreover, if this happens, the Brownian motion is likely to stay within 

a compact subset LclHI before hitting "(SLE[tl, t2] and not to come arbitrarily close to 

"(SLE far from its hitting point. On compact subsets of 1HI, the map Tr}r/J-l distorts 

distances by a bounded factor, by the Koebe distortion theorem [P, Theorem 1.3 and 

Corollary 1.4]. Since r/J-l takes a Brownian motion to a monotonically time-changed 

Brownian motion, by taking TD large we may couple Tr}S and Tr}r/J-loS to stay arbi

trarily close (until r/J-loS hits aD) with high probability, up to a time change. Assuming 

that (} is arbitrarily small and taking (5) into account, we find that on Al and given 

("(SLE, "(<P[O, T]), with conditional probability at least ~so the random walk gets to a ver

tex v where dist(r/J(v), "(sLdtl , t2 ]) is arbitrarily small before time TT. Now, on the event 

Ao, "(<P[O, T] has to be close by, and so we find from Lemma 2.1 that on AonAl and given 

("(SLE, "(<P[O, T]), with conditional probability at least ~so we have dist( r/J(ZT) , "(sLdh, t2]) 
arbitrarily small. This proves (4.36). 

We take "(<P[T, (0) independent of "(SLE given "(<P[O, T] in the coupling of "(SLE with "(. 

As in §3.5, let T be the hitting time of Son aD("(). In (3.62) we choose E=8, and get a 

corresponding p>O. Let A2 denote the event 
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Then (3.62) reads P[A2 ];?1-8. In conjunction with (4.36) and P[Aj ];?1-8, j=O, 1, this 

implies that 

(4.37) 

Conditional on Sn on the event A I n{dist(¢(S7),')'SLE[tl,t2])<cI} we invoke Lem

ma 3.17 with S7 translated to ° where the p in that lemma is chosen as ~p808 and the R 

is taken to be 82rD, where 82=82(80»0 is a small constant depending only on 80. Note 

that the assumption necessary for the lemma that dist(Sn {vo}UoD»4R holds by (2), 

(4) and (5) in the definition of Al and the fact that the distance distortion of r"i/¢-I is 

bounded on compact subsets of !HI. Let ii denote the a provided by the lemma, which is a 

function of 80, a, band 8. Set r=Rj(ii+1). Then the lemma together with (4.37) imply 

that with probability 1-0(8) there is within distance CI from ')'SLE[tl, t2] the ¢-image 

of a vertex VEoDh) such that ¢-lo')'<I>[O, T] has precisely two disjoint crossings of the 

annulus {z:r:;:;; Iz-vi :;:;;R}. If this happens, let ZI be a point in ')'SLE [i}, t 2 ] closest to such 

a ¢(v). 
Let r' denote the lower bound we get on {1¢(v)-¢(z)I:lv-zl;?r} which follows 

from the bounded distortion of rD¢' We may also assume that 1¢(v)-¢(z)l:;:;;i80 when 

Iv-zl:;:;;R. Now take CI=~r' and let 83=83(8,r')E(0, ir') be so small that with prob

ability at least 1-8 for every ball of radius ~r' centered at a point Zo E')'SLE [to , T] 
the distance outside of the ball B(zo, ~r') between the two connected components of 

lRu (')'SLE [0, T] \ {zo}) is at least 83. Note that when this is the case, every path connecting 

these two components outside of B(zo, ~r') has to intersect iHiS3 / 3hsLElO, T]). Conse

quently, if additionally (!< ~83' then ')'<1>[0, T] cannot contain an arc whose endpoints are 

within distance ~83 of these two components, unless the arc visits the ball B(zo, ~r'). If 
{! is sufficiently small, then there is some t~:;:;;t3 such that I')'SLdt3)-')'<I>(t~)I<~83' Now 

choose Zo :=ZI, for the previous paragraph. The path ')'<1>[0, t~] must pass through the 

ball B (zo, ~r'), and therefore ¢-I 0,),<1> [0, t~] contains two disjoint crossings of the annulus 

{z:r:;:;;lz-vl:;:;;R}. If we assume that ¢-lo')'<I>[O,T] has no more than two disjoint cross

ings of this annulus (which happens with probability at least 1-0(8)), it follows that 

for tE[t3,T] the point ')'<I>(t) is closer to ')'SLE[to,T] than to ')'SLE[O,tO]UlR. Since in the 

above 8, to and t3 are arbitrary subject to the constraint 0<tO<t3 and 8>0, the claimed 

uniform convergence in [0, T] follows. 

To prove convergence in law with respect to the uniform d* metric, it suffices to 

show that for every radius rl >0 there is some r2 >rl such that ')'<1> is unlikely to return 

to B(O, rd after its first exit from B(O, r2)' For this proof, we will use the conformal 

invariance of extremal length (see [AJ). 

Fix some rl >0. The extremal length of the collection of arcs in the half-annulus 

A:={zEiHi:rl <lzl<r2}, which connect lR+ with lR_, tends to zero as r2-+00. Let A':= 
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¢-l(A), 8j :=¢-1( {zEiHi: JzJ=rj}), j=1,2, L:=dist(81, 82; A') and L' :=dist(8+, 8_; A'). 

By conformal invariance of extremal length, it follows that L' / L---+O as r2---+00, uniformly 

in D. (Otherwise, the metric which is equal to the Euclidean metric in the ball of radius 

3L centered on a point in an arc of length at most 2L from 81 to 82 in A', and is zero 

outside this ball, contradicts the extremal length going to zero.) 

Let ,6cA' be an arc of diameter at most 2L' connecting 8+ and 8_. Let 

L1 := dist(,6, 81; A') and L2 := dist(,6, 82; A'). 

Since L' / L---+O as r2 ---+00, we have L1;:: ~ L or L2;:: ~ L if r2 is sufficiently large. Suppose 

first that L2;::~L. Let So denote the first time such that J¢o,(so)J=r2. Then there are 

two connected components ,61 and ,62 of ,6\,[0, sol such that ,[0, sol U,61 U,62 separates 

¢-l(B(O, r1)) from Ya in D. Now the proof of Theorem 3.22 shows that 

if L2/ L' is sufficiently large. (Hence when L2;:: ~ Land r2 is sufficiently large.) A similar 

estimate holds with ,62. Thus, with probability at most 0(8), Ie? contains two disjoint 

crossings of the annulus r1 ~ JzJ ~r2. On the other hand, if L2 < ~L and L1;:: ~L, then 

we may apply the same argument to the reversal of , (or else slightly modify the way 

the analog of Theorem 3.22 is proved) to reach the same conclusion. This completes the 

proof. D 

5. Other lattices 

In this section we describe the modifications necessary to adapt the proofs of Theo

rems 1.3 and 1.2 to the more general framework of Theorem 1.4. 

Before we go into the actual proof, a few words need to be said about the proper

ties of the weighted random walk on <5 and its convergence to Brownian motion. Fix 

some vertex Vo in <5, and let Vo denote its orbit under the group generated by the two 

translations T1 and T2 preserving <5. If the walk starts at vo, then a new Markov chain 

is obtained by looking at the sequence of vertices in Vo that the walk visits. A simple 

path reversal argument shows that for this new Markov chain the transition probability 

from v to u is the same as the transition probability from u to v, for every pair of ver

tices v, UEVo. Also observe that the JR.2-length of a single step has an exponential tail. 

This is enough to show that the Markov chain on Vo, rescaled appropriately in time and 

space, converges to a linear image of Brownian motion (and it is not hard to verify that 

the linear transformation is non-singular). Moreover, the few properties of the simple 

random walk on TG that we have used in the course of the paper are easily verified for 

this Markov chain on Vo and easily translated to the weighted walk on <5. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. Very few changes are needed to adapt the proof. Let <B de

note the original lattice consisting of only edges of positive weight, and let <B denote the 

triangulation of <B, as described in §1.5. Let IB* denote the planar dual of lB. 
The statement and proof of Lemma 3.1 requires some changes, because in the more 

general setup it is not true that every vertex adjacent to an interface on the right has a 

<B-neighbor on the left of the interface (and similarly in the other direction). Thus, in 

the revised version of the lemma, the assumption that each vertex in V+ neighbors with 

a vertex in V_UVa and every vertex in V_ neighbors with a vertex in V+UVa needs to be 

replaced by the assumption that for some constant m, depending on the lattice, for every 

vertex VEV+ the <B-graph-distance from v to V_ UVa is at most m, and symmetrically 

for vertices in V_. This change requires a few extra lines in the proof of (3.1). Let M j 

be the maximum of E [eh ( v) I K] for vertices in V+ at <B -distance at most j from V_ U Va. 

Every vertex at <B-distance j>O from V-UVa has a <B-neighbor at <B-distance j-1 from 

V_ UVa. Therefore, the proof of (3.8) now gives 

where c< 1 is some constant depending only on the lattice and its edge weights. We can 

certainly drop the trailing additive 0(1). Induction on j now gives 

where Qj=l+(l-c)+ ... +(l-c)j-l=(l-(l-c)j)/c. When j=m, this reads 

M(l-c)'" ~ O(l)Q", M(l-c)'" 
m '" 0' 

Clearly, Mo~eX, and the bound Mm=Om,X(1) follows. A corresponding bound clearly 

also holds for E[e-h(v) 11C] when vEV_. The remainder of the proof of the analog of 

Lemma 3.1 proceeds without difficulty. 

The proof of Lemma 3.2 needs to be similarly adapted, but essentially the same 

argument works. 

The next point which requires adaptation is the definition of zg in §3.5. Let ~ denote 

the set of pairs (v, e*), where v is a vertex in <B and e* is an edge in IB* that is dual to 

one of the edges incident with v in lB. If O"=(v,e*)E~, let za denote the event that the 

first vertex adjacent to "( that S hits is v and moreover e* E"(. Let ~' be a collection of 

elements of~, one from each orbit under the group generated by the translations Tl and 

T2 preserving <B. Let ZO:=UaE~1 za. The proof then proceeds essentially unchanged, 

with za in place of zg and with the modified definition for Zoo D 
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